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Abstract
This work aims at improving the understanding of the fundamental physics behind
molecular doping of organic semiconductors, being a requirement for efficient devices like organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) and organic photovoltaic cells (OPV).
The underlying physics is studied by electrical conductivity and thermoelectrical Seebeck measurements and the influences of doping concentration and temperature are
investigated. Thin doped layers are prepared in vacuum by thermal co-evaporation of
host and dopant molecules and measured in-situ.
The fullerene C60 , known for its high electron mobility, is chosen as host for
five different n-dopants. Two strongly ionizing air-sensitive molecules (Cr2 (hpp)4
and W2 (hpp)4 ) and three air-stable precursor compounds (AOB, DMBI-POH and
o-MeO-DMBI-I) which form the active dopants upon deposition are studied to compare their doping mechanism. High conductivities are achieved, with a maximum of
10.9 S/cm. Investigating the sample degradation by air-exposure, a method for regeneration is proposed, which allows for device processing steps under ambient conditions,
greatly enhancing device fabrication possibilities.
Various material combinations for p-doping are compared to study the influence of
the molecular energy levels of host (MeO-TPD and BF-DPB) and dopant (F6 -TCNNQ
and C60 F36 ). Corrections for the only estimated literature values for the dopant levels
are proposed. Furthermore, the model system of similar-sized host pentacene and
dopant F4 -TCNQ is studied and compared to theoretical predictions.
Finally, a model is developed that allows for estimating charge carrier mobility, density
of free charge carriers, doping efficiency, as well as the transport level position from
combining conductivity and Seebeck data.
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Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit untersucht organische Halbleiter und den Einfluss von molekularer Dotierung auf deren elektrische Eigenschaften, mit dem Ziel effizientere Bauelemente
wie organische Leuchtdioden oder Solarzellen zu ermöglichen. Mittels Leitfähigkeitsuntersuchungen sowie thermoelektrischen Seebeck-Messungen werden die Einflüsse der Dotierkonzentration sowie der Temperatur auf die elektrischen Eigenschaften
dünner dotierter Schichten analysiert. Das Abscheiden der Schichten durch Koverdampfen im Vakuum ermöglicht eine in-situ Analyse.
Das Fulleren C60 , bekannt für besonders hohe Elektronenbeweglichkeit, wird als
Wirt für fünf verschieden n-Dotanden, zwei extrem stark ionisierende luftreaktive (Cr2 (hpp)4 und W2 (hpp)4 ) sowie drei luftstabile (AOB, DMBI-POH und
o-MeO-DMBI-I), verwendet. Dies ermöglicht Schlüsse auf die unterschiedlichen
zugrunde liegenden Dotiermechanismen und das Erreichen von Leitfähigkeiten von
bis zu 10.9 S/cm. Für einen der luftreaktiven Dotanden wird die Probendegradation an
Luft untersucht und eine Regenerationsmethode aufgezeigt, die Prozessierungsschritte in Luft erlaubt und somit entscheidend für zukünftige Bauelementfertigung sein
könnte.
Verschiedene p-dotierte Materialkombinationen werden untersucht, um den Einfluss der molekularen Energieniveaus von Wirt (MeO-TPD und BF-DPB) und Dotand
(F6 -TCNNQ und C60 F36 ) auf die Dotierung zu studieren. Dies ermöglicht Schlussfolgerungen auf die in der Literatur bisher nur abgeschätzten Energieniveaus dieser Dotanden. Ferner werden die Eigenschaften des bereits theoretisch modellierten Paares
Pentacen und F4 -TCNQ mit den Vorhersagen verglichen und die Abweichungen diskutiert.
Abschießend wird ein Modell entwickelt, das die Abschätzung von Dotiereffizienz, Ladungsträgerkonzentration, Ladungsträgerbeweglichkeit sowie der Position des Transportniveaus aus Leitfähigkeits- und Seebeck-Messungen erlaubt.
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Nomenclature

Table 0.1: Physical constants

e
kB

elementary electric charge constant
Boltzmann constant

NAvo

Avogadro constant

1.602 167 487(40)·10−19 C [Moh08]
1.380 650 4(24)·10−23 J/K [Moh08]
= 8.617 343(15)·10−5 eV/K [Moh08]
6.022 141 79(30)·1023 mol−1 [Moh08]

Table 0.2: Abbreviations

a.u.
AFM
CAS
CSC
CV
e
EA
h
HOMO
IAPP
IE
IPES
LUMO
OFET
OLED
OPV
OSC
rms
SC
SMU
UPS

arbitrary unit
atomic force microscope
Chemical Abstracts Service
conventional (inorganic) semiconductor
cyclic voltammetry
electron
electron affinity
hole
highest occupied molecular orbital
Institut für Angewandte Photophysik der TU Dresden
ionization energy
inverse photoemission spectroscopy
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
organic field-effect transistor
organic light-emitting diode
organic photovoltaic cell
organic semiconductor
root-mean-square
semiconductor
source measure unit
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy

xiv
Table 0.3: Investigated molecules, details can be found in section 3.2 and in table 3.2 on page 50.

AOB
BF-DPB
C60
C60 F36
Cr2 (hpp)4

3,6-bis(dimethylamino)acridine
N,N’-Bis(9,9-dimethyl-fluoren-2-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine
fullerene consisting of 60 carbon atoms
fluorinated derivative of the fullerene C60
tetrakis(1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato)dichromium (II)
DMBI-POH
2-(1,3-dimethyl-1H-benzoimidazol-3-ium-2-yl)phenolatehydrate
F4 -TCNQ
tetrafluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane
F6 -TCNNQ
1,3,4,5,7,8-hexafluorotetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane
MeO-TPD
N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis 4-methoxyphenyl-benzidine
o-MeO-DMBI-I 2-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dimethyl-1H-benzoimidazol-3-ium iodide
pentacene
pentacene
W2 (hpp)4
tetrakis(1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato)ditungsten (II)

Table 0.4: Symbols

DOS
n
ne
nh
ni
nD
nH
nMol
NA
NA−
NC
ND
ND+
NV
EA
Eact,σ
EC
ED
EF
Egap
EG
σG
ES
ETr
EV

Densities
density of states
density of free charge carriers
density of free electrons
density of free holes
intrinsic charge carrier density
density of dopant molecules
density of host molecules
total density of molecules
concentration of acceptors
concentration of ionized acceptors
effective density of states in the conduction band
concentration of donors
concentration of ionized donors
effective density of states in the valence band
Energies
acceptor energy level
activation energy of the conductivity σ(T )
conduction energy: minimum of conduction band
donor energy level
chemical potential / Fermi level
band gap = EC − EV
position of the maximum of Gaussian distribution
standard deviation of Gaussian distribution
Seebeck energy = EF − ETr
transport level
valence energy: maximum of valence band

(2.1)
(2.1)

(2.10)

(2.12)

(2.12)

(2.25)

(2.3)
(2.26)
(2.26)
(2.66)
(2.62)

xv

A
C
dc
"
E
fB
fFD
gA
gD
hl
ηdop
I
j
lc
M
µ
pKa
P
Π
R
Rrms
ρ
S
σ
t
τ
T
Td
Tdep
Tg
Tm
Tsub
vd
V
VS
χ

Other Symbols
cross-section
doping concentration (in molar ratio MR)
distance between parallel contacts
dielectric constant
electric field
Boltzmann distribution function
Fermi-Dirac distribution function
ground state degeneracy of the accepter level
ground state degeneracy of the donor level
layer thickness
doping efficiency
electric current
current density
contact length
molar mass
mobility
acid dissociation constant
pressure
Peltier coefficient
electric resistance
root-mean-square roughness (AFM)
density of a material
Seebeck coefficient
conductivity
time
characteristic time constant
temperature
temperature difference during Seebeck measurements
material deposition temperature
glass transition temperature
mean temperature during Seebeck measurements
substrate temperature
drift velocity
electric voltage
thermoelectric/Seebeck voltage
maximal relative change of σ

(2.22)
(2.42)
(2.22)
(2.21)
(2.4)
(2.3)
(2.12)
(2.11)
(2.22)
(2.44)

(2.22)
(2.24)

(2.52)

(2.46)
(2.22)
(4.2)

(2.20)
(2.47)
(4.2)
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Chapter

1

Introduction

The second half of the 20th century was characterized by the advance of semiconductor electronics that led to the invention of computers, affecting most parts of today’s
daily life. Most commonly the semiconductor material silicon is used, being the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust and having already been used for
fabrication of ordinary glass for centuries. One of the key elements that enabled the
breakthrough of semiconductor technology is doping, i.e. the introduction of electron
donating or accepting impurities that allow for controlling of the majority charge carriers. Doping enables the design of p-n-junctions, being the building block for most
electronic devices, from transistors to light-emitting diodes and photovoltaic cells.
Furthermore, it allows for adjusting the conductivity over orders of magnitude by increasing the charge carrier density and therefore tuning charge injection, extraction
and transport properties.
Recently, semiconductors composed of chemically synthesized organic (i.e.
hydrocarbon-based) molecules increasingly gained attention, since organic dyes
with delocalized π-systems have promising properties for optoelectronic devices. The
major drawback of organic semiconductors is their rather low charge carrier mobility,
being several orders of magnitude below the values of typical conventional semiconductors. This is due to the weak interaction between adjacent organic molecules
in a layer that leads to a slower charge-transfer between the molecules, compared
to the almost unhindered band transport in a crystalline inorganic semiconductor
formed by covalently bound atoms. But, whereas a limited variety of conventional
(inorganic) semiconductor materials is available, the toolbox of organic chemistry
allows to design and synthesize molecules with desired properties.
The optoelectronic properties of organic semiconductors led to the development of organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) and organic photovoltaic cells (OPV), converting
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OLEDs are developed for lighting as well as for display applications. OLED lighting competes with
fluorescent lighting as well as inorganic lightemitting diode (LED) technology. While LEDs are
usually point light sources, OLEDs are natural area
emitters of diffuse light and allow for new design options like transparent lighting panels. At
the time of writing, first products are commercially available. OLEDs for display applications
have already proven their potential and successfully emerged into markets where they are competing with conventional liquid crystal display (LCD)
technology. Key advantages of OLED displays are
higher contrast, potentially low power consumption, smaller thickness and larger viewing angle,
mostly enabled by the direct emission of light with
the desired color instead of a combination of white
backlight and color filters like in LCDs.

1000

electricity to light and vice versa. The lower refractive index of organic semiconductors compared to conventional semiconductors allows for good light in- and outcoupling. In the last 15 years, the development of both technologies was accompanied
by an exponentially increasing number of publications over time that drove exponentially increasing record efficiencies, as shown in figure 1.1. In contrast to conventional
electronics, both types of devices, OLEDs and OPV, can in principle be fabricated on
foils allowing for flexible lightweight devices and large device areas, which opens
new areas of applications. The main drawback is that device lifetime is limited by
reactions with water and oxygen, requiring exceptionally good encapsulation. Device
thicknesses in the range of just hundred nanometers and low fabrication temperatures with typical substrate temperatures below 100 ◦C lead to very low material and
energy consumption and hence promise low production costs.

0

0

Organic semiconductor-based photovoltaics is a
promising candidate for providing future electricity supply. Besides silicon-based photovoltaics, it
seems to be the only non-concentrated technology with sufficient raw material available for a
TW-scale production [Fel08] , required for a significant share of worldwide supply of sustainable electricity. While for silicon-based photovoltaics the
record efficiencies stagnated in recent years and
1990 2000 2010
Year
only the production costs could be dramatically reduced, in the last 15 years exponentially increasFigure 1.1: (a) OLED and (b) OPV pubing OPV record efficiencies have been reported, as
lications per year and laboratory “hero”
shown in figure 1.1 (b). At the time of writing, a
performance. [OW,ISI]
record power conversion efficiency of 12 % [Hel13]
is published which is below the record for polycrystalline silicon cells (20.4 %) [Gre13]
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but already above the value for amorphous silicon (10.1 %) [Gre13] . In contrast to inorganic cells, the efficiency is stable between room temperature and elevated operating
temperature and a better low-light performance is reported [Rie11b,Hel13] . The major
drawback for polycrystalline silicon-based photovoltaic modules is the rather long
energy payback time (e.g. ≈ 2 years when installed in Germany [Fra13] ). Roll-to-roll
processing of OPV modules on flexible substrates might allow for a high production
throughput and hence, together with low material consumption and low fabrication
temperatures, enable short energy payback time and low cost [Anc12] . Furthermore, the
narrow absorption bands of organic semiconductors allow for fabrication of colortunable semi-transparent cells as well as for efficiency-optimized tandem or triple
cells [Rie11b,Hel13] .
Two classes of organic semiconductors are typically distinguished: polymers and small
molecules. Polymers are large molecules consisting of repeating structural units and
are typically deposited by wet chemical methods like coating or printing from solution. They show higher charge carrier mobilities than small molecules due to their
intra-molecular transport, but chain length dispersity and solvent contamination hamper reproducibility. Small molecules are compounds of rather low molar mass, often
allowing for purification and deposition by thermal evaporation, typically in vacuum.
Charge carrier mobilities are usually lower than in polymers and the initial cost for
large scale production by vacuum deposition tends to be larger compared to solution
processing of polymers. However, the thermal evaporation process allows for freely
designable multilayer devices, which is hardly possible for polymers, due to the interaction of solvents with layers already deposited and the lack of orthogonal solvents.
Organic semiconductors can be doped by co-depositing electron donating or accepting
atoms or molecules along with the host material. Doping of organic semiconductors
has been shown to improve device performance significantly [Wal07,Lüs13] , but contrary
to conventional semiconductors, the underlying physics is far from being completely
understood. It is the aim of this thesis to contribute to the understanding of the
fundamental physics of doping of organic semiconductors by studying the molecular
doping in vacuum deposited layers of organic small molecules.
This thesis is structured into nine chapters. Following this introduction, chapter 2
provides the theoretical background and reviews relevant literature for the studies
presented in the subsequent chapters. In chapter 3, the experimental techniques as
well as the developed setup are explained in detail. Furthermore, the investigated
organic compounds are introduced and their key properties along a draft historical
background are summarized. The presentation of the results starts in chapter 4 with
investigations of the fullerene C60 n-doped by the two novel dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and
W2 (hpp)4 of extremely low ionization energies and which hence are reactive to air.
The degradation induced by air-exposure of doped layers is studied and a regeneration treatment is presented. In chapter 5, C60 is n-doped by air-stable precursor compounds (AOB, DMBI-POH and o-MeO-DMBI-I) that form the active dopant compound
during deposition. This transformation is investigated more closely for the two novel
DMBI derivatives. Following the studies of n-doping, in chapter 6 two amorphous
hosts (MeO-TPD and BF-DPB) are p-doped by two different dopants (F6 -TCNNQ and
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C60 F36 ) and the influence of the molecular energy levels on the doping is analyzed. Afterwards, in chapter 7 the model system of the polycrystalline host pentacene p-doped
by the similar-sized dopant F4 -TCNQ is investigated and the data are compared to theoretical predictions for this combination. Finally, in chapter 8 a model is developed
that allows to derive lower limits for the charge carrier mobility, the density of free
charge carriers as well as the doping efficiency from conductivity data and furthermore allows to narrow down the energetic position of the transport level level when
combined with Seebeck data. Concluding, the findings of this thesis are summarized
in chapter 9 and directions for future studies are outlined.
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Chapter

2

Fundamentals of Organic
Semiconductors

In this chapter, the basics of semiconductor physics are summarized, as they are required
for understanding the results presented in this work. Initially the key properties of conventional (inorganic) semiconductors (CSCs) are considered. In a second step, organic
semiconductors (OSCs) are introduced and differences to conventional semiconductors
are outlined. Finally, the Seebeck effect is discussed and correlations to semiconductor
properties are derived.
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2 Fundamentals of Organic Semiconductors

2.1 Conventional Semiconductors
This section introduces the fundamentals of conventional semiconductors, in particular the differences between intrinsic and doped semiconductors are highlighted. More
detailed information can be found in textbooks [Sze81,Thu11,End92] .

2.1.1 Intrinsic Semiconductors
A semiconductor (SC) is called intrinsic if it is pure and free of impurities. A conventional inorganic semiconductor material, like silicon (Si) or gallium arsenide (GaAs),
consists of covalently bound atoms forming a crystalline lattice structure. The discrete energy levels of a single atom are affected by the interaction of the periodically
arranged neighboring atoms and a band structure of allowed and forbidden energy
eigenstates for electrons is formed.
The population of electrons in the bands depends on the temperature T . Semiconductors have the special property that at T → 0 K every band is either completely
occupied or empty. Occupied bands are those lying deepest in energy and the highest
occupied band is called valence band, whereas the lowest unoccupied band is called
conduction band. The second important property of semiconductors is the presence
of a forbidden energetic region between the occupied and the empty bands. As only
incompletely filled bands can contribute to transport, at T → 0 K charge transport is
impossible (unless the material is illuminated or charges are injected).
In the following, the lowest allowed energy of the conduction band will
be called the conduction energy EC and the highest allowed energy of the
valence band the valence energy EV . The energetic gap between conduction and valence band and hence the difference between EV and EC is called
bandgap Egap , being a key property of a semiconductor and is usually in the
range of 0.5 eV to 2 eV. At room temperature, the typical semiconductors
Si and GaAS have bandgaps of 1.12 and 1.42 eV [Sze81] , respectively.

EC
Egap

EV

With increasing temperature, an increasing number of electrons from the valence
band reaches the conduction band due to their thermal energy, leaving unoccupied
states in the valence band, the so-called holes, behind. Holes can be described in
a similar manner to electrons and in the following, the indices “e” and “h” will are
used for addressing parameters of electrons and holes, respectively. The density of
free electrons in the conduction band ne depends on the density of available states
DOS(E) in the conduction band and the occupation probability distribution f (E, T ),
which accounts for the temperature:
Z∞
ne =

DOS(E) · f (E, T ) d E .

−∞

EF

(2.1)

2.1 Conventional Semiconductors
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Its energy-resolved derivative is called the differential electron density n0 (E):
n0e (E) = DOS(E) · f (E, T ) .

(2.2)

Electrons are fermions‡ and therefore each state can only be occupied by one particle.
Hence, the occupation probability f is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
(compare figure 2.1 (a)):
fFD (E, T ) =

1

.
E−E
1 + exp k TF

(2.3)

B

Here, kB is Boltzmann’s§ constant and at T = 25 ◦C the product kB T = 25.7 meV.
EF is the electro-chemical potential which is temperature-dependent as well. For
T → 0 K, the Fermi-Dirac distribution function becomes a step function and the occupation probability is zero for all states with an energy above the chemical potential
( fFD (E, T ) = 0 for E > EF at T → 0 K). The highest occupied energy state at 0 K is
called Fermi energy. At higher temperature, the chemical potential is called Fermi
level and is temperature-dependent. In the following, only the term Fermi level will
be used, since all temperatures discussed are well above 0 K. The Fermi level is the
energy correlated to an occupation probability of 50 % ( fFD (EF , T ) = 0.5). In case of
intrinsic semiconductors discussed so far, the value of EF is close to the middle of the
bandgap, compare equation (2.17) below.
The Fermi-Dirac distribution function can be approximated by the Boltzmann distribution function for E − EF  kB T


E − EF
.
(2.4)
fB (E, T ) = exp −
kB T
Figure 2.1 (b) compares the two functions and it can be seen that at E = EF the
value of fB (E) is twice the value of fFD (E). At higher energies the error is strongly
decreasing e.g. already at E = EF + 3 kB T , the overestimation is as small as ≈ 5 %. A
general expression for the overestimation of fFD (E) by using fB (E) can be written as


E − EF
fFD (E)
− 1 = exp −
= fB (E) ,
(2.5)
fB (E)
kB T
which interestingly is identical to the Boltzmann distribution function itself.
The density of states of an intrinsic conventional semiconductor is zero in the energy
gap between valence and conduction band and non-zero in the bands. Close to the
minimum of the conduction band it can be approximated by a square root proportionality to the energy above EC [Sze81] :
p
for E > EC .
(2.6)
DOS(E) ∝ E − EC
‡
§

after Italian scientist Enrico Fermi [Fer26] (1901–1954)
after Austrian scientist Ludwig Eduard Boltzmann (1844–1906)

Occupation Probability
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Figure 2.1: (a) Fermi-Dirac distribution function fFD (E) for the occupation probability at
T = 25 ◦C, 0 K and 100 ◦C. (b) Comparison of Fermi-Dirac fFD (E) and Boltzmann distribution
function fB (E) for T = 25 ◦C (kB T = 25.7 meV).

Using this density of states and the Boltzmann approximation for the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function fFD , equation (2.1) can be solved analytically to


EC − EF
ne = NC exp −
.
(2.7)
kB T
Analogously to electrons, the density of free holes nh in the valence band can be
derived, resulting in


nh = NV exp −

EF − EV
kB T


.

(2.8)

The prefactors NC and NV are the so-called effective density of states in the conduction
and valence band, both being proportional to (kB T )3/2 and of the unit 1/cm3 .
The above equations are only valid in thermal equilibrium and have to be modified
if an external bias voltage or illumination is applied to the system. Exemplary, the
absorption of a photon would lead to an increase of both, ne and nh , making it impossible to describe the system with one Fermi level. Instead, separate quasi-Fermi levels
for electrons and holes have to be introduced if thermal relaxation inside the bands is
much faster than relaxation from band to band.
In an uncharged and undisturbed intrinsic semiconductor at a given temperature, the
number of electrons in the conduction band equals the number of holes in the valence
band (neutrality condition). This density is called the intrinsic charge carrier density
ni
ne = nh = ni .
(2.9)
It is important to note that the square of ni
n2i



= ne · nh = NC NV exp −

Egap
kB T


,

(2.10)

is independent of the Fermi level EF and can be calculated from NV , NC , and the
bandgap Egap . Equation (2.10) is the law of mass action, known from basic chemistry.
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2.1.2 Doped Semiconductors
In order to increase the number of free charge carriers ne/h of a semiconductor, suitable impurities of other elements can be introduced. In a so-called doped semiconductor, some of the atoms in the lattice structure are replaced by atoms of a different
material, having one valence electron more or one valence electron less than the host
element. These impurities are called dopants.
In case of a dopant with one additional valence electron, this electron is only weakly
bound inside the lattice of the host material, as no partner for a covalent bond is
available. Hence, only little thermal energy is needed for this electron to reach the
conduction band and thus to increase the density of free electrons ne . Such dopants
are called donors or n-dopants as they donate their negatively charged valence electron to the host material.
The same principle works in an analogous manner for dopant atoms that have one
valence electron less than the host. These dopants are called acceptors or p-dopants
since a valence electron of the surrounding host atoms is taken and a positively
charged hole is created on the host.
Silicon, for example, is typically n-doped using phosphorus (P) as donor or p-doped
using boron (B) as acceptor with typical dopant concentrations in the range of a few
parts per million (ppm).
In the following, ND and NA are the absolute values of the dopant concentration of
donors and acceptors in the host material, usually given in the unit 1/cm3 . The energy
levels of the dopants are located in the bandgap of the host. While the donor level
ED is near the conduction band (below EC ), the acceptor level EA is near the valence
band (above EV ).

2.1.2.1 Ionization of Dopants
Thermal energy is needed for the ionization of dopants and thus generation of free
charges for the conduction or valence band. Two classes of dopants can be distinguished: dopants with either a deep or a shallow level with respect to the host material. Shallow dopants have an energy level than close to the band edge that thermal
energy is sufficient to ionize (most of) them. Deep dopants on the other hand, have
energy levels several kB T away from the band edge, so that ionization is less probable.
Generally, the density of ionized donors ND+ and ionized acceptors NA− are [Sho50]


1

ND+ = ND 1 −
(2.11)

1 + g1 exp ED − EF kB T
D


1
−

,
(2.12)
NA = NA
1 + gA exp EA − EF kB T
with gA and gD being the ground state degeneracy of the donor and acceptor levels.
Typically the degeneracy of these levels is g = 2 as each level can be occupied by two
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electrons of opposite spin (±1/2). Additional degeneracy can be introduced by the
host material. For Si and GaAs, the valence band is twofold degenerate and thus they
have two hole levels each being twofold spin degenerate, leading to a value of gA = 4
in these materials. The temperature regime, where the thermal energy is sufficient
to ionize almost all dopants (ND+ ≈ ND and NA− ≈ NA ) is called the saturation range.
The ratio of the density of free charge carriers ne/h to the density of dopants can be
defined as doping efficiency ηdop (for ND  ni ):
ηdop =

ne
ND

or ηdop =

nh
NA

.

(2.13)

The law of mass action (n2i = ne · nh , equation (2.10)) is valid for doped semiconductors as well. In contrast to intrinsic SCs, for doped SCs the density of free electrons in
the conduction band ne does not equal the density of free holes in the valence band
nh . Hence, the neutrality condition for doped SCs has to include the ionized dopants
as well:
ne + NA− = nh + ND+




1
EC − EF

+ NA
⇒ NC exp −
kB T
1 + gA exp EA − EF kB T




1
EF − EV
 ,
+ ND 1 −
= NV exp −

kB T
1 + g1 exp ED − EF kB T

(2.14)

(2.15)

D

(Boltzmann approximation used).
If, for example in an n-doped SC, only donors and no acceptors (NA = 0, ND > 0)
are present, the neutrality condition (2.14) and the law of mass action (2.10) can be
used to derive an expression for the density of free electrons in the condition band
ne [Thu11] :
n2
ne = nh + ND+ and nh = i
ne
s
2
ND+
ND+
ne =
+
+ n2i .
2
2

⇒

n2e − ne ND+ − n2i = 0
(2.16)

This clearly shows the two sources for the density of free electrons in the conduction
band: the excited electrons from the valence band and those from the ionized donors.
An analogous trend can be found for acceptor-only doping and nh .

2.1.2.2 Fermi Level Position
For an intrinsic semiconductor, the Fermi level EF is located close to the middle of the
bandgap:
 
EC + EV kB T
NV
EF =
+
· ln
.
(2.17)
2
2
NC

2.1 Conventional Semiconductors
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Introducing dopants leads to a shift of EF . In case of n-doping, the Fermi level moves
towards the conduction band, whereas for p-doping, it moves towards the valence
band. By solving the neutrality condition (2.15), the value of EF can be calculated,
keeping in mind that all four terms (ne , nh , ND+ , NA− ) depend on EF .
In case of shallow dopants or at elevated temperatures, when most dopants are ionized, the position of EF is given by:
 
NC
kB T
· ln
EF = EC −
for n-doping
(2.18)
2
ND
 
NV
kB T
· ln
EF = EV +
for p-doping
(2.19)
2
NA
The influence of EF on the Fermi-Dirac distribution function fFD and hence on the
density of free electrons ne , being the integrated product of fFD and the density of
states DOS, is displayed in figure 2.2. It is drawn for the case of n-doping, hence
EF shifts towards EC . Two Fermi-Dirac distribution functions with different values
of EF , corresponding to different doping concentrations, are drawn in part (a). EF1 is
chosen to be 200 meV below EC , EF2 is 50 meV larger and hence 150 meV below EC . In
part (b) of the figure, the DOS is sketched, showing a square root dependency on the
energy above the conduction band minimum EC , compare equation (2.6). Finally, the
products of density of states and the two different Fermi-Dirac distribution functions
are drawn in part (c). These products correspond to the differential density of free
electrons n0e (E), as shown by equation (2.2). Therefore, the areas under the curves are
the total densities of free electrons ne1 and ne2 , respectively, compare equation (2.1)
on page 6. For the chosen values of EF1 and EF2 , the density of free electrons ne2 is
7 times larger than ne1 , which displays the strong influence of the Fermi level position

Energy

(a)

(b)

(c)
ne1

EC

ne2

EF2
EF1
0

½
fFD (E)

1

(a.u.)
DOS (E)

(a.u.)
ne’ (E) = fFD · DOS

Figure 2.2: Influence of Fermi level EF on Fermi-Dirac distribution function fFD (E) and density
of free electrons ne for n-doping: (a) fFD (E) for two different positions of EF below the conduction
energy EC , EF1 = EC −200 meV and EF2 = EC −150 meV (b) density of states DOS(E) (c) product
of fFD (E) and DOS(E), displaying the strong influence of EF on the density of free electrons ne
corresponding to the area under the curve.
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on the density of free electrons. An analogous picture can be drawn for p-doping,
where EF shifts towards the EV and increases the density of free holes nh .
Extremely high doping concentrations result in the Fermi level approaching the band
edge. At a difference less than 2 kB T , the semiconductor properties are vanishing and
metallic behavior is observed. Furthermore, the Boltzmann approximation for the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function is not valid for these so-called degenerate semiconductors and the equations can only be solved numerically.

2.1.3 Charge Carrier Transport
Free charges (holes in the valence band and electrons in the conduction band) are in
constant motion due to their thermal energy. Besides this random thermal movement,
an ordered/directed transport is possible under two conditions: Diffusion transport
due to a gradient in the density of free charge carriers and hence EF in the material
and drift transport due to the presence of an electrical field.
Diffusion transport is the thermally driven motion of charges from regions of higher
to regions of lower charge carrier concentration. Hence, diffusion transport takes
place if a gradient in the density of free charge carriers is present in the material.
Fluctuations of the charge carrier concentration can be generated for example by different temperatures in the material (compare section 2.3.1) or by local excess carrier
generation.
Drift transport is the directed motion of charges, driven by the presence of an electric
field E . Each electron carries one negative elementary electric charge −e, whereas
a hole (being an unoccupied electron state) carries +e. An electric field leads to a
Coulomb‡ force accelerating electrons and holes in opposite directions.
The mean drift velocity vd of the charges in direction of the force is proportional to
the electric field E . The proportionality factor of the unit cm2/V s is called the mobility
µ and is usually different for electrons and holes:
vde = µe · E

vdh = µh · E .

(2.20)

In a general case, e.g. for non-isotropic materials, the mobility is a tensor and equation (2.20) must be read vectorially. The mobility of charges in a semiconductor
depends on many parameters, e.g. morphology, density of free charge carriers, electric field and temperature. At low temperatures, the mobility is limited by scattering
at ionized impurities, due to the low energy and hence low velocity of the charge
carriers. Therefore, a decrease in temperature usually leads to a decrease in mobility.
At high temperatures on the other hand, the charge carrier motion is disturbed by
lattice vibrations, so-called phonons, leading to a decreasing mobility as well. In the
temperature region between these two regimes, typically around room temperature,
the mobility has a maximum.
‡

after French scientist Charles Augustin de Coulomb [Cou85] (1736–1806)
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As the electric field E is defined as the gradient of the electric potential V , a field
across a material can be generated by applying different electrical potentials to either
side of the material. Applying a voltage V between two parallel sheet contacts of
distance dc the resulting electric field E is
E=

dV
dx

=

V
dc

.

(2.21)

The drift of charges towards the contacts sum up to a current flow I through the
material, following Ohm’s‡ law. In case of a material cross-section A, Ohm’s law can
be written as
I=

1
R

·V =

Aσ
dc

·V ⇒σ=

I
V

·

dc
A

,

(2.22)

with the conductivity σ of the material defining its resistance R = dc/Aσ. The typical
unit used for the conductivity of semiconductors is S/cm = 1/Ω cm. Applying a voltage V and measuring the current response I, the conductivity of the material can be
calculated using equation (2.22).
Instead of the total current I, the geometry independent current density j = I/A is
used to compare different measurements. The current density can be written as the
sum of electron and hole contributions, each being the product of the density of free
charge carriers and their mean velocity:
j = ene vde + enh vdh .

(2.23)

Combining equations (2.20)-(2.23), the conductivity of a semiconductor can be written as
σ = e · ne · µe + e · nh · µh .
(2.24)

‡

after German scientist Georg Simon Ohm [Ohm27] (1789–1854)
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2.2 Organic Semiconductors
In this section, molecular organic semiconductors (OSCs) are introduced and the
main differences to conventional semiconductors (CSCs) are discussed. For more
general properties of organic semiconductors, the reader is referred to the textbooks [Pop99,Sch05] .
Organic, i.e. hydrocarbon-based, chemistry allows for the synthesis of a large variety
of molecules. Despite most of the organic molecules being electrical isolators, in the
last century semiconducting [Bol63] , metallic [Fer73,Col73] and even superconducting [Jér80]
organic molecules have been discovered. As shown in figure 1.1 on page 2, in recent
years, the topic of conducting organic compounds gained more and more attention
and in 2000, Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa were awarded with the Nobel Prize
in chemistry for their work on highly conducting conjugated polymers [Nor00] . Since
this thesis focuses on semiconductor physics, only this class of materials will be discussed in the following.
When atoms form molecules, the atomic orbitals (being solutions to the Schrödinger‡
equation and describing the probability of an electron to be located in a specific spatial
region) are combined to molecular orbitals, whereby the number of molecular valence
orbitals equaling the total number of atomic valence orbitals prior to the formation
of the molecule. Since electrons are fermions and hence are subject to the Pauli§
exclusion principle, each orbital can only be occupied by two electrons of opposite
spin. Orbitals are populated by electrons according to their energy levels.
Carbon, being the building block of organic molecules, has six electrons: two core
electrons and four valence electrons. The first and second s-orbitals are populated
each by two electrons and the remaining two electrons are located in two of three
degenerate 2p-orbitals. This configuration is abbreviated as 1s2 2s2 2p2 . Whereas
s-orbitals are symmetric around the nucleus, the three 2p-orbitals are dumbbellshaped [Upp74] , as drawn in figure 2.3 (a). Upon formation of molecules, for carbon
atoms it is energetically favorable that the valence orbitals rearrange and form hybrid orbitals. Depending on the number of contributing atomic p-orbitals these hybrids are called sp, sp2 or sp3 . In case of sp2 configuration, the four valence electrons populate three degenerate hybrid sp2 -orbitals and one remaining p-orbital. The
sp2 -orbitals align in one plane, perpendicular to the remaining p-orbital. Adjacent
carbon atoms form covalent σ-bonds with their hybrid orbitals, which are located
between the atoms. The remaining p-orbitals form a second so-called π-bond parallel
to the plane of the sp2 -orbitals, as sketched in figure 2.3 (a). This π-bond leads to
delocalization of the π-electrons, which can extend over many atoms, as drawn in
figure 2.3 (b) for the case of six carbon atoms forming a benzene ring. Hence, the
electrons in the delocalized π-system are no longer constrained to single atoms and
owing to this delocalization, electron transport through the molecule is significantly
improved. Inter-molecular electron transport is enabled via interactions between the
‡
§

after Austrian scientist Erwin Rudolf Josef Alexander Schrödinger [Sch26] (1887–1961)
after Austrian scientist Wolfgang Pauli [Pau25] (1887–1961)
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Figure 2.3: (a) Orbitals and bonds for two sp2 -hybridised carbon atoms, as in ethylene. (b) Delocalized π-electron-system in a benzene ring consisting of six sp2 -hybridised carbon atoms. Images
taken from reference [OW] and modified.

π-systems of adjacent molecules and tunneling of electrons, so-called hopping. For
more information on the fundamental physics of molecules, the reader is referred to
the textbooks [Hak06,Dem09] .
The energetic difference between the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied
π-orbital is smaller compared to the hybrid sp2 -orbitals. Thus, in a molecule with
delocalized π-system, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are typically delocalized π-orbitals. Since the
energetic difference between HOMO and LUMO typically decreases with increasing
the delocalization over more atoms, the design of molecules with desired energy levels
is possible. If the energetic difference between HOMO and LUMO is small enough,
the molecule can show semiconducting properties. Consequently, the HOMO level of
a molecular semiconductor can roughly be compared to the valence band minimum
of a conventional semiconductor and analogously the LUMO level to the conduction
band minimum.
Organic semiconductors can be divided into two major categories: small molecules
and polymers. Semiconducting small molecules include aromatic hydrocarbon compounds like anthracene and pentacene; as well as pyrenes, perylens, oligothiophenes
and phtalocyanines. Polymeric organic semiconductors include aromatic compounds
like polythiophenes, polyacetylene and their derivatives. While layers of small molecular semiconductors are usually deposited by thermal evaporation in vacuum, the
heavier polymers are commonly processed from solution. In this work, only thermally
deposited small molecules are investigated.
The main difference between OSCs and CSCs is that instead of covalently bound
atoms, the molecules interact via the weaker van der Waals‡ forces. As a result, OSCs
are usually amorphous or polycrystalline and have lower dielectric constants in the
order of " ≈ 3 to 5 compared to CSCs with " ≈ 10 to 15 [Rie11a] . The lower " results
in a lower shielding of charges and thus to a stronger Coulomb interaction between
them, compared to CSCs.
One advantage of the weak van der Waals interaction between the molecules and the
disordered structure of OSCs is that they are less sensitive to impurities and struc‡

after Dutch scientist Johannes Diderik van der Waals [Waa73] (1837–1923)
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tural defects than CSCs. They can inherit impurity levels of up to a fraction of percent and still work well [Rie11a] , whereas such high concentrations would render CSCs
completely useless. As a consequence, intentional doping concentrations have to be
considerably higher for OSCs, which is discussed in section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Charge Carrier Transport
Due to the weak inter-molecular interaction, non-crystalline OSCs usually do not form
a band structure of allowed and forbidden energy regions (compare section 2.1.1).
Instead, the charge transport occurs via hopping processes from one molecule to the
other. One characteristic attribute for hopping transport is its temperature dependence. While for CSCs the mobility decreases at elevated temperatures due to scattering of the charges at lattice vibrations (compare section 2.1.3), for OSCs the hopping
probability and hence the mobility increase with temperature. Usually, the conductivity σ is found to be thermally activated as


Eact,σ
,
(2.25)
σ(T ) = σ0 exp −
kB T
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, σ0 is interpreted as theoretical maximum of the
conductivity and Eact,σ is the activation energy of the conductivity.
The temperature dependence of the mobility may differ from a simple activated case
to a model where hopping along a manifold of states is assumed [Bäs82,Vis98] . Besides
the temperature, the mobility is influenced by the density of free charge carriers and
applied external fields as well, but this interaction is not completely understood at
present. For further information on charge transport in organic molecules, the reader
is referred to the review articles [Tes09,Tro11] . An overview about traps in organic semiconductors is given in reference [Sch04] .

2.2.2 Density of States
The density of states of organic semiconductors has a different distribution than for
conventional semiconductors. While for CSCs a square root shaped DOS can be approximated near the band edges, compare section 2.1, for OSCs usually a Gaussian‡
distribution is assumed [Sch03,Tie12] , which accounts for the energetic broadening of molecular energy levels due to the disorder as well as intra- and inter-molecular interactions and orientations. The DOS of OSCs can be modeled by the following equation,
which is drawn in figure 2.4:


(E − EG )2
nH
exp −
.
(2.26)
DOS(E) = p
2σG2
2π σG

‡

after German scientist Johann Carl Friedrich Gauß (1777–1855)
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of a normalized Gaussian distributed density of states, following equation (2.26) and arbitrary positioned at EG = 0.

Here, EG is the position of the maximum of the distribution and σG is the standard deviation,
being a measure for the width of the Gaussian distribution. At
p
E = EG ± 2 σG the distribution is reduced to the maximum divided by Euler’s‡ number. As each molecule is assumed to be able to contribute one state, integration of
DOS(E) over all energies yields the total density of (host) molecules nH .
Similar to a square root shaped density of states, for a Gaussian shaped DOS it is possible to solve equation (2.1) on page 6 for the density of free charge carriers ne/h analytically, when using the Boltzmann approximation for the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function [Tie12] . For clarity, additional steps not included in the original publication are
shown here, as well as the adoption of this approach for electrons instead of holes:
DOS(E)

ne =

Z

+∞

−∞

z

nH
(E − EG )
exp −
p
2σG2
2π σG

with x := E − EG , C1 :=
ne = C1

Z

+∞

n
p H
2πσG


d x exp −

−∞

‡

f (E)

}|


2

and C2 :=

1 
2σG2

{


B
{
 }|

E − EF
· exp −
dE
kB T

z

2
σG

kB T

this becomes

x + 2x C2 + 2C2 EG − EF
2

after Swiss scientist Leonhard Euler (1707–1783)

(2.27)




(2.28)
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with x + C2
ne = C1

Z

2

= x 2 + 2x C2 + C22 this simplifies to

+∞


d x exp −

−∞


= C1 exp −

= C1 exp +

1 
2σG2

2

x + C2

−C22 + 2C2 EG − EF

 Z

2(kB T )

2

−

+∞


d x exp −

2σG2
σG2

− C22 + 2C2 EG − EF

(x + C2 )2

−∞

EG − EF

Z

(2.29)


(2.30)

2σG2

 
2 
2
σG
x+k T 

B

−
exp 
2


2σ

+∞

dx

kB T




(2.31)

G

−∞

|

{z

}

= definition of Gaussian, compare (2.26)

1



σG2

EG − EF

= nH p
exp +
−
2(kB T )2
kB T
2πσG

 

2
σ
EG − 2k GT − EF


B
ne = nH exp −
.
kB T


·

p
2π σG

(2.32)

(2.33)

An analogous calculation [May10] can be performed for p-doping to obtain the density
of free holes nh , when a corresponding density of states is used, (having its maximum
below EF )


σ2
EF − EG + 2k GT


B
nh = nH exp −
.
kB T


These terms are similar to the equations for CSCs:




EF − EV
EC − EF
(2.7)
nh = NV exp −
.
ne = NC exp −
kB T
kB T

(2.34)

(2.8)

In case of a Gaussian distributed density of states, the prefactors NC and NV are replaced by the density of molecules nH and the energy level of the conduction band is
replaced by a term that depends on the position of the maximum EG and the width
σG of the Gaussian distribution.
If EF is close to EG and hence fB is strongly overlapping with the density of states, the
Boltzmann approximation is not valid. Here, the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
fFD (E) has to be used and the integral (2.1) solved numerically. Both functions, fFD
and fB , are drawn in figure 2.5 together with a Gaussian DOS, where EF is arbitrary
placed at a distance of 4 · σG from the EG . The product of distribution function and
DOS is the differential density of free electrons n0e (E) and is shown as inset. The area
under that curve corresponds to density of free electrons ne , analogously to figure 2.2
on page 11. It can clearly be seen that using fB , ne would be overestimated as the contribution for E < EF is strongly overrated. Therefore, in the following all calculations
of ne/h are performed numerically, using fFD .
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Figure 2.5: Comparing the influence of Boltzmann fB and Fermi-Dirac fFD distribution functions on the density of free electrons ne for the case of EF close to EG , here at a distance of
4 σG . Inset: product of DOS and f , being the differential density of free electrons n0e (E), calculated for fFD (light gray) and overestimation via fB (dark gray). Parameters: σG = 100 meV,
EF = E g − 4 · σG , T = 25 ◦C.

2.2.3 Doping of Organic Semiconductors
Doping of conventional semiconductors was the key element that led to the breakthrough of semiconductor technology, as it allows for control of the majority charge
carriers and hence the design of p-n-junctions, the building block for most modern
electronic devices. Furthermore, doping allows for adjusting the conductivity as well
as the position of the Fermi level position in a layer, enhancing device design freedom and performance. Similar to conventional semiconductors, it is possible to dope
organic semiconductors by adding electron acceptors or electron donors to the layer,
which drastically increases the density of free charge carriers. Hence, doping of organic semiconductors raises the conductivity by several orders of magnitude and furthermore allows to overcome contact limitations between metal contacts and organic
layers and thus improves charge injection and extraction, which are crucial for efficient devices. Besides increasing the density of free charge carriers, doping can also
effect the charge carrier mobility by either filling of traps or by generation of additional traps [Sch04,Ark05b] . In the following, a brief overview about history and different
approaches for doping of organic layers is given. For more details, the reader is referred to the textbook chapters [Rie11a,Lüs12,Leo13] and the review articles [Wal07,Lüs13] .

2.2.3.1 History of Doping Experiments
First attempts of p-doping of organic semiconductors have been reported as early
as 1954 when Akamatu et al. [Aka54] used the halogen bromine as acceptor in
perylenes. Later, extensive studies on p-doping using halogen gases have been performed [Cur62,Yam79] . Oxygen-exposure can lead to p-doping as well [Vät96,Ham93] . Suc-
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cessful n-doping has first been reported [Ram90,Had91] in 1990, when alkali metals like
cesium were used as donors and have recently been theoretically described [Mit12a] .
A common problem of using atoms to dope an OSC is the diffusion of atoms through
the device that leads to a lowering of device efficiency and lifetimes [Wal07] . This issue
can be overcome by using larger or heavier compounds, like organic molecules. A
molecular n-dopant donates an electron from its HOMO to the LUMO of the host
material, whereas a molecular p-dopant accepts an electron from the HOMO of the
host into its LUMO, creating a hole at the host. Thus, for successful doping suitable
energy levels of host and dopant are required.
The first successful p-doping of an OSC using an organic dopant has been shown
by Kearns et al. [Kea60] in 1960. Molecular p-dopants are strong electron accepting
molecules with a deep lying LUMO level. They typically contain fluorine, the most
electronegative element in the periodic table. In recent years, heavy metal oxides
like MoO3 or WO3 have gained attention as these molecules have been reported to
be less diffusive [Cha06] and are able to dope materials with HOMO levels as deep as
6 eV [Mey09,Krö09] .
It took 40 more years until the first organic n-dopant has been reported by Nollau
et al. [Nol00] in 2000. The reason is that n-dopants need to have shallow HOMO levels
(with respect to the vacuum level) in order to donate an electron into the LUMO of
the host. Therefore, they are highly reactive materials that are usually unstable in air
and hence require handling in an inert atmosphere.
The n-dopants reactivity to air can be alleviated by using stable precursor compounds
which form the active dopant compound in-situ during depositing of the doped layer
in vacuum. This approach has been first presented by Werner et al. [Wer03b] using the
cationic salt pyronin B chloride which upon vacuum deposition separates from its
chloride anion. Recently, a different approach has been presented by Guo et al. [Guo12] ,
who used dimers that were cleaved during deposition, yielding the advantage of less
unintended side products that could interfere with the doping process.

2.2.3.2 Doping Mechanisms
Doping is usually described as a two-step process. First, the dopant is ionized,
transferring an electron (or hole) to the host and leaving a hole (electron) on the
dopant molecule behind. Afterwards, the electron (hole) has to dissociate against the
Coulomb attraction of the hole (electron) left on the dopant. This principle holds for
conventional and organic semiconductors.
In case of molecular doping of an organic host, a suitable dopant molecule is required
for the first step. The ionization energy (IE) corresponds to the difference between the
HOMO and the vacuum level, compare figure 2.6 (a), and is a measure of the energy
it takes to remove the least bound electron from the molecule. On the other hand, the
difference between the LUMO and the vacuum level is referred to as electron affinity
(EA). A molecule with a low IE is likely to donate electrons and can therefore be used
as n-dopant, whereas p-dopants typically have high EA to allow for electron accepting,
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Figure 2.6: Sketch of doping principle for OSCs. (a) Relation of HOMO and LUMO to vacuum
level via ionization energy (IE) and electron affinity (EA). (b) n-doping: an electron is transfered
from the HOMO of the dopant to the LUMO of the host. (c) p-doping: an electron is transfered
from the HOMO of the host to the LUMO of the dopant, generating a hole at the host.

as sketched in figure 2.6 (b) and (c). The IE can be measured using ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) in vacuum with a typical accuracy of ±0.13 eV [Olt10] . The
EA on the other hand can be studied by inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) in
vacuum, which due to a smaller cross-section has a lower accuracy, typically around
±0.30 eV. Recently, a high resolution IPES setup has been presented [Yos12] that uses
electrons of kinetic energies below 4 eV and is a promising method for measuring
the EA with higher accuracy. Soluble compounds can be probed by the wet chemical
method of cyclic voltammetry (CV), which allows for an estimation of HOMO and
LUMO levels, but as the energy levels usually differ between solutions and deposited
layers, for the samples investigated in this thesis, values determined by UPS and IPES
are preferred. As it is difficult to measure the molecular energy levels of dopants
deposited into a layer of host molecules, today it is not clear if the energy levels of
the dopants are affected by the surrounding host molecules. Therefore, in this work
the energy levels of dopant molecules deposited into layers of hosts molecules are
assumed to remain at the levels determined for pure dopant layers. Besides suitable
energy levels, overlap of orbitals between host and dopant, as well as morphological
properties are essential for charge-transfer.
The second step of doping, the dissociation of the generated charge pair, is easier
to achieve for CSCs, as their dielectric constants (" ≈ 10 to 15) are higher than for
OSCs (" ≈ 3 to 5) [Rie11a] . Therefore, the Coulomb interaction between charges is
much stronger in case of OSCs, requiring a larger distance between the charges to
overcome the attraction.
Mityashin et al. [Mit12b] calculated the potential landscape around an ionized dopant
for the model system of pentacene doped by F4 -TCNQ‡ , as these molecules have a
similar size as well as suitable energy levels. Varying the concentration of dopants in
the system, they found that a certain minimum concentration of dopants is required
in order to change the potential landscape sufficiently to allow for dissociation and
hence generation of free charges. This finding is different to CSCs, where no fundamental lower limit of doping concentration is known. Their results explain the much
higher doping concentrations needed for OSCs, compared to CSCs.
‡

compare section 3.2 for details on the materials
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Salzmann et al. [Sal12] introduced an alternative model for the doping process of OSCs,
suggesting the formation of a hybrid of host and dopant by a hybridization of their
orbitals. They conclude that due to an offset of the energy levels of host and hybrid
state, only a fraction of the hybrids can be ionized at finite temperature and thus the
maximum density of free charge carriers is limited.

2.2.3.3 Units of Doping Concentration
While in CSCs typically doping concentrations are in the part per million (ppm) range,
for OSCs much higher concentrations, typically in the range of several percent are required. The reasons are the disordered structure that leads to the lower charge carrier
mobilities and the high density of traps, which has to be overcome by doping, as well
as the above discussed required change in potential landscape. In OSCs, the doping concentration C is usually expressed either in terms of weight (e.g. wt%) or in
terms of molecule numbers (e.g. mol%). Using terms of weight is more technically
oriented, as during sample fabrication typically the weight of the materials is directly
controlled. Expressing C in terms of numbers of molecules, on the other hand, is
physically easier to interpret but requires the knowledge of the molar mass M of each
compound, which for proprietary materials or compounds that transform during deposition may not be available. As the structures of all materials used in this thesis are
known, the doping concentration can be expressed in terms of numbers of molecules.
Thereby, it is assumed that the dopant molecules substitute host molecules and therefore adopt the density of the host. The unit molar ratio (MR), being the ratio of
dopant to host molecules, is a relevant figure for quantitative evaluations and hence
chosen as unit for all doping concentrations in the following:
nD
,
(2.35)
C in MR =
nH
with density of host molecules nH and density of dopant molecules nD . Besides MR, in
literature frequently the unit molar percent (mol%) is found, being defined as the relative number/density of dopant molecules to the total number/density of molecules
mol% = 100% ·

nD
nH + nD

.

(2.36)

Analogously to mol%, the unit weight percent (wt%) is defined as ratio of the mass
of dopant material to the total mass
wt% = 100% ·

mD
mH + mD

.

(2.37)

Conversion between the different units can be performed via
MR =

mol%

100% − mol%
MH
wt%
MR =
·
M D 100% − wt%

mol% = 100% ·

MR

MR + 1


M H 1 −1
wt% = 100% · 1 +
·
M D MR

with the molar masses of host and dopant, M H and M D , respectively.

(2.38)
(2.39)
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2.2.3.4 Calculating Molecular Densities
In an undoped layer, the density of molecules nMol can be calculated from the molar
mass M and the density ρ of the material, using the Avogadro‡ constant NAvo :
nMol =

NAvo · ρ
M

.

(2.40)

In a doped layer, nMol is the sum of partial densities of host nH and dopant nD
molecules. Assuming dopant molecules to neatly replace host molecules one by one,
the total density of molecules nMol is unchanged upon doping. Expressing the doping
concentration C in terms of molar ratio MR, the following expressions for nH and nD
can be derived:
nMol = nH + nD
nD
C=
nH
nH =

nMol
1+C

nD =

and

(2.41)
(2.42)
nMol · C
1+C

.

(2.43)

For dopant densities much greater than the intrinsic charge carrier density ni , the
doping efficiency ηdop is defined as the ratio of the density of free charge carriers
(electrons or holes) ne/h to the density of dopant molecules nD , analogously to equation (2.13) for CSCs:
ηdop =

ne/h

= ne/h ·

1+C

nMol · C
C
.
⇒ ne/h = ηdop · nMol ·
1+C

‡

nD

(2.44)
(2.45)

after Italian scientist Lorenzo Romano Amedeo Carlo Avogadro, Conte di Quaregna e Cerreto (1776–1856)
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2.3 Seebeck Effect
The Seebeck effect is of great interest for semiconductor physics, as it allows for determination of the type of the majority charge carriers as well as the relative position
of the Fermi level with respect to the transport level.

2.3.1 Phenomenological Description
In 1821, the Estonian-German physicist Thomas Johann Seebeck discovered [See23]
that a magnetic force arises when junctions of two different metal wires are heated
to different temperatures. He detected the force by a compass needle and therefore
named his finding the thermomagnetic effect. Seebeck interpreted this effect to be
the origin of the earth’s magnetic field, due to the veins of metals and ores in the
ground [See23] . Nowadays we know that his conclusion is wrong since the earth’s magnetic field is explained by the motion of molten iron alloys in the earth’s core. Furthermore, today it is proven that in Seebeck’s discovery not a magnetic force is generated
in the first place, but a voltage gradient that drives charges along the wires, which
leads to the magnetic field he detected. Hence, his discovery is now called thermoelectric or Seebeck effect. This effect is observed for both, metals and semiconductors, but
not for superconducting materials (at temperatures below their critical temperature),
as a resistance free material cannot hold a voltage gradient.
Phenomenologically, the Seebeck effect can be understood as follows: In a metal or
semiconductor, the energetic distribution of the free charge carriers is shifted to higher
energy states upon heating (compare section 2.1). Thus, if one side of the material
is hotter than the other, the charge carriers on the hotter side have higher energies
on average. This leads to a displacement diffusion current (compare section 2.1.3)
towards the cold side, resulting in a charging of the two sides of the material. With
increasing charge accumulation at the sides, an electric field opposite to the diffusion
current builds up, limiting the total voltage being generated. If electrons are the
dominating charge carriers, the cold side will be charged negatively, whereas for hole
dominated materials the cold side is charged positively. Therefore, the Seebeck effect
can be used to identify the type of dominating charge carriers in the material.
Different devices employ the Seebeck effect. Examples are a prominent class of thermometers, the thermocouples (used in our setup to measure the temperatures of the
material sources, as discussed in section 3.1.1), as well as thermoelectric generators,
which generate electricity from temperature gradients. Future applications in space
flight might be possible, as the large temperature difference between space and the
inside of the shuttle are beneficial for this kind of power supply. Recently, Kraemer
et al. published [Kra11] a design for a solar driven thermoelectric generator as alternative to photovoltaic cells with a peak efficiency of 4.6 %. Requirements for materials
for thermoelectric generators are a strong Seebeck effect and high electrical conductivity combined with low thermal conductivity. Insects utilize the Seebeck effect is as
well: The cuticle of hornets for example, has been reported [Shi81,Bar09] to show positive
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and negative values, for the yellow-colored and brown-colored cuticle, respectively.
It is speculated that the hornets use this for temperature detection. Recently, the spin
Seebeck effect has been reported, which should allow for spin-voltage generators,
being crucial for driving spintronic devices [Uch08] .

2.3.2 Definition and Measurement of the Seebeck Coefficient
If two sides of a material are held at different temperatures, a voltage V is generated,
which is proportional to the temperature difference ∆T for small ∆T . The proportionality is given by a material property called Seebeck coefficient S, which is defined
for spatial steps of infinitesimally small temperature differences along the material,
as
∆V
S(Tm ) := lim
.
(2.46)
∆T →0 ∆T
The total voltage difference VS between the ends of the material is given by the path
integral along the material [Wag07] :
Z x2
Z T2
VS =

S(T ) ∂ x T d x =

x1

S(T ) ∂ x T d T .

(2.47)

T1

Choosing T2 − T1 to be small enough that the Seebeck coefficient S(T ) can be considered constant in the range of T1 to T2 and additionally assuming a linear temperature
gradient, equation (2.47) can be simplified to
Z T2
VS = S

∂ x T d T = S · (T2 − T1 ) .

(2.48)

T1

In general, the Seebeck coefficient is temperature-dependent and will therefore be
written as S(Tm ) in the following, with Tm being the mean temperature of T1 and T2
and the applied temperature difference is Td = T2 − T1 .
V
In order to measure the thermoelectric voltage VS along a material A
T3 T3
B
B
(with a Seebeck coefficient SA ), two points with temperatures T1 and T2
A
have to be connected by wires of a material B (with Seebeck coefficient T1
T2
SB ) to a voltmeter that is at a temperature T3 . It is conventional to
contact the high input of the voltmeter to the cold side. Consequently, a positive
sign of the voltage is obtained if holes are the dominating charge carriers. The total
measured thermoelectric voltage is the sum of the individual contributions:

VS = SB · (T3 − T1 ) + SA · (T1 − T2 ) + SB · (T2 − T3 )
= (SA − SB ) · (T1 − T2 ) ,

(2.49)

which is independent of the temperature T3 at the voltmeter, but affected by the
Seebeck coefficients of the connecting wires SB .
The Seebeck coefficients of semiconductors are in the range of several hundred to
thousand µV/K, whereas for metals only few µV/K are measured (S SC  S metal ). Copper,
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for example, has S ≈ 2 µV/K at room temperature [Dem04] . Hence, if a metal is used to
contact a voltmeter to the ends of an investigated semiconductor, the contribution of
the wires in equation (2.49) can be neglected and the Seebeck coefficient is
VS

SA ≈

T1 − T2

.

(2.50)

2.3.3 Correlation to Semiconductor Energy Levels
2.3.3.1 Conventional Semiconductors
In 1971 Fritzsche published a correlation of the Seebeck coefficient and the energy
levels of a semiconductor [Fri71] . He started with the Peltier‡ coefficient Π, which correlates to the Seebeck coefficient via the Thomson§ relation
Π=S·T .

(2.51)

Π, on the other hand, is defined as the energy carried by the electrons per unit charge,
whereas the energy is measured with respect to the Fermi level EF . The contribution of
each electron to Π is proportional to its relative contribution to the total conductivity,
so Π can be written as [Fri71]
Z +∞
σ0 (E)
1
Π=−
(E − EF )
dE ,
(2.52)
e −∞
σ
with the differential conductivity σ0 (E) that can be defined by equations (2.24) and
(2.2), introducing the energetic distribution of the mobility µ(E):
σ0 (E)d E = e · n0 (E) · µ(E) d E = e · DOS(E) · fFD (E) · µ(E) d E .

(2.53)

Integration gives the total conductivity
σ(E) =

Z

+∞

σ0 (E)d E .

(2.54)

−∞

Using equation (2.51), the Seebeck coefficient can be written as
Z +∞
Π
kB
E − EF σ0 (E)
S= =−
·
dE .
T
e −∞ kB T
σ

(2.55)

Fritzsche found that in case of one band only conduction with no states below the
conduction band edge EC (electron (e) conduction) or above the valence band edge
EV (hole (h) conduction), equation (2.55) can be simplified to


kB EC − EF
S=−
+ AC
for e-conduction
(2.56)
e
kB T


kB EF − EV
S=+
+ AV .
for h-conduction
(2.57)
e
kB T
‡
§

after French scientist Jean Charles Athanase Peltier [Pel34] (1785–1845)
after British scientist William Thomson, later 1st Lord Kelvin (1824–1907)
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The terms AC and AV in the order of 1 account for the energetic dependency of
the density of states DOS(E) and the mobility µ(E) above EC or below EV . If the
Fermi level is at a large distance to the corresponding band edge (EC − EF  kB T or
EF − EV  kB T ), AC and AV can be neglected. This leads to a simplified version of the
equations above:
S=−
S=+

EC − EF
eT
EF − EV
eT

.

for e-conduction

(2.58)

for h-conduction

(2.59)

In conclusion, the sign of the Seebeck coefficient S identifies whether electrons or
holes are the dominating charge carriers, whereas the value of S is correlated to the
difference between the Fermi level and the corresponding band edge, EC or EV . In the
following, the term Seebeck energy ES will be used for this difference, which has a
negative value for electron conduction and a positive value for hole conduction:
ES := EF − EC

or

ES := EF − EV .

(2.60)

Equations (2.58) and (2.59) can hence be simplified to
S=

ES
eT

⇒

ES = S · e · T .

(2.61)

This relation allows for the direct correlation of thermoelectric measurements and
the relative position of the Fermi level, using the same equation for both, electron
and hole conduction. Therefore, Seebeck measurements are an important tool to
investigate doped semiconductors.
One interesting phenomenon is that at high doping concentrations and low temperatures, a sign change of S can occur, as first reported by Geballe et al. [Geb55] for nand p-doped silicon. The reason is that the role of host and dopant is exchanged and
conduction along the ionized dopants, instead of along the host material, becomes
the dominating transport mechanism.

2.3.3.2 Organic Semiconductors
In organic semiconductors where no band structure is present, Fritzsche’s equations (2.56) and (2.57) are not valid. For this case, Schmechel derived a similar
expression [Sch03] . He described the density of states DOS(E) of an amorphous sample
by a single Gaussian distribution, as defined by equation (2.26) on page 16. This
distribution was assumed to include all electronic states of host and dopant (if the
sample is doped).
Schmechel defined a transport level ETr as the averaged energy of the charge carriers
contributing to the conductivity, weighted by the conductivity distribution
R +∞
Z +∞
E σ0 (E) d E
1
−∞
E σ0 (E) d E .
(2.62)
ETr := R +∞
=
0
σ
σ
(E)
d
E
−∞
−∞
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This quantity is used to simplify equation (2.55) for the Seebeck coefficient
S=−
=−
S=

+∞

Z

1
eT
1
eT

(E − EF )

σ

−∞

ETr −

EF − ETr
eT

σ0 (E)

EF
σ

Z

dE

+∞

!
σ0 (E) d E

(2.63)

−∞

.

(2.64)

The expression (2.64) is similar to the equations (2.56) and (2.57) derived by
Fritzsche. Here, the terms AC and AV are missing and the band edges EC and EV
are replaced by the transport level ETr . If ES is again introduced, in this case as the
difference between Fermi level and transport level
ES := EF − ETr ,

(2.65)

one obtains the same equation as for conventional semiconductors (CSCs)
S=

ES
eT

⇒

ES = e · T · S .

(2.66)

The field-dependency of the Seebeck coefficient of high mobility organic compounds
was studied and found to be similar to conventional semiconductors [Per08] . Recently,
the conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient of a single molecular junction was successfully measured simultaneously [Wid12] which allowed an insight into the fundamental physics of single molecules.
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2.4 Correlation of Seebeck Coefficient and Charge
Carrier Density
2.4.1 Conventional Semiconductors
In section 2.1, a correlation of the density of free charge carriers and the energy levels
is calculated for conventional semiconductors using the Boltzmann approximation‡ ,
leading to the following equations for electrons and holes


EC − EF
(2.7)
ne = NC exp −
kB T


EF − EV
nh = NV exp −
.
(2.8)
kB T
Fritzsche’s findings for the correlation of the Seebeck coefficient and the energy levels (in case of a one band only transport) are discussed in section 2.3.3.1. If the
Fermi level is far away from the corresponding band edge, the simple relation of
equation (2.61) is obtained
ES
S=
(2.61)
eT
with ES := EF − EC or ES := EF − EV .
(2.60)
Substituting this equation (2.61) into the equations (2.7) and (2.8), one obtains


−ES
(2.67)
ne = NC exp −
kB T


+ES
nh = NV exp −
.
(2.68)
kB T
As S, and hence ES , is negative for electron conducting materials, the argument of
the exponential function in both equations is negative, e.g. a greater value of the
Seebeck coefficient |S|, and hence |ES |, is directly correlated to a smaller density of
free charge carriers ne/h . In these equations, the temperature dependence of ne/h is
given by the temperature dependencies of the prefactors NC or NV and of the Fermi
level EF , contributing to S and hence ES .
A sketch of the energy levels EF , EC and ES is presented in figure 2.7 (a) on page 31,
for the case of n-doping with |ES | = 200 meV. Analogously to figure 2.2 on page 11,
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function fFD (E) and the square root shaped DOS(E) are
drawn in order to derive their product, the differential density of free electrons n0e (E),
which is shown in a normalized scale as well. Integrating n0e (E) over all energies yields
the total density of free electrons ne , corresponding to the area under the curve. It
can be seen that at energies E < EC , there is no contribution to ne , as the DOS is zero.
The strongest contribution to ne is at energies above but close to EC . An analogous
picture can be drawn for p-doping, where ES corresponds to the difference between
EF and the valence energy EV and the density of free holes nh is derived the same way.
‡

requiring EC − EF  kB T or EF − EV  kB T
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2.4.2 Organic Semiconductors
In section 2.2, a calculation of the density of free charge carriers for OSCs with a Gaussian distributed density of states is shown, resulting in the following equations, where
again the Boltzmann approximation is used to solve the integration analytically:

2 
σG
E
−
E
−
F
2kB T 
 G
(2.33)
ne = nH exp −

kB T

2 
σG
E
−
E
−
G
2kB T 
 F
nh = nH exp −
(2.34)
.
kB T
In section 2.3.3.2, the correlation between the Seebeck coefficient and the difference
between Fermi level EF and transport level ETr is derived for OSCs to:
S=

ES

eT
with ES := EF − ETr ⇒ EF = ES + ETr .
This allows for deriving a relation of the Seebeck coefficient to the density
charge carriers by combining above equations, while setting the origin of the
scale to EG = 0:

2 
σG
−(E
+
E
)
−
S
Tr
2kB T 

ne = nH · exp −

kB T

2 
σG
E
+
E
−
S
Tr
2kB T 

nh = nH · exp −
.
kB T

(2.66)
(2.65)
of free
energy

(2.69)

(2.70)

Note that in equation (2.69), both ES and ETr have negative values due to electron
conduction. Therefore, equations (2.69) and (2.70) show formally the same dependency on ES as derived for CSCs (compare (2.67) and (2.68)):


|ES |
ne,h ∝ nH · exp −
.
(2.71)
kB T
The above discussed energy levels are plotted in figure 2.7 (b), for the case of n-doping
and choosing |ES | = 200 meV, σG = 100 meV and ETr = −2 σG . Again, the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function fFD (E) and the normalized density of states DOS(E) are drawn
in order to derive their product, the differential density of free electrons n0e (E), which
is shown in a normalized scale as well. Integrating n0e (E) over all energies yields the
total density of free electrons ne , corresponding to the filled area under the curve.
Comparing n0e (E) for organic and conventional SCs, a completely different shape is
found. While for CSCs the maximum is close to the conduction energy EC = EF + |Es|,
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fFD

(a) CSC

DOS
ne’(E) = fFD · DOS
ne=∫ ne’ dE

ne

ES
EF
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(b) OSC
ne
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Energy E

ETr

EG−σG
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Figure 2.7: Energy levels, Fermi-Dirac distribution function fFD (E), normalized density of states
DOS(E) as well as their normalized product, the differential density of free electrons n0e (E) =
fFD (E) · DOS(E) for n-doped (a) conventional and (b) organic semiconductors. The area
under n0e (E) corresponds to the total density of free electrons ne . Parameters: T = 25 ◦C,
|ES | = 200 meV, σG = 100 meV, ETr = −2 σG .

for OSCs the maximum is between EF and ETr . For a different set of parameters,
the maximum can even be shifted below EF , showing that it is important to use the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function instead of the approximation via the Boltzmann distribution function. Still the trends expected from the analytical calculations using the
Boltzmann approximation hold, as a decreasing value of ES is related to a gain in
ne , due to a larger overlap of the DOS and the fFD , as expected from conventional
semiconductors.

2.4.3 Temperature Dependencies
The temperature dependencies of the conductivity σ and the density of free charge
carriers ne/h can be compared to draw conclusions for the temperature dependence of
the mobility µ(T ). In the following, hole only conduction is assumed, but the same
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argumentation holds for electron conduction. Starting from equation (2.24)
σ(T ) = e · nh (T ) · µh (T ) ,
and substituting the equation (2.25) for the temperature activation of σ and the above
derived correlation of nh and ES (2.70)


σ(T ) ∝ exp −


nh (T ) ∝ exp −

Eact,σ


(2.25)

kB T
ES (T )
kB T

2 
σG
E
−
 Tr 2kB T 
· exp −
,
kB T





(2.70)

the temperature dependencies of the mobility is estimated to

⇒ µh (T ) ∝ exp −

Eact,σ − ES (T )
kB T



2 
σG
E
−
Tr
2kB T 

· exp +
.
kB T



(2.72)

As the Boltzmann approximation is used to derive equation (2.70) and furthermore
the temperature dependence of the conductivity might differ from the simple case,
given in equation (2.25), the temperature dependence of the mobility might deviate
from the simple model derived here. More complex models can be found in the literature [Bäs82,Vis98] , but these require profound knowledge of the underlying mechanism,
which are still under scientific debate. Therefore, rather the above presented model
is used to explain trends of the data presented in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter

3

Experimental

This chapter presents the experimental setup and introduces the investigated materials.
In section 3.1, changes and improvements to the setup performed during this thesis are
highlighted and the resolution limit is estimated. Section 3.2 gives an overview of all
investigate materials and summarizes their key parameters.
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3.1 Seebeck Setup
3.1.1 Technical Details
Most samples investigated in this thesis are fabricated and measured in-situ in the
same vacuum chamber. This chamber had been originally designed by Wolfgang
Böhm [Böh95] to be suitable for in-situ Seebeck measurements and has been used and
modified by several people in this institute [Bey97,Pfe99,Plö99,Män04a,Blo01,Nol02,Wer03a,Li05,Har08] .
During this thesis, several major changes to the setup are performed that improved
the measurement accuracy and reproducibility. The old rotary vane pre-pump of the
vacuum chamber is replaced by an oil-free scroll pump (Anest Iwata ISP 250), in order
to avoid contamination of the samples by oil vapor, which is essential for reproducible
experiments. Furthermore, the new pump increased the evacuation speed. This scroll
pump in combination with a turbo pump (Leybold TurboVac 151) is used to evacuate
the vacuum chamber of ≈ 15 L volume. 12 hours after sample insertion a base pressure of 3·10−5 Pa (= 3·10−7 mbar) suitable for sample fabrication is reached. Pumping
for several days, a pressure of 5·10−6 Pa can be reached. Sensing of the pressure is
performed by two vacuum sensors, Leybold TR 211 for the range of 105 Pa to 0.1 Pa
and Leybold PR 37 for 0.1 Pa to 10−8 Pa. Both sensors are connected to a controller
unit (Combivac CM 31).
The structure of the vacuum chamber is sketched in figure 3.1 (a). At the bottom there
are flanges for up to three material sources (CreaPhys DE-FR/2.2) which evaporate
organic material onto a substrate placed at the top of the chamber. The deposition
rates are detected separately for each material by rate monitors positioned above the
sources.
In each material source the organic material is filled into a crucible, which in vacuum
can be heated to the materials’ sublimation temperature via a copper coil, surrounding
the crucible. A type K thermocouple temperature sensor (employing the Seebeck
effect of a chromel‡ –alumel§ junction) is placed at the bottom of the crucible and
connected to a PID controller (Eurotherm 2208e) that controls the heating current
through the copper coil. In this work, always two sources are used in parallel that
allow for co-deposition of host and dopant material, compare figure 3.1 (a). The
material consumption of the setup is quite low, as 100 mg of an organic host material
typically is sufficient to produce 10 samples of 30 nm to 40 nm layer thickness.
During deposition, the evaporation rates of host and dopant, and thus the doping
concentration, are monitored independently using two quartz crystal monitors, positioned above the material sources, compare figure 3.1 (a), and connected to two rate
monitors (Sycon STM-100/MF). When material is deposited onto these quartz crystals, their resonance frequency changes. By detecting this change, the mass increase
is measured, which can be related to a layer thickness via the material’s density. For
‡
§

Chromel: Alloy of approximately 90 % nickel and 10 % chromium
Alumel: Alloy of approximately 95 % nickel, 2 % manganese, 2 % aluminium and 1 % silicon
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup: Sketches of (a) vacuum chamber during co-deposition with substrate at the top; (b) sample holder with substrate mounted onto electrically heated copper blocks
which are water-cooled from the backside and placed at the top of (a); (c) sample layout and
measurement geometry.

each material, the geometrical correlation between the position of the corresponding
quartz crystal and the sample position is measured, as the materials usually differ in
angular dependency of deposition rate. This is done by placing a third quartz crystal at the position of the sample and comparing its detected mass increase with the
mass increase measured by the other monitoring quartzes. Water-cooling is applied
to the rate monitor of the host material, to compensate for heating during deposition
of host material onto the crystal. It turned out that for the high sensitivity of the
dopant source required by the low dopant deposition rates, temperature fluctuations
of the cooling water led to fake rates displayed by the rate monitor. Therefore, no
water-cooling is applied for the dopant rate monitor, which is possible due to the low
deposition rates of the dopants and hence low heat transport to the sensor. The lowest
controllable doping concentration of this setup is in the range of 0.5 wt% (compare
section 2.2.3.3 for definitions of different units for the doping concentration).
The key component of the setup is the sample holder, as it allows for temperaturedependent conductivity and Seebeck measurements. In this work, the sample holder
is redesigned to improve the measurement resolution. The sample holder consists of
two copper blocks on which the sample’s substrate is mounted and positioned above
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the material sources. These copper blocks can be heated independently via electric
heaters placed inside them and thus allow for applying different temperatures at each
side of the sample, compare figure 3.1 (b) and (c). The copper blocks are mounted
onto a water-cooled panel, to allow faster cooling and stable temperature control
close to room temperature.
This setup allows for substrate temperatures in the range of Tsub = 20 ◦C to 120 ◦C.
By replacing the cooling water with liquid nitrogen, the range was extended down to
Tsub = −120 ◦C. As the temperature control turned to be too unstable for reliable Seebeck measurements, liquid nitrogen cooling is not used for the data presented in this
thesis, but might in future be used for low temperature conductivity investigations.
As the sample holder is mounted onto the top flange of the vacuum chamber, the
substrate has to be mounted in ambient atmosphere. The substrate is glued onto
the copper blocks by liquid silver ink, which is heated and dried prior to insertion
of the sample holder into the vacuum chamber. During evacuation of the vacuum
chamber and prior to layer deposition, the substrate is heated to Tsub = 120 ◦C to
remove particles condensed onto the substrate.
The substrates used are square sheets of glass with a size of 25 mm × 25 mm and 1 mm
thickness. They are pre-structured with two parallel gold contacts with dc = 5 mm
inter-finger distance, lc = 20 mm length and a thickness of 40 nm, compare figure 3.1 (c). Gold is chosen as it does not oxidize in air and is known for having
good injection properties suitable for many organic materials [Kit11] . Below the gold,
3 nm of chromium is deposited as a coupling agent between glass and gold. A source
measure unit (SMU) that is able to measure a current while applying a voltage and
vice versa, is connected to the gold contacts.
A new high resolution source measure unit (Keithley SMU 236) is used to increase
the resolution of voltage and current measurement. In order to employ the full potential of this device and to allow for voltage measurements in the mV-regime, the
electrical shielding, grounding and wiring of the setup are completely upgraded. The
former BNC coaxial cables for the electrical measurements are replaced by twofold
shielded triaxial cables. The length of all cables are reduced to minimize electrical
disturbances. Note: It is conventional for Seebeck measurements to contact the high
input of the SMU to the cold side of the sample, as this leads to a positive sign of the
thermovoltage if holes are the dominating charge carriers, compare section 2.3.2.
The temperature of the sample is measured at thermally equivalent positions to the
contacts, insulated from the organic layer, compare figure 3.1 (c). The previously used
sensors of type K thermocouples, are replaced by platinum resistance based sensors
(Pt1000), as they provide higher accuracy and mechanical stability. Sensors of accuracy class B/5 were chosen that had been verified at T = 0 ◦C and 100 ◦C. The nominal
accuracy is ±0.06 K at T = 0 ◦C and ±0.16 K at T = 100 ◦C. As these resistance based
sensors have 1000 Ω at T = 0 ◦C, the influence of the cables between sensor and controller can be neglected. The sensors are glued onto the substrate by liquid silver ink
during mounting of the substrate on the sample holder. A two channel PID controller
(Eurotherm 3504N) is used to read the sensors and to control two power supplies
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(Elektro-Automatik EA-PS 3032-10) for heating the copper blocks. The model Eurotherm 3508N that was tried first turned out to strongly interfere with the voltage
measurement, as it introduced an AC voltage of 3 MHz with 3.5 V peak to peak amplitude onto the sample holder inside the vacuum chamber. This happened because the
first measurement channel of the device misses a galvanic isolation. Therefore, the
model 3504N with two galvanically isolated channel modules was installed instead.
During this thesis, all measurement devices (SMU, 3 PID controllers, 2 pressure sensors and 2 rate monitors) were attached to and controlled by a computer and the
corresponding software was developed. A graphical user interface‡ for the sample deposition process allowed for precise control of the deposition rates and hence the homogeneity. Logging of all important parameters during the fabrication process turned
out to be very helpful for diagnostics. Furthermore, the computer control enables
automation and remote control of measurements, allowing for longer measurement
time and more stable temperature control without electrical disturbances by people
operating the setup. This enhanced the accuracy (see section 3.1.5 below) and reproducibility of the measurements which are the basis for the data presented in this
thesis. As a side effect, it increases the measurement comfort and saves a lot of time
for the operator.

3.1.2 Sample Preparation
Molecular doping is performed by co-evaporation of host and dopant material, as
shown in figure 3.1 (a). Thereby, it is assumed that each dopant molecule substitutes
a host molecule and therefore adopts the density of the host material. The doping
concentration C is typically expressed in terms of weight (e.g. wt%) for proprietary
materials, whereas for known structures it can be converted into physically more relevant terms of molecule numbers. In this thesis, the latter is used, as all material
structures are published and the unit molar ratio (MR) is chosen, as defined as section 2.2.3.3. A conversion between wt% and MR for the materials used in this thesis
is given in table 3.1 on page 49, which is calculated via equation (2.39) on page 22.
The substrate temperature during material deposition is controlled to Tsub = 25 ◦C in
order to ensure the same layer growth condition for all samples. Most samples investigated in this thesis are deposited at slow rates of 0.01 nm/s to 0.02 nm/s, to allow for
precise control of the rates and hence the homogeneity of the doping concentration
throughout the layer. The layer thickness of most samples is chosen to hl = 30 nm,
as this thickness is a compromise between material consumption and layer homogeneity. As the gold contacts on the substrate are produced at a height of 40 nm, no
geometrical injection problems are expected for this layer thickness.
During sample fabrication the rate monitors of host and dopant materials are continuously logged by a computer, allowing to monitor the homogeneity of the doping
concentration by comparing the amount of material deposited. Ideally, the amount
of deposited dopant material increases linearly with the amount of deposited host
‡

written in Python and QT
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material and hence total layer thickness, corresponding to a constant doping ratio.
As a second measurement of the homogeneity, the conductivity of the deposited layer
is continuously probed by applying a voltage of V = 10 V and measuring the current.
The layer thickness is calculated as the sum of thicknesses measured by host and
dopant rate monitors, assuming the dopant molecules to adopt the density of the host
molecules.

3.1.3 Monitoring the Layer Growth
Figure 3.2 shows the current flow through a layer as well as the amount of dopant
material deposited versus the total layer thickness during fabrication of a typical sample. The doping concentration is the same throughout this sample as the amount of
dopant material increases linearly with the layer thickness. The current measured
during fabrication, depicted on the left axis in figure 3.2, shows a typical behavior,
similar for all samples: During deposition of the first nanometer, no current above detection limit could be detected. Between 1 nm and 3 nm, there is a rapid increase over
several orders of magnitude, as highlighted by the inset of figure 3.2. After 15 nm,
the current increase is linear with increasing layer thickness.
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This trend can be understood from the fact that the materials do not grow monolayer
by monolayer, but in a disordered island-like growth. Therefore, it takes a certain minimum amount of material until first continuous pathways between the electrodes are
formed. After deposition of more material, the first completely closed layer is formed.
The linear increase after approximately 15 nm suggests that the surface roughness
stays at a constant level and that the thickness of the closed layer increases linearly
with the amount of material.

Figure 3.2: Current (left axis) and amount of dopant material deposited (right axis) during codeposition of host and dopant. Sample: C = 0.022 MR of Cr2 (hpp)4 in C60 , compare section 3.2
for details on the materials. Inset: Onset of current flow in logarithmic scale.
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In this regime, the data are fitted linearly (dashed line) and extrapolated to an interception with the x-axis, which is found at approximately 2 nm. This suggests that a
part of the deposited material forms surface structures that do not contribute to the
lateral conductivity. Therefore, the thickness of closed layers is expected to be less
than the nominal value, calculated from the rate monitors. The interception depends
on the materials used, as well as on the homogeneity of the doping concentration
throughout the layer and for most samples it is found to be in the order of 4 nm.
Combining the measured current and nominal layer thickness, the conductivity during deposition can be derived, as shown in figure 3.3. In case of the sample discussed
above, for low thicknesses up to 16 nm, the calculated value of the conductivity increases strongly with the layer thickness. This can be explained by an overestimation
of the thickness of closed layers as discussed above. Most samples investigated reach
saturation at 10 nm to 15 nm. The higher value for this sample is attributed to a variation of doping concentration around a thickness of 10 nm, visible as a slight kink in
the plotted amount of dopant material.
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Assuming that the thickness of the closed layer is 2 nm less than the nominal thickness, as indicated by the interception of the extrapolated fit line with the x-axis in
figure 3.2, a closed layer conductivity can be estimated using this reduced thickness.
The estimated closed layer conductivity is larger than the conductivity derived using
the nominal thickness, as can be seen in figure 3.3. This estimated conductivity might
be more realistic, as the sample roughness is taken into account. Nevertheless, as the
homogeneity of the doping and the roughness of the samples might be altered by the
following measurements (e.g. by heating) and be different for different samples, it is
decided to use for all samples the nominal thickness instead of an estimated one in
the following. The underestimation of the conductivity at a sample with 30 nm nominal thickness and closed layer thickness of 2 nm less, would be 6.7 %. Ideally this
underestimation would be the same for all samples and can therefore be neglected
when comparing the samples.

Figure 3.3: Conductivity vs. layer thickness for a sample of C = 0.022 MR of Cr2 (hpp)4 in C60 .
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3.1.4 Measurement Routine
After sample fabrication, prior to the Seebeck and conductivity measurements, for
each sample the current–voltage relation is probed to ensure ohmic injection. With a
step size of 1 V the voltage is varied between −10 V and 10 V. A linear and symmetric
correlation is found for all samples investigated in this thesis, suggesting ohmic injection from the contacts into the layer for the conductivity measurement at V = 1 V.
The setup allows for temperature-dependent conductivity and Seebeck measurements
though varying the temperature of the two copper blocks and hence of the contacts
on the sample. At each mean temperature Tm , the conductivity is probed first. Afterwards, the Seebeck coefficient (compare section 2.3.2) is measured. Finally, the
conductivity is probed again to check if the layer was affected by the temperature.
This procedure is repeated for different mean temperatures Tm .
The conductivity at a temperature T is determined by heating both contacts to
T1 = T2 = T , compare figure 3.1 on page 35 (c), and applying a voltage V while measuring the current flow I through the layer. Knowing the layer thickness hl and the
contact geometry (distance dc and length lc ) the conductivity is calculated using equation (2.22) on page 13:
σ=

I
V

·

dc
l c · hl

.

(2.22)

A low voltage of V = 1 V is used to prevent heating and charging of the layer. This
voltage is applied for 10 seconds before the current measurement is started. During
2 minutes the measured currents are averaged to compensate for noise. After the
current measurement, the opposite voltage of V = −1 V is applied for 20 seconds, to
reduce charging effects of the layer and ensure reproducible conditions for the next
measurement.
The Seebeck measurement at a mean temperature Tm is performed by applying a
temperature difference Td to the contacts and hence inducing a temperature gradient on the sample and measuring the generated thermovoltage VS . The contacts are
T
T
heated to T1 = Tm + 2d and T2 = Tm − 2d , respectively. All Seebeck measurements
are performed with a temperature difference of Td = 5 K, as this value has been successfully used in earlier works using the same setup. VS is measured continuously
for 20 minutes for most samples and data of the last 15 minutes are averaged. Each
measurement of the thermovoltage is followed by a measurement at swapped temperV
atures to exclude systematic errors. The resulting Seebeck coefficient S = TS , compare
d
equation (2.50) on page 26, is the average of the two measurements
S=

S+ + S−
2

.

(3.1)

As a stable temperature is the key to reliable Seebeck measurements, strict waiting
conditions are introduced in the measurement routine that are required to be fulfilled for at least 2 minutes before the Seebeck measurement is started. Firstly, the
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temperature measured at each of the two sensors has to be as close as 0.2 K to the setpoint. Secondly, the slope of the change of the temperatures has to be below 0.2 K/min.
Finally, the current measured at V = 0 V is required to be below 0.2 pA. The last condition is introduced to ensure that charges, which might have build up in the layer
during conductivity measurements, are removed and do not affect the Seebeck measurements. The same requirements are used for conductivity measurements, but the
minimal waiting time is reduced to 1 minute, as these measurements are less sensitive
towards small variations of the temperature.

3.1.5 Electrical Resolution Limit
The Keithley SMU 236 has a scale step of 0.01 pA in the smallest measurement range.
In its data sheet, an accuracy of ±(0.3 %+ 0.1 pA) for new devices is given. It is found
that the device displays an offset of 0.4 pA at V = 10 V at open circuit conditions prior
to sample deposition in the vacuum chamber. Therefore, it is assumed that 1 pA is the
lowest reliably measured current. Applying V = 1 V to a sample, as used for the conductivity measurements, this leads to a resolution limit of 1012 Ω or σ = 8.3·10−8 S/cm
for a 30 nm thick layer in the given sample geometry, compare figure 3.1 (c). This
limit could in principle be pushed down to σ = 2.3·10−10 S/cm by applying the maximum voltage of the SMU of V = 110 V and using a layer thickness of 100 nm. As the
conductivities of undoped organic semiconductors are typically even lower, it is not
possible to measure such layers in the given sample geometry. An optimized sample
geometry for conductivity measurements of low conductivities should have a large
ratio of contact length lc to contact distance dc , which can be achieved by serpentine shaped contacts, similar to typical (O)FET structures for material research. This
however would make Seebeck measurements impossible, as no constant temperature
gradient can be applied between serpentine shaped contacts.
Seebeck measurements are also limited by the resolution of the current measurement,
as internally the device performs a measurement of a voltage by measuring the current flow through an internal resistor. Thus, for thermovoltage VS (Seebeck) measurements a lower limit of the layer conductivity can roughly be estimated, assuming that
the conductivity of the layer limits the current generated by the temperature gradient.
Using the typical temperature gradient of Td = 5 K to investigate a doped sample of
S = 700 µV/K, a value of VS = 3.5 mV is expected. Together with the above derived
minimal detectable current of 1 pA this leads to a requirement for the conductivity to
be at least σ = 2.4·10−5 S/cm for the given sample geometry. This rather high limit is
reduced by averaging two measurements of opposite temperature gradient Td , as this
cancels out constant device offsets. Furthermore, by averaging the measured thermovoltages for several minutes, the accuracy is increased further, but systematic errors
persist. It is therefore estimated that the minimal current for Seebeck measurements
is in the range of 0.1 pA, leading to a lower limit of σ = 2.4·10−6 S/cm. This value is in
agreement with the limit found in the data, compare section 6.2.2, where for samples
of lower conductivities it was not possible to perform reliable Seebeck measurements.
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3.1.6 Leakage Current
Applying a voltage of V = 10 V to the contacts of the glass substrate prior to layer
deposition in vacuum, a leakage current between 0.3 pA and 1.0 pA is detected at
a substrate temperature of Tsub = 25 ◦C. This current is found to increase with Tsub
and hence is not a measurement artifact of the source measure unit. As scratching
the glass surface had no effect on the current, contamination of the substrate surface
during metal contact preparation or by condensation can be excluded. It has been reported that most glasses are not perfect isolators, but show an ionic conductivity [Ing89] .
Therefore, it must be assumed that a current flows through the glass into the copper
sample holder and on the other side back through the glass. This allows for conversion of a current into a conductivity using equation (2.22) on page 13 with a contact
distance of 2 mm, being twice the glass thickness, and neglecting the contribution of
the highly conducting metal sample holder.
Figure 3.4 shows the current at temperatures between Tsub = 25 ◦C and 110 ◦C in an
Arrhenius‡ plot, displaying the current and the corresponding conductivity in a logarithmic scale against the inverse of the temperature. In this temperature range the
observed glass conductivity ranges from 8·10−14 S/cm to 5·10−11 S/cm. At temperatures
above 50 ◦C a linear correlation between the logarithm of the current and the inverse
of the temperature is found, as highlighted by the dashed fit line. At lower temperatures the resolution of the SMU affects the measurement and leads to a deviation
from the linear trend.
The temperature dependence indicates a thermally activated transport, as expected
for ionic glass conductivity [Ing89] and allows for deriving a thermal activation energy
after Swedish scientist Svante August Arrhenius [Arr84] (1859–1927)
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Figure 3.4: Leakage current at V = 10 V prior to layer deposition. The dashed line corresponds
to a linear fit.
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of the conductivity Eact,σ , using equation (2.25) on page 16. Different glass substrates
are found to vary in Eact,σ , with a mean value of Eact,σ = 926 meV. A measurement of
a glass substrate on a heating plate in air showed a continuation of this tendency up
to 300 ◦C.
These findings show that leakage currents through the glass substrate can be neglected at temperatures below 50 ◦C. At higher temperatures and measured currents
in the sub-nA regime, leakage currents might influence the measurement. In the used
sample geometry a current of 0.1 nA at V = 10 V through a 30 nm thick layer corresponds to a conductivity of 8.3·10−7 S/cm. Consequently, as a rule of thumb samples
of conductivities below 10−6 S/cm at T = 50 ◦C are not measured reliably at elevated
temperatures.
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3.2 Materials
In this section, the organic materials investigated during this thesis are briefly introduced. Their structures are presented in figure 3.5 and their key properties are
summarized in table 3.2 on page 50. A conversion between the doping concentration
expressed in molar ratio (MR) and in weight% (wt%) for typical values is given in
table 3.1 on page 49. Most materials were purified by vacuum sublimation prior to
sample fabrication.

3.2.1 Host Materials
Fullerene C60
Fullerenes are spherical or ellipsoid molecules containing only carbon atoms, similar to graphene. They are named after the American architect Richard Buckminster
Fuller, known for his geodesic domes. First theoretical predictions of this class of
molecules have been published in 1970 by Osawa [Osa70,Osa93] , 15 years before the first
successful synthesis of the approximately spherical C60 molecule [Kro85] which has been
awarded with the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1996. For further information about the
electrical and optical properties of fullerenes, the reader is referred to reference [Mak01] .
C60 , the fullerene consisting of sixty spherically aligned carbon atoms is a semiconductor with a remarkably high electron mobility of up to µ = 4.9 cm2/V s [Ita06]‡ . Therefore,
it is commonly used in electron transport layers of organic photovoltaic cells (OPV)
and hence an interesting subject for studying n-doped layers. C60 molecules with their
spherical shape and diameter of approximately 7 Å preferably align in a face-centered
cubic (fcc) polycrystalline structure [Pei93] . Air-exposure of vacuum deposited undoped
or doped C60 layers has been reported to result in a decrease of conductivity, attributed
to oxygen absorption [Ham93,Fuj94] . A much smaller decrease has been observed for exposure to N2 [Fuj94] . Its electron affinity EA of (4.0 ± 0.3) eV [Zha09] requires n-dopants
with an ionization energy IE in a similar range or even below, to allow for electron
transfer and doping. Interestingly, it was shown that C60 molecules in the solid state
are rotating rapidly and nearly isotropically [Tyc91] . Recently, the presence of fullerenes
has been detected in outer space [Cam10,Loh23] . The C60 used in this work has been purchased from CreaPhys GmbH, Germany, purified by vacuum gradient sublimation and
was used as received.

MeO-TPD
MeO-TPD (N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis 4-methoxyphenyl-benzidine) has been first synthesized in 1998 [The98] as a novel hole transport material for organic lightemitting diodes (OLEDs). It forms amorphous layers [Pfe03] with hole mobilities in the range of µ = 2.3·10−5 cm2/V s§ . MeO-TPD has a low ionization en‡
§

measured in an organic field-effect transistor (OFET) geometry on top of a pentacene monolayer
measured by Moritz Philipp Hein (IAPP) in an OFET geometry on SiO2 substrate
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Figure 3.5: (a)-(c) Structures of the host and dopant compounds investigated in this work. (d)
3-dimensional structure of Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , reproduced after [Cot03] . (e1) Proposed reaction for formation of the neutral dopant compound o-MeO-DMBI from the air-stable precursor
o-MeO-DMBI-I. (e2) Resonant structure of DMBI-POH and proposed reaction for formation of
the neutral dopant OH-DMBI.
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ergy of IE = (5.10 ± 0.13) eV [Olt09,Tie12] and a wide bandgap in the range of
Egap = 3.2 eV [He04a] . Theoretical studies found the second highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO-1) to be only 0.4 eV below the HOMO [Mat10] . The material has
been successfully used in OLEDs [He04b] and organic photovoltaic cells (OPV) [Dre04] ,
but due to a rather low glass transition temperature of only Tg = 67 ◦C [The98] , devices
incorporating this material cannot withstand elevated temperatures. Nevertheless,
in this thesis it is chosen as one of the host materials for p-doped layers, due to
its relevance for research and its rather low ionization energy. MeO-TPD has been
bought from Sensient Technologies Corporation, USA, and was purified twice by
vacuum gradient sublimation.

BF-DPB
BF-DPB (N,N’-Bis(9,9-dimethyl-fluoren-2-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine) is the second
hole transport material investigated in this thesis. This material has been first presented in 2001 [Has01] for the use in OLED hole transport layers. BF-DPB has the
same backbone as MeO-TPD, but different side groups that lead to a 0.13 eV larger
ionization energy of IE = (5.23 ± 0.13) eV [Mee11] . Due to the structural similarity to
MeO-TPD, BF-DPB is expected to form amorphous layers as well. Tests showed that
BF-DPB is thermally more stable than MeO-TPD. Hole mobilities in the range of
µ = 5.7·10−5 cm2/V s‡ have been measured, which are twice as high as for MeO-TPD.
BF-DPB has been bought from Sensient Technologies Corporation, USA, and was purified by vacuum gradient sublimation.

Pentacene
Pentacene is a planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecule consisting of five
linearly fused benzene rings, leading to a high conjugation and semiconductor properties. This molecule has a length in the range of 14 Å, twice as long as the diameter
of C60 molecules. The first synthesis has been described over 100 years ago [Mil12] .
Pentacene has been one of the first conjugated organic oligomers used as p-type semiconductor and is still used as reference for all newly developed organic semiconductors [Mur07] . The crystalline structure [Ha09] with rather large crystallite size [Kle12a] leads
to high carrier mobilities above 1 cm2/V s [Mur07]§ . Pentacene is prominent for application in organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), as complementary to C60 with a similar mobility, pentacene is stable to air-exposure, allowing for lithographic processing
steps [Ste06] . Due to degradation under UV light, pentacene cannot be used in photovoltaic cells. Pentacene has a low ionization energy in the range of IE = 4.90 eV [Sal12]
to 5.15 eV [Fuk06] . In 2009 high resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) investigations of single molecules of pentacene on Cu(111) have been presented [Gro09] , impressively resolving the atomic positions and bonds. Pentacene has been bought from
Sensient Technologies Corporation, USA, and was purified three times by vacuum
gradient sublimation.

‡
§

measured by Moritz Philipp Hein (IAPP) in an OFET geometry on SiO2 substrate
measured in an OFET geometry
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3.2.2 n-Dopants
Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4
The n-dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 are dimetal complexes of chromium or tungsten with the anion of 1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidine (hpp).
These compounds were first presented by Cotton et al. [Cot02,Cot05] in 2002, and
their use in OLEDs has been reported [Wer05,Wel09] . Both materials exhibit an extremely low ionization energy (IE). Using ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS) Selina Olthof (IAPP) measured‡ the IEs of pure Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 films
to (3.95 ± 0.13) eV and (2.68 ± 0.13) eV, respectively [Men12a] . The IE of W2 (hpp)4
is even shallower than for cesium (IE = 3.9 eV), the least electronegative stable element. As these compounds easily oxidize in air, they have to be handled in an inert
gas atmosphere or vacuum. Both dopants have been purchased from Novaled AG,
Germany, and were used as received.

AOB
Acridine orange base (AOB, 3,6-bis(dimethylamino)acridine) is a fluorescent cationic
dye used frequently in biology to distinguish DNA and RNA and to detect microbial
content of soil and water. Its application as air-stable n-dopant for C60 has been first
presented in 2006 [Li06] , where its doping mechanism has been explained as follows:
During vacuum co-deposition of AOB and C60 , a dyad of a positively charged acridine
dye and a C60 anion radical, connected by a C–N chemical bond, is formed and acts as
dopant. It has been shown that this process can be accelerated by illumination during
deposition. Today, AOB is known for being diffusive and to contaminate vacuum
chambers, therefore, it is hardly used in devices any more. AOB has been purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, Germany, and was purified twice by vacuum gradient
sublimation.

DMBI Derivatives: DMBI-POH and o-MeO-DMBI-I
The investigation of DMBI (1H-benzoimidazole) derivatives for the use as n-dopants
was started by Peng Wei and Benjamin D. Naab from Professor Zhenan Bao’s group
at Stanford University, USA. They first published the application of N-DMBI§ to
dope PCBM¶ via solution processing [Wei10] . During this thesis, in a cooperation
with Professor Bao’s group DMBI-POH (2-(1,3-dimethyl-1H-benzoimidazol-3-ium2-yl)phenolatehydrate) and o-MeO-DMBI-I (2-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dimethyl-1Hbenzoimidazol-3-ium iodide) have been investigated for the use as air-stable ndopants for vacuum co-deposition.
Studies of o-MeO-DMBI-I by various techniques suggest that during co-deposition,
a reduction reaction takes place that generates the active doping compound, likely
UPS spectra measured using a Specs Phoibos 100 setup at a base pressure below 10−8 Pa. Details
about the setup can be found in reference [Olt10] .
§
N-DMBI is (4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)dimethylamine
¶
PCBM is [6,6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester
‡
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o-MeO-DMBI, as shown in figure 3.5 (e1). It seems evident that heating leads to the
formation of its neutral compound as the active dopant, together with the concomitant loss of the iodide ion. Hence, for calculation of the molar doping concentration
of samples doped by o-MeO-DMBI-I, the molar mass of o-MeO-DMBI has to be used,
compare table 3.2 on page 50. Details of the doping mechanism are presented in section 5.5. o-MeO-DMBI-I has been synthesized at Stanford University, USA, and was
used as received.
DMBI-POH has been purchased as OH-DMBI (2-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1Hbenzoimidazol-2-yl)phenol) from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., USA and was used as
received. A conversion under ambient conditions to a resonant structure was detected by the cooperation partners at Stanford University. The resonant structure
was characterized as shown in figure 3.5 (e2) by 1 H-NMR and elemental analysis.
By examining the acid dissociation constants (pKa) of these two resonant structures,
it is evident that the equilibrium should favor the phenolate hydrate structure of
DMBI-POH.
Similar to o-MeO-DMBI-I, DMBI-POH is expected to form its neutral compound,
OH-DMBI (2-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenol), as the active n-type dopant. A reduction reaction during co-deposition is possible, similar to the one of o-MeO-DMBI-I due to their structural similarity, especially with
DMBI-POH’s resonant structure with an OH− anion. The structure of OH-DMBI is
shown in figure 3.5 (e2). Therefore, in order to calculate the molar doping concentration of samples doped by DMBI-POH, the molar mass of OH-DMBI has to be used,
compare table 3.2 on page 50.

3.2.3 p-Dopants
Typical molecular p-dopants are strongly electron attracting compounds, usually containing fluorine atoms. In this thesis, three different p-dopants have been used.

F4 -TCNQ
F4 -TCNQ (tetrafluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane), has been first synthesized by Wheland et al. [Whe75] and has been used as p-dopant for many years [Blo98,Pfe98] , having an
electron affinity of EA = 5.25 eV [Gao01] . Unfortunately, this light compound has been
found to be highly diffusive having a low sticking coefficient [Koe10] . This led to device
degradation and contamination of vacuum chambers. F4 -TCNQ has been purchased
from abcr GmbH & Co. KG, Germany, and was used as received.

F6 -TCNNQ
F6 -TCNNQ (1,3,4,5,7,8-hexafluorotetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane) is a close relative to the prominent molecular p-dopant F4 -TCNQ, with a second aromatic ring,
leading to an increase of molar mass by 1⁄3 and a 20 K higher deposition temperature Tdep , compare table 3.2. It has been presented by Koech et al. [Koe10] to replace
the volatile F4 -TCNQ and its electron affinity has been estimated to EA = 5.0 eV [Tie12]
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which allows successfully doping of different host materials [Tie12,Kle12a] . F6 -TCNNQ
has been purchased from Novaled AG, Germany, and was used as received.

C60 F36
C60 F36 , a fluorinated derivative of the fullerene C60 was first synthesized in 1991 [Sel91] .
The utilization of this heavy compound as p-dopant has been demonstrated in 2011,
where its electron affinity has been estimated to EA = 5.38 eV [Mee11] . Despite its molar
mass being almost twice as heavy as C60 and its diameter of around 10.5 Å being 50 %
larger, the deposition temperature of C60 F36 is 235 K lower, but above the values for
the other two investigated p-dopants. C60 F36 has been purchased from MTR Ltd, USA,
and was used as received.

Table 3.1: Conversion between two typical units for the doping concentration: molar ratio (MR)
and weight percentage (wt%) for used material combinations, using equation (2.39) on page 22.
The lowest controllable doping concentration of this setup is in the range of 0.5 wt%.

wt% to MR
1 wt% 10 wt%

MR to wt%
0.01 MR 0.10 MR

Host

Dopant

C60
C60
C60
C60
C60

Cr2 (hpp)4
W2 (hpp)4
AOB
OH-DMBI
o-MeO-DMBI

0.0111
0.0079
0.0274
0.0303
0.0286

0.1219
0.0870
0.3018
0.3332
0.3149

0.90%
1.26%
0.37%
0.33%
0.35%

8.35%
11.33%
3.55%
3.23%
3.41%

MeO-TPD
MeO-TPD
BF-DPB
BF-DPB
pentacene

F6 -TCNNQ
C60 F36
F6 -TCNNQ
C60 F36
F4 -TCNQ

0.0170
0.0044
0.0201
0.0052
0.0102

0.1867
0.0482
0.2212
0.0570
0.1120

0.59%
2.26%
0.50%
1.91%
0.98%

5.62%
18.75%
4.78%
16.31%
9.03%
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Molar Mass M

Density ρ
g/cm3

1.630
1.463
1.210
1.320

C

Tdep
◦

410
170
200
160

115
190
70
110
–
185
–

100
120
175

Supplier

CAS Number

6.35 [Zha09] −6.45 [Aka08]
5.10 eV [Olt09,Tie12]
5.23 eV [Mee11]
4.90 [Sal12] −5.15 [Fuk06]

IE
eV

3.95 [Men12a]
2.86 [Men12a]

CreaPhys
Sensient
Sensient
Sensient

Novaled
200943-63-1
Novaled
463931-34-2
Sigma-Aldrich 494-38-2
Sigma-Aldrich
3652-93-5
Stanford Uni. 201416-21-9

8.38 [Mee11]

8.34 [Gao01]
abcr
Novaled
MTR

29261-33-4
912482-15-6
1190690-26-6

99685-96-8
122738-21-0
361486-60-4
135-48-8

5.25 [Gao01] (IPES)
5.00 [Tie12] (CV)
5.38 [Mee11] (est.)

2.7 [Cha09]

3.9 [Olt12] −4.5 [Aka08]
1.9 eV [He04a]

EA
eV

Table 3.2: Material parameters. Tdep is the temperature at which typically a deposition rate was detected. Accuracies for the IE (usually measured by
UPS) are in the range of ±0.13 eV, whereas for the EA (usually measured by IPES) larger errors of ±0.30 eV are common.

Name
g/mol

656.8
920.4
265.4
256.3
240.3
380.2
254.3

720.6
608.7
720.9
278.4

Host Materials
C60
MeO-TPD
BF-DPB
pentacene
n-Dopants
Cr2 (hpp)4
W2 (hpp)4
AOB
DMBI-POH
OH-DMBI
o-MeO-DMBI-I
o-MeO-DMBI

276.1
362.2
1404.6

p-Dopants
F4 -TCNQ
C60 F36

F6 -TCNNQ
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Chapter

4

Air-Sensitive n-Dopants in C60

This first results chapter studies the properties of n-doped C60 layers incorporating two
different n-dopants, Cr2 (hpp)4 or W2 (hpp)4 . Both dopants are compounds with extremely low ionization energies and thus not stable in air. First, in section 4.1 the
conductivity of differently doped samples, measured directly after sample preparation is
probed. A change over time is observed and modeled theoretically. Afterwards, a thermal
annealing step is performed to ensure stable measurement conditions and the influence
of the doping concentration is analyzed. Finally, temperature-dependent conductivity
measurements are discussed, which indicate a thermally activated hopping process and
therefore allow to derive an activation energy of the conductivity. In section 4.2, thermoelectric (Seebeck) measurements are presented and the influence of temperature and
doping concentration is discussed. The results are compared to the activation energy of
the conductivity and conclusions for the mobility are drawn. Section 4.3 presents atomic
force microscopy (AFM) studies, probing the surface roughness of differently doped samples for indications of clustering or agglomeration of dopants. Finally, in section 4.4
degradation studies of the effect of air-exposure on the n-doped samples are discussed
and a regeneration treatment is presented. This chapter ends with a summary in section 4.5.
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4 Air-Sensitive n-Dopants in C60

Doping of conventional semiconductors was the key element that led to the breakthrough of semiconductor technology, as it allows for control of the majority charge
carriers and hence the design of p-n-junctions, being the building block for most electronic devices. In this chapter, n-doping of the high mobility electron transport material C60 , frequently used in organic photovoltaic cells (OPV), is studied by using
two novel n-dopants, Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , having extremely low ionization energies of IE = (3.95 ± 0.13) eV and (2.68 ± 0.13) eV, respectively. As the IEs of both
dopant compounds are determined to be lower than the electron affinity of C60 with
EA = (4.0 ± 0.3) eV [Zha09] , efficient charge-transfer and therefore effective doping is
expected. This fact is especially the case for W2 (hpp)4 , as its IE is even shallower
than the IE of the efficient molecular dopant decamethylcobaltocene‡ . Further details
about the materials are summarized in the materials section 3.2. A selection of the
results presented here is published in reference [Men12a] .
Samples of 30 nm thick doped layers are prepared and investigated in vacuum according to sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4. The base pressure during sample procession for the
Cr2 (hpp)4 samples was P ≈ 3·10−5 Pa (= 3·10−7 mbar). Due to technical problems,
for the samples using W2 (hpp)4 , the pressure was one order of magnitude higher,
around P ≈ 3·10−4 Pa.

4.1 Conductivity
Conductivity measurements are the first method of choice for studying doping. Therefore, in the following the conductivities σ of layers of C60 n-doped by various doping
concentrations C of Cr2 (hpp)4 or W2 (hpp)4 are presented. As a linear and symmetric
current-voltage relation is measured for all samples, and the reported contact resistance between gold and C60 is low [Kit11] , the charge injection can be neglected. The
conductivity data, measured directly after fabrication of the samples at T = 25 ◦C is
shown in figure 4.1.
Even for the lowest doping concentration, the conductivity of the doped layers is
several orders of magnitude higher than for undoped C60 , which has been reported
to be in the order of σ = 2·10−8 S/cm [Li06] and which would be below the resolution
limit of the setup of σ = 8.3·10−8 S/cm as discussed in section 3.1.5. A linear increase
of σ(C) is observed for both dopants, covering three orders of magnitude. A detailed discussion of the dependence of σ on C is performed in section 4.1.2, as it is
later found that a thermal annealing step is necessary in order to ensure reproducible
and stable measurement conditions for later measurements. The maximum conductivity measured directly after sample fabrications is σ = 7.35 S/cm for C = 0.210 MR of
Cr2 (hpp)4 and σ = 4.97 S/cm for C = 0.150 MR of W2 (hpp)4 . At even higher doping
concentrations the conductivity decreases, which is attributed to high percentages
of dopant molecules disturbing the morphology of the host material, hindering the
charge carrier transport.
‡

Decamethylcobaltocene is also known as DMC or CoCp∗2 , IE = 3.30 eV [Cha08]
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Conductivity σ (S/cm)
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Figure 4.1: As-prepared conductivity σ vs. doping concentration C of samples of C60 ndoped by Cr2 (hpp)4 or W2 (hpp)4 , measured at T = 25 ◦C. Compare to undoped C60 with
σ ≈ 2·10−8 S/cm [Li06] .

C60 is known for its high electron mobility, compared to other OSCs, which results in
such high conductivities. In comparison, the typical OLED electron transport material
BPhen‡ , for example, reaches conductivities of less than σ = 10−6 S/cm when doped by
Cs2 CO3 [Par08] .

4.1.1 Conductivity Changes after Preparation
Prior to further measurements, the conductivity of each sample is continuously probed
in-situ for 1 hour at a temperature of T = 25 ◦C. Interestingly, a change of σ is observed for all samples. While for high C a drop of σ is detected, a gain is found
for low C. Figure 4.2 compares the normalized changes in σ of a weakly (a) and a
strongly (b) doped sample of Cr2 (hpp)4 .
The data can be described by employing a simple model using a differential equation describing population growth for the case of constant generation rate (c1 ) and
population dependent extinction rate (c2 · σ(t)):
dσ(t)
dt

= c1 − c2 · σ(t) ,

(4.1)


 t 
= 1 + χ 1 − exp −
,
τ

(4.2)

which can be solved to
σ(t)
σ0

where σ0 is the initial conductivity and χ is the maximal relative change, reached
after a time t  τ, with τ being a time constant describing the speed of the change.
‡

BPhen is 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
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Figure 4.2: Conductivity changes of samples of C60 doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 during the first hour
after deposition, continuously measuring in-situ at T = 25 ◦C. The doping concentrations are (a)
C = 0.012 MR and (b) C = 0.345 MR. A fit (dashed line) is performed using equation (4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Fitting parameters of conductivity change during the first hour after sample preparation according to equation (4.2): (a) maximal relative change χ reached after t  τ (b) time
constant τ describing the speed of the change.

The value of χ is positive for increasing and negative for decreasing conductivity over
time. As the dashed fitting lines in figure 4.2 show, the model describes the data well.
Applying this model to the continuous measurements for each sample, the parameters
χ and τ can be derived, which are summarized in figure 4.3.
Both dopants show the same tendency: At low C, the in-situ conductivity significantly
increases during the first hour after sample preparation. Hence, the fitting parameter
χ is positive for these samples, as figure 4.3 (a) shows. With increasing C, the magnitude of the change χ is reduced, reaching negative values for high C > 0.040 MR.
Interestingly, for the samples of the highest conductivities measured directly after
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sample preparation, a value of χ ≈ 0 is observed, showing that the conductivity stays
almost constant.
The time constant τ seems to decrease with rising C for the W2 (hpp)4 samples,
whereas for Cr2 (hpp)4 no clear trend is observed. For all samples, τ varies between
0.25 and 1.5 hours, meaning that for some samples the speed of change is 6 times
faster than for others. The sample preparation conditions (rate, homogeneity, pressure, etc.) might have an effect on τ, but so far no simple relation could be found.
Thus, an interplay of these parameters might control τ.
In order to verify whether the current flow though the layer is the origin for the change
in conductivity, a control measurement is performed on one sample of C = 0.033 MR
of W2 (hpp)4 , where instead of continuously measuring, σ is probed only for 20 s
every 20 minutes. The result is identical, suggesting that the current flow is not the
cause of this phenomenon.

4.1.2 Relation of Conductivity to Doping Concentration
In order to investigate the effect of the change in conductivity in more detail and to
ensure stable measurement conditions, the samples are thermally annealed prior to
further measurements, as proposed by Nollau et al. [Nol00] . They are slowly heated
from T = 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C and kept at this temperature for 20 minutes. Afterwards,
the conductivity is found to be constant over time, and the temperature-dependent
measurement routine, described in section 3.1.4, is started at T = 30 ◦C.
The conductivity probed at T = 30 ◦C after thermal annealing is compared to the initial conductivity measured directly after deposition of the layers (at T = 25 ◦C). Figure 4.4 shows that the same trend is observed for both dopants: While at low doping
concentrations thermal annealing leads to a gain in σ, at high C a lowering is found.
Highly doped samples of Cr2 (hpp)4 show a much more pronounced effect than samples of W2 (hpp)4 .
The change induced by the thermal annealing is in agreement with the tendency observed during the one hour measurement directly after sample deposition, presented
in the last section. This agreement suggests that the annealing accelerates the process
responsible for the change of the conductivity after deposition. Only two samples are
inconsistent with this trend: The samples of C = 0.045 MR and 0.097 MR of Cr2 (hpp)4
show a small reduction in σ during the first hour after fabrication at T = 25 ◦C, but
a gain after thermal annealing. This gain is larger than the expected effect of the 5 K
higher temperature for the measurement after annealing.
Three different phenomena might be responsible for the changes in conductivity with
time and temperature. Firstly, residual quantities of gases like O2 and moisture, being present in the vacuum chamber, might react with the n-doped layers, binding
electrons and hence reducing the conductivity. Thermal annealing can remove these
products from the layer, enhancing the conductivity [Fuj94] . Secondly, in the regime
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Figure 4.4: Conductivity before (filled symbols, at T = 25 ◦C) and after (empty symbols, at
T = 30 ◦C) thermal annealing (at T = 100 ◦C) for C60 doped by (a) Cr2 (hpp)4 and (b)
W2 (hpp)4 . The dashed lines represent a slope of 1.0.

of low doping concentration, slow and small rearrangement of the molecules introduced by interactions between host and dopant molecules might lead to an increasing
doping efficiency and thus conductivity over time. This effect might be accelerated
by thermal annealing. Thirdly, in the regime of high doping concentration, a phase
separation and demixing of host and dopant can occur, leading to a reduced conductivity due to shielding of dopants and hence a reduced number of free charges. This
rather slow process can be accelerated by heating, as it has been shown for organic
photovoltaic cells, where phase separation in the active layer improves the exciton
separation by formation of a bulk heterojunction [Sue04] .
After the thermal annealing step, the maximum conductivity measured at T = 30 ◦C is
σ = 4.3 S/cm at C = 0.045 MR of Cr2 (hpp)4 , and σ = 4.0 S/cm at 0.147 MR of W2 (hpp)4 .
As indicated by the dashed lines in figure 4.4 (a) and (b), possessing a slope of 1.0, the
conductivity has a linear relation to the doping concentration. Hence, each additional
dopant molecule contributes by the same amount to the total conductivity. This trend
is not always the case, as other studies on organic dopants have shown [Män01,Gre04] .
A stronger slope might be present in the region of lowest doping concentrations for
both dopants. This tendency is in agreement with the results Olthof et al. [Olt12] have
reported for the material system of C60 doped by [RuCp∗ (mes)]2 ‡ . A superlinear
increase of σ(C) below 0.001 MR was observed, which they attributed to filling of
trap states. Here, the doping concentration is higher, but filling of trap states might
also be responsible for the rather low conductivities of the lowest doped samples.
At very large doping concentrations C > 0.100 MR, this linear relation does not hold
any more as both sample series show a drop of σ. A possible explanation could be
a drop in the electron mobility due to a disturbance of the morphology [Kle12a] when
more than 10 dopant molecules per 100 host molecules are introduced into the layer.
‡

[RuCp∗ (mes)]2 is ruthenium(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)(1,3,5,-trimethylbenzene)
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As the dopant molecules have different properties than the host molecules, a substitution of molecules leads to a change in the electronic landscape in the layer [Mit12b] . If
deposited dopant molecules preferable align to dopant molecules already present in
the layer, at high C a clustering can happen, leading to a phase separation of host and
dopant materials, as discussed above. For doped layers, a phase separation would
result in a reduced doping efficiency as some of the dopant molecules are shielded
from the host molecules and thus are not able to donate an electron [Mit12b] . In order to check for possible changes of the layer morphology induced by doping, atomic
force microscopy (AFM) measurements are performed using an AIST-NT Combiscope
AFM. The measurements are presented in section 4.3 and show a rising roughness
with C in the medium doping regime. Interestingly, at high C smooth surfaces are
found again. This counter-intuitive trend might be a measurement artifact, since the
measurements are performed in air.
In contrast to what is expected from the ionization energies (IEs), using Cr2 (hpp)4
leads to a more efficient doping of C60 compared to W2 (hpp)4 . Assuming that there
is no change of molecular levels on formation of ions, this observation might be explained by morphological effects, or by W2 (hpp)4 reacting more strongly with oxygen
contaminations being present in the vacuum chamber.
In order to check if the above mentioned higher pressure during sample procession of
W2 (hpp)4 samples had an influence on σ, a sample of C = 0.033 MR of W2 (hpp)4 is
produced at the same pressure as the Cr2 (hpp)4 samples, after solving the technical
problems. This sample showed after thermal annealing an almost equal conductivity
to the earlier W2 (hpp)4 samples of similar doping concentration. Again, the conductivity is lower than of a corresponding sample of Cr2 (hpp)4 . Hence, the effect of the
elevated base pressure seems not to be crucial.

4.1.3 Temperature Dependence of the Conductivity
Measuring the conductivity (after thermal annealing) at different temperatures, a
reversible gain of σ with temperature is observed. Figure 4.5 shows the data of all
samples in Arrhenius plots, displaying the conductivity in a logarithmic scale against
the reciprocal of the temperature T −1 . An exceptionally good agreement with a linear
relation is found for all samples, corresponding to an exponential relation of σ to
T −1 , consistent with earlier studies on doped organic layers [Fuj94,Pfe98] . Thus, this data
can be fitted in good agreement with a thermally activated transport relation using
equation (2.25) on page 16. Hence, most likely hopping transport is dominant in
these samples and therefore an activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ can be
derived.
The resulting Eact,σ of the differently doped samples range from Eact,σ = 54 meV to
160 meV and are shown in figure 4.6. All obtained values are well below the previously reported value for undoped C60 of around 640 meV [Li06] . At low C, the Eact,σ
is lower for samples of Cr2 (hpp)4 than for W2 (hpp)4 , whereas for C > 0.020 MR,
the values for both dopants match clearly within experimental scattering. Up to
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Figure 4.5: Temperature dependence of the conductivity σ(T ) of samples of C60 doped by (a)
Cr2 (hpp)4 and (b) W2 (hpp)4 . Lines are fits using equation (2.25) on page 16.
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Figure 4.6: Activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ , derived from the temperature dependence
of the conductivity σ(T ) in the range of T = 30 ◦C to 70 ◦C, shown above in figure 4.5, using
equation (2.25) on page 16.

C = 0.100 MR, a decrease of Eact,σ with increasing C is found, as expected from earlier
experiments [Pfe98,Li06] . Highly doped samples show a different behavior of rising Eact,σ
with doping concentration.
The drop of Eact,σ with increasing C is attributed to a shift of the Fermi level towards
the transport level of C60 . This shift leads to a reduction of the temperature dependence of the density of free electrons ne (T ), which according to (2.24) contributes to
the conductivity as
σ(T ) = e · ne (T ) · µe (T ) .
(2.24)
A minimum of Eact,σ at C ≈ 0.100 MR suggests a pinning of EF and hence a saturation
of the doping efficiency. The increase of Eact,σ at C > 0.100 MR might be attributed
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to a rise of the temperature dependence of the electron mobility µe (T ), probably
caused by a disturbance of the morphology of the host material by the large percentage of dopant molecules. Studies on pentacene, which forms polycrystalline layers
as well, have shown that an increasing amount of dopants leads to a disturbance of
the morphology and a decreasing crystallite size [Kle12a] . The observed rising Eact,σ is
in agreement with the reduced conductivity at C > 0.100 MR, as shown in figure 4.4.

4.2 Thermoelectric Measurements
4.2.1 Temperature Dependence of the Seebeck Coefficient
Along with the conductivity measurements, thermoelectric (Seebeck) measurements
are performed. The measured Seebeck coefficients S for C60 doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 or
W2 (hpp)4 are presented in figure 4.7 (a) and (c). They are negative in sign, thus, for
all samples, electrons are the dominating charge carrier species and hole conduction
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Figure 4.7: Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S for C60 doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 and
W2 (hpp)4 in (a) and (c). At the right side, in (b) and (d) the relative changes of S are shown,
normalized to the Tm = 40 ◦C measurements.
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along the dopant molecules is not observed. The values for S range from −90 µV/K to
−600 µV/K and a lowering of |S| with rising C is detected.
In order to investigate the influence of the mean temperature Tm , the relative changes
of S, normalized to the measurements at Tm = 40 ◦C, are shown in figure 4.7 (b) and
(d) for Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , respectively. Tm = 40 ◦C is chosen, as it is a devicerelevant temperature and more stable to control than Tm = 30 ◦C. In the investigated
temperature range of Tm = 30 ◦C to 70 ◦C, the S of most of the Cr2 (hpp)4 samples
scatters around relative changes of −0.5 % to +5 %. The two lowest doped samples
of C = 0.0020 MR and 0.0033 MR are an exception with changes of −3 % and +11 %
at Tm = 70 ◦C. In case of using W2 (hpp)4 , most samples show a gain in the order of
4 % ± 2 %, with again two weakly doped samples showing stronger changes.
Summarizing, a small upward trend of S between 2 % and 6 % is measured for most
samples with no direct relation to the doping concentration. It is not clear why weakly
doped samples differ from the general trend. Since the influence of the doping concentration on S is much more pronounced than the effect of the temperature, a comparison of differently doped samples is performed in the next section.

4.2.2 Relation of Seebeck Coefficient to Doping Concentration
In figure 4.8, the Seebeck coefficients S at Tm = 40 ◦C are compared for different doping concentrations. A decrease of |S| with increasing C is found for both dopants,
ranging from −585 µV/K to −93 µV/K. By using equation (2.66) on page 28, the energetic difference ES between the Fermi level EF and the transport level ETr is derived:
ES = S · e · T

with

ES := EF − ETr .

(2.66)

This quantity is shown as the right hand axis in figure 4.8. A maximum of
ES = −183 meV is measured for C = 0.002 MR of Cr2 (hpp)4 . For W2 (hpp)4 , the
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Figure 4.8: Seebeck coefficient S and derived Seebeck energy ES at Tm = 40 ◦C.
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largest ES of −167 meV is measured for the lowest concentration (C = 0.004 MR)
as well.
Following the trend of S, the value of ES drops with rising C for both dopants, showing a shift of the Fermi level EF towards the transport level ETr . A similar tendency
has been reported earlier for other material systems [Nol00] . A value of ES < 50 meV is
found at high C for both dopants, which indicates that EF is energetically close to ETr
at a difference below 2 kB T . In such a case, EF can get pinned close to ETr which will
result in a saturation of ES , compare degenerate doping in section 2.1.2.2. While for
conventional semiconductors the Seebeck coefficient at very high doping concentrations has been reported to increase again [Ike10] , this behavior is not observed in this
data.
Using the Boltzmann approximation, the density of free electrons ne (T ) is found to
be related to ES via equation (2.71) on page 30:


|ES (T )|
.
ne (T ) ∝ exp −
kB T
Hence, a decreasing value of ES is attributed to an increasing density of free electrons.
In case of highly doped samples, |ES | is in the order of 2 kB T and therefore the Boltzmann approximation is not valid, but still a lowering of |ES | is correlated to a drop of
ne , as discussed in section 2.4.3.
It can be summarized that the Seebeck coefficient tends towards saturation at high
doping concentrations of each dopant, Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 . This saturation is
explained by pinning of the Fermi level close to the transport level at these high
doping concentrations.

4.2.3 Comparison of Seebeck Energy and Activation Energy
In figure 4.9 (a) and (b), the Seebeck energy ES (energetic difference between Fermi
level EF and transport level ETr ) and the activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ ,
are illustrated for samples doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , respectively. A good
agreement of the two energies is observed for C < 0.100 MR of each dopant. At higher
doping concentrations, an increasing difference is measured, due to a rise in Eact,σ ,
as discussed in section 4.1.3. If the mobility µ(T ) has an Arrhenius-like temperature
dependence, the difference between Eact,σ and ES is attributed to an activation of the
mobility, as discussed in section 2.4.3.
Considering the continuing decrease in the Seebeck coefficient even after
C = 0.100 MR, the final gain of Eact,σ and drop of conductivity at high doping concentrations must be due to changes of the value of the mobility in the layer. At these
high C, a disturbance of the morphology by the large number of dopant molecules
is expected, negatively affecting the mobility. This agrees with the results of Harada
et al. [Har07] who showed that the OFET-mobility of AOB-doped C60 decreases upon
doping. In the following section, AFM studies of the surface roughness are presented
to check for the influence of doping on the morphology.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of Seebeck energy ES and activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ .
ES is measured at Tm = 40 ◦C, Eact,σ is fitted from conductivity data in the range of T = 30 ◦C to
70 ◦C.

However, the temperature dependence of the mobility may differ from a simple activated case to a model where hopping along a manifold of states is assumed [Bäs82,Vis98] .
In order to differentiate, it would be necessary to measure the mobility independently,
for example by temperature-dependent Hall effect or time of flight (TOF) measurements. Using OFET measurements to derive the mobility of doped layers is delicate,
since doping leads to a strong contribution of bulk current to the drain current making the mobility analysis based on the gradual channel approximation ambiguous.
Furthermore, the high applied field results in a high occupation of the density of
states and hence to different conditions compared to the conductivity and Seebeck
measurements.

4.3 Morphology
In order to check for an influence of the presence of dopant molecules on the morphology of the layers, atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements are performed
on the surfaces of a selection of the same samples electrically investigated and discussed above. After the electrical measurements, the samples are removed from the
vacuum chamber and stored in air for several hours before and during the AFM measurements. Therefore, the results might differ from freshly prepared samples, measured in an inert atmosphere.
The topographies of selected samples are illustrated in figure 4.10, each scanned on
an area of 2 µm × 2 µm. As a figure of merit, the root-mean-square surface roughness Rrms is written onto the images and plotted against the doping concentration in
figure 4.11. Most samples show a smooth surface formation with Rrms < 1 nm. This
roughness value is in the order of less than 3.3 % of the nominal layer thickness of
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Figure 4.10: AFM images of a selection of samples. (a-f): C60 doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 , (g-l): C60
doped by W2 (hpp)4 . Note the different height scales. Parameters: 2 µm × 2 µm scan area,
30 nm layer thickness, measurements performed in air after electrical investigations and thermal
annealing.
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Figure 4.11: AFM root-mean-square surface roughness Rrms of all measured samples, scanned on
an area of 2 µm × 2 µm, as shown in figure 4.10.
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30 nm. Interestingly, for both dopants the samples in the medium doping regime of
C = 0.020 MR to 0.200 MR have rough surfaces with large spikes of more than twice
the nominal thickness of the layer. This might be an indication for aggregation of
dopants. However, as AFM can neither resolve material content nor the depth profile,
further studies with different techniques would be necessary to verify this. Possible
candidates are X-ray diffraction or refraction, preferable in an inert atmosphere that
could provide information about the crystallinity of the layers.
Surprisingly, highly doped samples of C > 0.200 MR for
both dopants showed smooth surfaces, even smoother C60 : W2(hpp)4
than weakly doped samples. Due to the fact that the C = 0.024 MR
measurements are performed in air, this might be a mea- Rrms = 2.5 nm
surement artifact. As ionized dopants could generate a
dipole moment on the surface, it is probable that a hydrogen film is formed on the surface, shielding the real
topography of the deposited layer. In order to verify this,
AFM measurements in vacuum or an inert atmosphere 500 nm
would be necessary, preferable with a thermal annealFigure 4.12: AFM image of an
ing of the samples prior to the measurement to remove
unheated sample of C60 doped
condensed particles from the surface.
by C = 0.024 MR W2 (hpp)4 .
One freshly prepared non-annealed sample of C60 doped by C = 0.024 MR of
W2 (hpp)4 is investigated and its topography is illustrated in figure 4.12. As the surface of this sample is rough as well with Rrms = 2.5 nm, it seems evident that the
roughness is not an artifact of the thermal annealing procedure.
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4.4 Degradation
As the used n-dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 have low ionization energies and are
hence prone to be highly reactive to air, the influence of air on doped layers of these
compounds is studied in this section. A selection of the results presented here can be
found in reference [Tie13] . W2 (hpp)4 is chosen, as this dopant has the lower ionization
energy (IE) and is therefore expected to show a faster reaction with air, compared
to Cr2 (hpp)4 . A 30 nm thick layer of C60 doped by C = 0.033 MR of W2 (hpp)4 is
fabricated and measured in an analogous way to previous samples. Directly after
fabrication, the conductivity is σ = 2.27 S/cm. Following a thermal annealing step,
conductivity and Seebeck measurements at different temperatures in the range of
25 ◦C to 100 ◦C are performed. After the measurements, the sample is thermally annealed again for 1 hour at an elevated temperature of 120 ◦C. Afterwards, a reduced
conductivity of 1.88 S/cm is measured at 25 ◦C.
After closing the valve and switching off the vacuum pumps, slowly N2 gas is injected
into the vacuum chamber and the conductivity is continuously probed for 88 minutes.
A lowering by more than one order of magnitude is detected, as shown in figure 4.13.
Next, the vacuum chamber is opened and the sample is placed in air for 16 minutes,
while still continuously probing the conductivity. A rapid drop by three orders of
magnitude, down to a value of σ = 1.7·10−5 S/cm is observed, showing that air strongly
interacts with the n-doped layer. As it is unlikely that the sample reacted with N2 , it is
suggested that the degradation in N2 atmosphere is due to air, entering the chamber
through the weak valve separating the vacuum chamber from the disabled pumps.
Such a decrease of conductivity by oxygen-exposure has been reported for metaldoped C60 and attributed to the formation of deep oxygen-related electron traps [Fuj94]
which were further identified to the formation of oxygen-bridges at single and
between adjacent C60 molecules [Tse10] . Furthermore, the charge carrier mobility in
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Figure 4.13: Conductivity during exposure to N2 (88 minutes) and to air (16 minutes).
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intrinsic C60 has been observed to drop under air-exposure by several orders of magnitude [Kön99] . Therefore, the vanishing conductivity might not necessarily be correlated
to an oxidation and decomposition of W2 (hpp)4 molecules under air-exposure.
After this measurement, the sample is stored again in the vacuum chamber and the
pumps are connected and switched on again, evacuating the chamber for several
hours. Monitoring the conductivity, an increase up to a value of σ = 2.1·10−3 S/cm is
observed at a pressure of 2·10−5 Pa, shown in figure 4.14 (a). Hence, 0.1% of the
initial conductivity is restored by the vacuum, indicating that the molecular n-doping
is still partly intact.
An additional, much stronger restoring of the conductivity is achieved by slowly heating the sample in vacuum up to 120 ◦C, in steps of 5 K and 20 minutes at each temperature. As shown in figure 4.14 (b), the conductivity rises significantly with temperature. Cooling the sample back down to 25 ◦C, the conductivity stayed at a level of
σ = 0.44 S/cm. Applying several longer cycles of heating to 120 ◦C and cooling down
to 25 ◦C a saturation at σ = 0.60 S/cm is found.
In conclusion, the initial conductivity of σ = 1.88 S/cm (100 %) decreased to
σ = 1.7·10−5 S/cm (≈ 0.001 %) after 16 minutes in air. By vacuum treatment
σ = 2.1·10−3 S/cm (≈ 0.1 %) and by heat treatment σ = 0.60 S/cm (≈ 32 %) are restored.
The annealing and removal of oxygen- and hydrogen-related electron traps in pure
C60 has already been investigated by the thermally stimulated current (TSC) technique and validated by an enhanced OFET-mobility of four orders of magnitude when
thermally annealed after air-exposure [Mat07] . Since for the above discussed sample
more than 30 % of the initial conductivity is restored by vacuum and heat treatment,
it is concluded that the n-doping stays at least partly intact during the air-exposure
and is only compensated by oxygen-related traps and p-doping effects.
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Figure 4.14: Conductivity regeneration by (a) vacuum and (b) in-situ heat treatment.
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The same sample is later exposed to air for 3 hours to check for the longtime effects. Again, a drop in conductivity is measured, down to a value of σ = 6.6·10−7 S/cm.
Re-evacuating the vacuum chamber leads to σ = 2.3·10−5 S/cm and heat treatment to
σ = 0.03 S/cm. Thus, the much longer air-exposure reduces the final conductivity by
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an additional factor of 20. The final value is still above the conductivity of a freshly
fabricated and thermally annealed sample of C60 doped by C = 0.014 MR of the airstable precursor n-dopant AOB that will be presented and discussed in the following
chapter. However, it seems evident that the longer exposure degrades more W2 (hpp)4
molecules within the C60 layer.
Besides the conductivity, the Seebeck energy ES and the activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ are measured after vacuum and heat treatment. A summary is given
in table 4.1. The initial conductivity dropped by a factor of 3 after 16 minutes in air
and by an additional factor of 20 after 3 hours in air. 16 minutes in air increased |ES |
by 8.8 meV to 82.3 meV (+12 %) and Eact,σ by 3.8 meV to 103.4 meV (+4 %). The
second exposure of 3 hours in air leads to a gain of |ES | by another 28.0 meV (+34 %)
and of Eact,σ by 43.1 meV (+42 %).
The rise in |ES | corresponds to an increased difference between the Fermi level EF
and the transport level ETr and hence to a smaller density of free electrons ne .
However, after 3 hours of air-exposure the observed |ES | of the investigated sample of C = 0.033 MR of W2 (hpp)4 is still lower than the corresponding value of
an unexposed sample with a tenth of the doping concentration: |ES | = 167 meV at
C = 0.004 MR. This comparison clearly shows that for the air-exposed sample, at
least 10 % of the W2 (hpp)4 molecules survive the contact with air and are still providing molecular n-doping. As the measured Seebeck coefficients S are still negative,
compensating p-doping of C60 by oxygen can be excluded. While the ES is already
strongly affected by 16 minutes of air-exposure, the Eact,σ only significantly increases
after the 3 hours exposure. This suggests a slow but strong change of the charge carrier mobility due to a sustainable formation of electron traps, whereas in case of short
exposure most of the induced electron traps can be removed by thermal annealing in
vacuum. Furthermore, the larger amount of degradation products that are expected
to be present in the layer after 3 hours of air-exposure could act as additional trap
states and hence raise Eact,σ .

Table 4.1: Overview of the effect on air-exposure on the observables conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient S, Seebeck energy ES and activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ . All measurements
performed on the same sample of C = 0.033 MR W2 (hpp)4 .

σ

measurement after

S/cm

sample preparation
annealing at 70 ◦C
several loops 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C
60 min at 120 ◦C
16 min in air
th. annealed in vacuum
180 min in air
th. annealed in vacuum

(T = 25 ◦C)
2.27
2.90
1.78
1.88
1.7·10−5
0.60
6.6·10−7
0.03

S
µV/K

|ES |
meV

(Tm = 40 ◦C)

Eact,σ
meV
(T = 25 to 70 ◦C)

−226.1
−234.8

67.7
73.5

77.8
99.6

−262.8

82.3

103.4

−352.2

110.3

146.5
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Further studies of the degradation mechanism of pure W2 (hpp)4 as well as of layers of C60 doped by W2 (hpp)4 employing the techniques of ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as well as laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (LDI-TOF-MS) revealed that the
majority of the dopant molecules immediately decomposes after air-exposure [Tie13] .
However, the remaining W2 (hpp)4 molecules stay intact and slowly degrade with an
exponential decay time of ≈ 13 minutes. These findings are attributed to a rise of
the IE of W2 (hpp)4 upon charge-transfer, resulting in a protection against oxidation
in air. Consequently, the observed recovery of the conductivity is interpreted as a
self-passivation of the molecular n-doping. Such a passivation mechanism of n-doped
layers enables processing steps under ambient conditions, greatly enhancing device
fabrication possibilities [Kle12b] .

4.5 Conclusion
It is found that both dopants, Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , are well suited to n-doped
C60 . Extremely high conductivities of up to σ = 7 S/cm are measured, with Cr2 (hpp)4
leading to larger values than W2 (hpp)4 . Continuously probing the conductivity for
1 hour after sample preparation, an increase for low and a decrease for high doping
concentrations is observed. In order to ensure comparable measurement conditions,
the samples are thermally annealed prior to the electrical investigations. Afterwards,
for both dopants a linear relation of σ(C) is measured, until at high C a drop in σ
is detected. This reduction is attributed either to a disturbance of the morphology
by the large amount of dopants in the layer and hence a drop of the mobility or to a
reduced doping efficiency due to clustering of dopants. Seebeck data showed that S
decreases further at high C and hence the density of free electrons increases, which
suggests that the doping efficiency is not decreasing and the drop in conductivity is
due to a reduced mobility.
Such high conductivities are relevant for device applications, since they enable good
charge injection and extraction from the contacts, hence reducing ohmic losses and
increasing device performance [Blo98] . Furthermore, the substitution of the metal contacts by highly conducting doped organic layers would allow for pure organic devices [Sch13] . Additionally, in organic tandem photovoltaic cells, a highly conducting
recombination and spacer layer between the two subcells is crucial for device performance [Rie11b,Mei11] .
Varying the temperature, the conductivity is found to be in good agreement with a
thermally activated hopping transport and an activation energy of the conductivity
Eact,σ is derived. Eact,σ decreases with C for low and moderate C of both dopants,
attributed to a shift of the Fermi level towards the transport level. At high C, the
Eact,σ increases, indicating a disturbance of the morphology of the host material by
the large percentage of dopant molecules, in agreement with the conductivity data.
Thermoelectric measurements prove that for all samples electrons are the dominating
charge carriers and allow for deriving the energetic difference ES between Fermi level
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and transport level. This difference is reduced with raising doping concentration, as
expected from the trend of Eact,σ . As ES does not increase at high C, the observed rise
of Eact,σ and the reduced σ are attributed to changes in the mobility.
AFM studies of the surface roughness yield a rising surface roughness with doping
concentration in the low and medium doping regime. At high C, the surfaces are
found to be very smooth, which is attributed to a hydrogen film on the surface, attracted by the strongly ionizing dopants and shielding the real topography. Hence,
AFM is not a suitable technique to study the morphology of doped layers, as only the
surface is probed and material content cannot be resolved.
Air-exposure of n-doped layers is found to lead to fast degradation of the conductivity.
However, a large fraction of the initial conductivity can be restored by vacuum and
heat treatment. This finding could allow for device processing steps under ambient
conditions, greatly enhancing device fabrication possibilities.
Overall it is shown that both dopants are exceptionally well suited for n-doping C60 .
Recently, W2 (hpp)4 was successfully deployed in devices [Sch12,Fis12] . It would be interesting to study these dopants in hosts of lower electron affinity to investigate the
influence of the molecules’ energy levels. First measurements of successfully n-doping
ZnPc‡ by W2 (hpp)4 [Bur13] are promising.

‡

ZnPc is zinc phthalocyanine, EA = 3.34 eV [Gao01]
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5

Air-Stable n-Dopants in C60

In this chapter, the doping mechanisms of two air-stable precursor n-dopants, AOB and
DMBI-POH, are studied and compared to the air-sensitive dopants discussed in the previous chapter. Air-stable n-dopants are much easier to handle and thereby are promising
candidates for replacing air-sensitive n-dopants in the future. In section 5.1, the conductivity of differently doped samples is investigated. Directly after sample preparation, a
strong gain over time is detected. Following a thermal annealing step, samples doped by
AOB yield a linear, samples of DMBI-POH a superlinear relation of conductivity to doping
concentration and possible explanations are discussed. Temperature-dependent measurements are again indicating a thermally activated hopping process, allowing for deriving
an activation energy of the conductivity. The second section 5.2 presents thermoelectric
(Seebeck) investigations for a variation of the temperature and the doping concentration.
The results are compared to the activation energy of the conductivity and conclusions for
the mobility are drawn. Section 5.3 presents atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies,
probing the surface roughness of differently doped samples for indications of clustering
or agglomeration of dopants. The findings are summarized in section 5.4. Finally, in
section 5.5, DMBI-POH is compared to a closely related compound, o-MeO-DMBI-I, and
a similar doping mechanism for both is proposed.
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In the previous chapter, two typical n-dopants with extremely low ionization energies are investigated. As such n-dopants are usually unstable in air, handling in an
inert atmosphere is required, complicating the fabrication process. In this chapter,
the two n-dopants AOB and DMBI-POH which are air-stable prior to deposition are
investigated. Both dopants are salt precursor compounds and form the active dopant
compound in-situ during material deposition, as discussed in section 3.2.2, where the
materials’ properties are summarized as well. Again, C60 is used as host material and
the same set of experiments is also performed on the air-stable dopants. A selection
of the results presented here is published in reference [Men12b] .
In general, it is expected that not all deposited air-stable precursor molecules undergo
the transformation to the active dopant compounds, hence the doping efficiency of
this class of dopants is likely to be lower compared to air-sensitive dopants, where the
source material is already the active dopant compound.
Sample preparation and measurements are performed in vacuum, as discussed in sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4. To ensure optimal preparation conditions for AOB, the chamber is illuminated using a halogen lamp, as proposed by Li et al. [Li06] . For calculating the doping concentration of DMBI-POH samples, the molar mass of OH-DMBI
(240.3 g/mol) is used, as this material is expected to be formed during deposition, as
discussed in section 3.2.2 and later supported by section 5.5.1.
As only small quantities of the rather expensive material DMBI-POH were available,
thinner layers of 20 nm thickness are produced for samples of high doping concentration C > 0.200 MR instead of the usual 30 nm. This different layer thickness does not
influence the thermoelectric properties and has only little influence on the conductivity via the surface roughness, as discussed in section 3.1.3.

5.1 Conductivity
The conductivities of layers of C60 doped by various doping concentrations of AOB
or DMBI-POH are shown in figure 5.1. Measurements are performed directly after
fabrication of the samples at T = 25 ◦C. As a linear and symmetric current-voltage
relation is measured for all samples, and the literature value for the contact resistance
between gold and C60 is low [Kit11] , the charge injection can be neglected. Both materials efficiently dope C60 as the conductivity of the doped layers is several orders of
magnitude higher than for undoped C60 , which has been reported to be in the order
of σ = 2·10−8 S/cm [Li06] and which would be below the resolution limit of the Seebeck
setup of σ = 8.3·10−8 S/cm as discussed in section 3.1.5. The conductivity can be tuned
by doping over two orders of magnitude for each dopant. At high C, DMBI-POH samples reach σ > 1 S/cm, whereas for AOB the σ is approximately 100 fold lower at
each C. Samples doped by DMBI-POH show a saturation at C > 0.100 MR, whereas
for AOB samples no distinct saturation is visible. This observation is in contrast to
the results determined for high doping concentrations of the air-sensitive dopants
Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 (compare figure 4.1 on page 53), as high C of these materials lead to a decrease in σ. The result is even more surprising, since higher doping
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Figure 5.1: As-prepared conductivity σ vs. doping concentration C of samples of C60 doped by
AOB or DMBI-POH, measured at T = 25 ◦C. Compare to undoped C60 with σ ≈ 2·10−8 S/cm [Li06] .

concentration of C = 0.650 MR and C = 0.510 MR are used for DMBI-POH and AOB,
respectively. This finding suggests that the lighter dopants AOB and DMBI-POH do
not disturb the morphology of C60 as strongly as the heavier and strongly electronegative dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 . The relation between conductivity and doping
concentration is discussed in more detail in section 5.1.2. First, the change in conductivity directly after sample preparation and the influence of thermal annealing are
discussed.

5.1.1 Conductivity Changes after Preparation
As for most sets of materials, prior to further measurements, the conductivity of each
sample is continuously probed for 1 hour at a fixed temperature of T = 25 ◦C. A
strong increase of conductivity with time is detected for both dopants at all doping
concentrations. In order to quantify the change in σ, the data are fitted according to
equation (4.2) on page 53. The resulting fitting parameters are shown in figure 5.2.
The fitted maximal relative change χ is much larger for samples doped by AOB than
for DMBI-POH, with a maximum of χ = +350 % for C = 0.026 MR of AOB, compared
to χ = +76 % at a similar doping concentration of C = 0.027 MR of DMBI-POH. The
change χ detected for both materials is stronger than for Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 .
Furthermore, whereas for Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 a decrease of σ at C > 0.040 MR
is found, all samples doped by the two air-stable dopants show an increase of σ during
the first hour after deposition.
As it has been reported [Li06] that illumination during deposition can accelerate/enhance the doping process for AOB, it is possible that in this case during sample fabrication the illumination intensity was too low, or that AOB generally needs
more time to deploy its full doping capability and therefore shows a much stronger
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Figure 5.2: Fitting parameters of conductivity change during the first hour after sample preparation, according to equation (4.2) on page 53: (a) maximal relative change χ reached after
t  τ (b) time constant τ describing the speed of the change.

change after preparation than DMBI-POH. The positive change observed for all doping concentrations of both materials might be due to a molecular rearrangement, as
the dopants are much smaller than C60 and might be able to diffuse until they find a
suitable host molecule to donate their electron to.
The time constant τ is smaller for almost all DMBI-POH samples than for the AOB
samples, corresponding to a faster approach of saturation. While the values of the
DMBI-POH samples scatter around τ = 0.6 ± 0.3 hours, for AOB τ drops with rising
doping concentration from 1.7 hours at C = 0.007 MR to 0.2 hours at C = 0.510 MR.
The reason for this difference is not clear at present.

5.1.2 Relation of Conductivity to Doping Concentration
As discussed in section 4.1.2, all samples are thermally annealed prior to further measurements, in order to ensure stable measurement conditions. They are slowly heated
from T = 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C and kept at this temperature for 60 minutes. Afterwards,
the samples are slowly cooled down and the measurement routine (compare section 3.1.4) is started with a conductivity measurement at T = 25 ◦C, where no further
change of σ over time is detected.
In figure 5.3, the conductivity after thermal annealing is compared to the conductivity
measured directly after sample preparation (compare figure 5.1), both measured at
T = 25 ◦C. After annealing, a strong increase by two to three orders of magnitude is
observed for the AOB samples, demonstrating that illumination alone is not sufficient
to deploy the full doping capability of AOB. The conductivity of the DMBI-POH samples increases to a lesser extent, by a factor of about 10. Thermal annealing seems
to accelerate the effect responsible for the change of conductivity during the first
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Figure 5.3: Conductivity before (filled symbols) and after (empty symbols) thermal annealing
(at T = 100 ◦C) for C60 doped by (a) AOB and (b) DMBI-POH. The dashed lines represent a
slope of 1.0 for AOB and a slope of 2.0 for DMBI-POH.

hour after sample preparation. This observation is consistent with the results for the
air-sensitive dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , compare section 4.1.2.
For the air-sensitive dopants, three different contributions to the change of conductivity are discussed in the previous chapter: Firstly, residual quantities of O2 and
moisture, present in the vacuum chamber, could react with the n-doped layers and
reduce the conductivity. Thermal annealing might remove these impurities and hence
increase the conductivity. Secondly, small rearrangements of the molecules could lead
to an increase in conductivity. Thirdly, a phase separation and demixing of host and
dopant at high doping concentration may reduce the conductivity due to shielding
of dopants. As the observed changes of the conductivity are all positive and much
stronger than for the air-sensitive dopants, the changes are most likely due to a major
additional contribution. Most probably, the transformation which forms the active
dopant compounds from the air-stable precursor molecules is not completed by all
molecules during sample deposition. Instead, the process continues afterwards and
can be accelerated by heating the doped layer.
After the thermal annealing step, an increasing conductivity with doping concentration is measured for both dopants. For AOB, a linear correlation between doping
concentration and conductivity, highlighted by the dashed line of slope 1.0 in figure 5.3 (a), is found for over two orders of magnitude with no saturation visible in the
data. Thus, each additional dopant molecule contributes identically to the increase
of σ. At the highest C = 0.510 MR of AOB, σ = 0.6 S/cm is measured at T = 25 ◦C.
This value is higher than the previously reported data [Li06] , which is due to the higher
doping concentration and optimized preparation conditions, e.g. illumination during
evaporation and the thermal annealing step.
The conductivity of almost all DMBI-POH samples is one order of magnitude higher
than for AOB at corresponding doping concentrations, when measured at T = 25 ◦C
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Figure 5.4: Comparing the conductivity after thermal annealing of samples of C60 doped by airstable (AOB and DMBI-POH, T = 25 ◦C) and air-sensitive (Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , T = 30 ◦C)
dopants. The dashed lines of slopes 1.0 and 2.0 are guides to the eye.

after the thermal annealing. A highest value of σ = 5.3 S/cm is found at C = 0.650 MR,
which is even 1 S/cm higher than the record conductivity for the air-sensitive dopants
(after thermal annealing), summarized in figure 5.4. The DMBI-POH samples show
a different tendency than the samples doped by AOB, as for low C the σ increases
superlinearly with C at a slope of 2.0, highlighted by the dashed line in figure 5.3 (b).
At C > 0.150 MR the slope is reduced, first to a value in the range of 1.0 and later
a saturation is detected. The reduced slope for C > 0.150 MR of DMBI-POH, might
be attributed to aggregation of dopant molecules, leading to a decreasing doping
efficiency [Mit12b] , or to a disturbance of the morphology resulting in a lower mobility [Kle12a] . In section 5.3, AFM studies on doped layers are presented, showing peaks
arising from the layer for C > 0.150 MR, which makes both explanations plausible.
In agreement with AOB, samples doped by the air-sensitive dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and
W2 (hpp)4 show a linear relation of σ to C as summarized in figure 5.4. The superlinear increase for DMBI-POH suggests that there may be a difference in the doping
or transport mechanism when C60 is doped by DMBI-POH. A conductivity slope of
more than 1.0 has been reported as well as predicted by various groups and models,
as discussed below.
Our collaborators from Stanford University observed a similar slope in the range
of 2.0 for PCBM‡ doped by the neutral dopant N-DMBI§ which is closely related to
DMBI-POH [Wei10] . Gregg et al. [Gre04] expected a superlinear relation for all excitonic
semiconductors, due to a decrease of exciton binding energy with increasing doping
concentration. Männig et al. [Män01] interpreted a superlinear increase of the conductivity upon doping as indication for shallow states in combination with percolative
transport and a sublinear increase as indication for deep donors states. Both of these
‡
§

PCBM is [6,6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester
N-DMBI is (4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)dimethylamine
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models can be used to explain the mechanism of doping of C60 with DMBI-POH but
they are at odds with the observations for the other three n-dopants (AOB, Cr2 (hpp)4
and W2 (hpp)4 ). However, the fact that the conductivity increase is not superlinear for
the other dopants does not invalidate these models.
According to Arkhipov et al. [Ark05b] , doping generates deep Coulombic traps in disordered organic semiconductors, which can reduce the mobility with increasing doping
concentration. These traps may be generated by changes of the energy levels due
to the presence of ionized dopants or could be created by disturbances in the morphology. OH-DMBI, being the active dopant compound formed from DMBI-POH is
the smallest of the investigated n-dopants (with a diameter of ≈1.0 nm, compare figure 3.5 on page 45), thus it may cause small morphological disturbances of the C60
host molecules, leading to a superlinear increase of σ at C < 0.100 MR. To validate
this hypothesis, morphological analysis of the molecular arrangement by techniques
like X-ray diffraction or refraction should be performed. Since AOB is the least efficient dopant (with respect to the conductivity), it might have a deeper donor state
compared to DMBI-POH resulting in generation of trap states and hence a decreasing
mobility with rising doping concentration. The presence of traps could be investigated e.g. by methods like impedance spectroscopy (IS) [Bur12] or thermally stimulated
current (TSC)-based methods like charge-based deep level transient spectroscopy (QDLTS) [Gau01] . This however is beyond the scope of this thesis.
A deep donor state for AOB agrees with the results of Harada et al. [Har07] who demonstrated that the OFET-mobility of AOB-doped C60 decreases upon doping. Increasing
C from 0.010 MR to 0.075 MR, the mobility dropped by a factor of three, which corresponds to a slope of −0.5 in a logarithmic scale. The decreasing mobility was
attributed to a scattering of charge carriers at ionized impurities, introduced by doping. Even if the density of free electrons ne increased superlinearly with C for AOB
samples as well, a decreasing mobility would lead to a reduced slope of σ(C).
Olthof et al. [Olt12] have reported for the material system of C60 doped by
[RuCp∗ (mes)]2 ‡ that at C < 0.001 MR, a superlinear slope of σ(C) is attributed
to filling of trap states. As the doping concentrations investigated in this thesis are
above 0.001 MR, filling of host material trap states is not likely to be responsible
for the superlinear slope. Olthof et al. furthermore reported on a gain in mobility
upon doping, which they again attributed to filling of trap states. As they have
assumed a concentration-independent doping efficiency of ηdop = 100 % to calculate
the density of free electrons ne from C, their approach is contrary to the model of
a threshold doping concentration presented by Mityashin et al. [Mit12b] , as discussed
in section 2.2.3.2. Up to now, it is not clear which model is correct for the material
system presented here.
Another considerable reason leading to a superlinear increase of conductivity for
DMBI-POH compared to AOB would be that as in these systems charge carriers are
transported along a manifold of states distributed in energy and space, a charge carrier density-dependent mobility is expected. Upon increasing the charge carrier den‡

[RuCp∗ (mes)]2 is ruthenium(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)(1,3,5,-trimethylbenzene)
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sity, the mobility may increase if the low-lying localized states are filled, leading to a
transport dominantly along the denser part of the density of states. This phenomenon
is observed in OFETs where these states are filled by the gate bias. It is possible that
for efficient doping a similar effect may be present. In such a case the conductivity
increases superlinearly with C. However, dopants such as Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 ,
which lead in C60 to conductivities similar to DMBI-POH, as summarized in figure 5.4,
do not show such a behavior, suggesting that this phenomenon may not be dominant
in this system.

5.1.3 Temperature Dependence of the Conductivity
In analogy to the samples of C60 doped by the air-sensitive dopants in the previous
chapters, the conductivity after thermal annealing is probed at different temperatures
between T = 25 ◦C and 100 ◦C and is found to rise with temperature. Figure 5.5 displays the measured data of all samples in Arrhenius plots. A linear relation is found,
in agreement with the results for the air-sensitive dopants and the literature, indicating a thermally activated transport mechanism for which again an activation energy
of the conductivity Eact,σ can be derived employing equation (2.25) on page 16.
The resulting values of the differently doped samples range from Eact,σ = 63 meV for
low to 241 meV for high doping concentrations and are illustrated in figure 5.6. They
are well below the previously reported value for undoped C60 of around 640 meV [Li06] .
The Eact,σ is higher for the AOB samples than for the DMBI-POH ones, excluding the
lowest doped DMBI-POH sample. While for the AOB samples Eact,σ slowly drops with
rising doping concentration, the DMBI-POH samples yield a much stronger decrease
and a saturation at Eact,σ ≈ 75 meV at C > 0.150 MR. At the same doping concentration, a reduction of the superlinear slope of σ(C) is observed in figure 5.3 on page 75.
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the conductivity of C60 doped by (a) AOB and (b)
DMBI-POH. Lines are fits using equation (2.25) on page 16.
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Figure 5.6: Activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ , derived from the temperature dependence of the conductivity σ(T ) in the range of T = 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C shown in figure 5.5, using
equation (2.25) on page 16.

As discussed in section 4.1.3, the drop of Eact,σ with increasing doping concentration
is attributed to a shift of the Fermi level EF towards the transport level ETr of C60 .
This shift leads to a reduction of the temperature dependence of the density of free
electrons ne (T ).
At high doping concentrations of AOB, a rapid drop of Eact,σ is observed. This may be
attributed to the fact that at high C, AOB (which is not as efficient as DMBI-POH) is
able to fill up the deeper states of the density of states and to contribute more to the
shift of the EF . Such a process is similar to what is known as compensation in classic
semiconductor theory. When compensation is the dominant effect, EF is pinned to
the dopant level. If compensation is no longer the main effect, EF shifts towards the
conduction band minimum EC (for n-doping). A higher dopant level of DMBI-POH
would lead to a more efficient filling of the energetically lower lying low-mobility
states of the hosts density of states, thus generating an overall higher mobility along
with a lower Eact,σ .
In case of C60 n-doped by the air-sensitive dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , at high
doping concentrations an increase of Eact,σ along with a decrease of σ is found. This
behavior is not observed for the lighter dopants AOB and DMBI-POH, even though
the doping concentrations are higher. Since this effect is attributed to a disturbance
of the morphology of the host material by the large percentage of dopant molecules,
AOB and DMBI-POH are understood to lead to less disturbance, which might be attributed to their smaller size. AFM investigations, presented in section 5.3, show that
with rising doping concentration more and more artifacts are arising on the samples’
surfaces for C60 doped by each of the two air-stable dopants. These artifacts are an
indication for agglomeration of dopants or charge-transfer complexes.
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5.2 Thermoelectric Measurements
5.2.1 Temperature Dependence of the Seebeck Coefficient
Along with the conductivity investigations, thermoelectric (Seebeck) studies are performed. The probed Seebeck coefficients S for layers of C60 doped by AOB or
DMBI-POH are presented in figure 5.7 (a) and (c). As expected, they are negative
in sign, thus, for all samples, electrons are the dominating charge carrier species and
hole conduction along the dopant molecules is not observed. The resulting values
range from S = −120 µV/K to −580 µV/K and a decrease of |S| with increasing C is detected, similar to the results for the air-sensitive dopants in section 4.2.
In order to investigate the influence of the mean temperature Tm , the relative changes
of S, normalized to the measurements at Tm = 40 ◦C, are depicted in figure 5.7 (b)
and (d). A temperature of 40 ◦C is chosen, as it is a device-relevant temperature
and allows for more stable temperature control than Tm = 30 ◦C. In the investigated
range of Tm = 30 ◦C to 100 ◦C all DMBI-POH samples except the two lowest doped
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Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S for C60 doped by AOB and
DMBI-POH in (a) and (c). At the right side, in (b) and (d), the relative changes of S are illustrated, normalized to the Tm = 40 ◦C measurements.
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ones show a strong gain of |S| with T , in the order of +10 % to +25 % (compare
figure 5.7 (d)). There is no clear relation between doping concentration and the
magnitude of increase present in the data. In case of doping by AOB, even stronger
increases by up to +45 % are recorded, but on the other hand four of the nine samples
yield a more or less temperature-independent S. Thus, there is again no clear trend
visible.
As the temperature dependence of S for samples doped by the air-sensitive dopants
Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , discussed in section 4.2.1, is measured in a smaller temperature range of Tm = 30 ◦C to 70 ◦C, the 4 dopants can only be compared in this range,
where the relative changes are similar. It is not clear up to now why for AOB and
DMBI-POH the strongest change is recorded at high doping concentrations, whereas
for Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 the weakly doped samples show the strongest change.

5.2.2 Relation of Seebeck Coefficient to Doping Concentration
Comparing the Seebeck coefficients at Tm = 40 ◦C for different doping concentrations,
a reduction of |S| with rising C is found for both dopants, ranging from S = −714 µV/K
to −124 µV/K, as illustrated in figure 5.8. Using equation (2.66) on page 28, again the
energetic difference ES between the Fermi level EF and the transport level ETr can be
derived:
ES = S · e · T

with

ES := EF − ETr .

(2.66)

This quantity is drawn as the right hand axis in figure 5.8. A maximum of
ES = −183 meV is measured for the lowest doping concentration of C = 0.0067 MR
of AOB. Analogously, for DMBI-POH the largest ES = −147 meV is measured for the
lowest doping concentration of C = 0.013 MR.
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Figure 5.8: Seebeck coefficient S and derived Seebeck energy ES at Tm = 40 ◦C.
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Following the trend of S, the value of ES drops with rising C for both dopants, which
corresponds to a shift of the Fermi level EF towards the transport level ETr and thus
an increasing charge carrier density ne , which is in agreement with the observations
of the air-sensitive dopants. At high doping concentrations, a value of ES < 65 meV is
derived for both dopants. This saturation value is somewhat higher than observed for
the air-sensitive dopants, where ES < 50 meV was found in section 4.2.2. Again, the
saturation can be explained by a pinning of EF close to ETr via degenerate doping.

5.2.3 Comparison of Seebeck Energy and Activation Energy
In figure 5.9, the Seebeck energy ES is compared to the previously discussed activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ , for AOB and DMBI-POH in part (a) and (b),
respectively. The DMBI-POH samples show for almost all doping concentrations a
reasonable agreement of the two energies, whereas for all AOB samples a difference
of Eact,σ ≈ ES + 50 meV is observed.
If the temperature dependence is Arrhenius-like, the difference between Eact,σ and
ES for the AOB samples is attributed to an activation of the mobility, as discussed
in section 4.2.3. For the air-sensitive dopants, a discrepancy between Eact,σ and ES is
observed only at high C, which is attributed to a disturbance of the morphology by the
large number of dopant molecules. Such a temperature-activated mobility is another
indication that AOB introduces deep lying trap states. However, the temperature
dependence of the mobility may differ from a simple activated case, as discussed in
section 4.2.3.
Harada et al. [Har07] have reported a temperature-independent OFET-mobility for C60
doped by C = 0.010 MR to 0.075 MR of AOB in the range of T = 30 ◦C to 100 ◦C. The
300
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of Seebeck energy ES and activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ . ES
is measured at Tm = 40 ◦C, Eact,σ is fitted from the conductivity data presented in figure 5.5 in
the range of T = 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C.
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reason for the difference in results might be the filling of the trap states by electrons
accumulated within the OFET channel region by applying a gate-source potential.
However, as discussed in section 4.2.3, the high applied fields required for OFET
experiments are expected to affect the occupation of the density of states and thus
the resulting mobility.

5.3 Morphology
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) investigations are performed on the same samples
electrically investigated and discussed above to check for an influence of the presence
of dopant molecules on the morphology of the layers. As AFM studies could only be
performed in air, after the electrical investigations the samples are removed from the
vacuum chamber and the Seebeck setup and stored in air for several hours before
and during the AFM measurement. Therefore, the results might differ from freshly
prepared samples, investigated in an inert atmosphere. The topographies of selected
samples are depicted in figure 5.10, each scanned on an area of 5 µm × 5 µm. As
a figure of merit, the root-mean-square surface roughness Rrms is written onto the
images and summarized against the doping concentration in figure 5.11. The different
layer thicknesses of the samples (mostly 20 nm for DMBI-POH and 30 nm for AOB
samples, as discussed earlier), make the absolute numbers of the Rrms not directly
comparable, but the trends are reliable. Due to a larger scan area of 5 µm × 5 µm,
compared to 2 µm×2 µm used for the measurements on the air-sensitive dopants, the
Rrms values are not directly comparable to these values either.
At low to medium doping concentrations, a smooth surface is detected for both
dopants, in agreement with the findings for the air-sensitive dopants. With rising
doping concentration the roughness increases for both dopants and artifacts become
visible on the surface. A similar trend is observed for both dopants: At C = 0.240 MR
many small spikes are present, whereas at higher doping concentrations fewer but
much larger spikes are found, which lead to a saturation of the Rrms value. The largest
artifacts are observed for the DMBI-POH samples with peaks of up to 75 nm reaching
out of a layer with a nominal thickness of 20 nm. These artifacts are an indication for
agglomeration of dopants or charge-transfer complexes. Compared to the air-sensitive
dopants, the increase of the roughness occurs at higher doping concentrations, which
can be explained by the smaller weight and size of the air-stable compounds. The
rough surfaces found for C > 0.100 MR suggest that for devices where smooth layers
are required in order to prevent shortcuts, lower doping concentrations should be
used. It is not clear if the surface structures are generated by the thermal annealing
step, as only annealed samples are investigated.
Contrary to these results, the investigations of the air-sensitive dopants yield smooth
surfaces at high doping concentrations, which is interpreted as a measurement artifact due to the presence of a hydrogen film on the surface, attracted by the ionized
dopants. As the topography is visible here, it is suggested that these dopants do not
react as strongly with the ambient.
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Figure 5.10: AFM images of a selection of Seebeck samples. (a-c): C60 doped by AOB, (d-f): C60
doped by DMBI-POH. Note the different height scales. Parameters: 5 µm×5 µm scan area, 30 nm
layer thickness for AOB samples and 20 nm for DMBI-POH, measurements performed in air after
electrical investigations and thermal annealing.
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Figure 5.11: AFM root-mean-square surface roughness Rrms of all studied samples, scanned on
an area of 5 µm × 5 µm, as depicted in figure 5.10.
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5.4 Conclusion for AOB and DMBI-POH
Despite the expectation of a lower doping efficiency for the air-stable dopants compared to the air-sensitive dopants, due to the required transformation to form the
active dopant compounds from the air-stable precursor, doping C60 by DMBI-POH
leads to comparable results to Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , whereas AOB yields lower
values. Even the values achieved using AOB should be sufficient for device application in photovoltaic cells, as C60 has a high charge carrier mobility. All doped C60
layers are stable up to T = 100 ◦C, being above the evaporation temperature of the
AOB precursor compound. A strong increase of conductivity over time is observed for
AOB samples directly after sample processing, suggesting that the doping process is
not completed during the deposition. Thermal annealing greatly enhances the conductivity of AOB samples and is required to ensure stable measurement conditions. A
less pronounced effect is observed for DMBI-POH, yielding already high conductivities directly after sample fabrication. After annealing, DMBI-POH generates one order
of magnitude higher conductivities in doped layers, with a maximum of σ = 5.3 S/cm,
comparable to the values for the air-sensitive dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 .
While for AOB layers, as well as for the air-sensitive compounds, a linear relation of
σ(C), a superlinear relation is found for DMBI-POH. This could either be due to a
difference in the doping mechanism or to a difference in the transport properties of
the doped system.
With increasing doping concentration, the activation energy of the conductivity for
both dopants drops significantly. The Seebeck studies show the same tendency for the
energetic difference between the Fermi level and the transport level. For AOB, the
magnitude of this difference is smaller than the activation energy of the conductivity.
It is concluded that the mobility in the AOB layers is thermally activated and that the
IE of AOB is expected to be larger than the IE of OH-DMBI, being the proposed active
dopant formed from DMBI-POH.
AFM surface scans yield a strong gain in surface roughness for C > 0.100 MR of both
dopants. This suggests that for devices, where smooth layers are required in order to
prevent shortcuts, lower doping concentrations should be used.
Overall, the dopant DMBI-POH yields a better doping efficiency compared to AOB.
The achieved conductivities are comparable to the results obtained for the airsensitive dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , making DMBI-POH a promising candidate for application in future devices, especially as DMBI-POH is air-stable prior to
processing.
In the next section, DMBI-POH is compared to a closely related novel dopant, namely
o-MeO-DMBI-I.
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5.5 o-MeO-DMBI-I
Based on the experience with the commercially available n-dopant compounds
N-DMBI and DMBI-POH, our cooperation partners Peng Wei and Benjamin D. Naab
from Professor Zhenan Bao’s group of Stanford University started designing and synthesizing new dopants. One promising material they developed is o-MeO-DMBI-I. Its
structure is similar to DMBI-POH, as illustrated in figure 3.5 (b) on page 45 and its
key parameters are presented in section 3.2.2. This material is stable during vacuum
deposition, and first experiments performed in Stanford indicated excellent doping
performance comparable to DMBI-POH. Consequently, further investigations were
started in Dresden. A selection of the results presented here is published in reference [Wei12] .
Obvious differences compared to DMBI-POH are that o-MeO-DMBI-I is a white crystalline powder, whereas DMBI-POH is a yellow fuzzy structured material. The deposition temperature of o-MeO-DMBI-I is found to be around Tdep = 185 ◦C, being 75 K
higher than for DMBI-POH (compare table 3.2). This allows more stable temperature control during layer deposition. The similarity of the chemical structures of both
compounds suggests a similar doping mechanism.

5.5.1 Doping Mechanism
A sudden increase of base pressure in the vacuum chamber by more than one order of magnitude is detected as soon as the deposition of o-MeO-DMBI-I starts.
At T = 100 ◦C the base pressure is 7.3·10−6 Pa with no detectable deposition rate,
whereas at T = 185 ◦C during layer deposition a pressure of 1.6·10−4 Pa is observed.
The pressure remains at this level until the temperature is decreased to a level where
the deposition stopped. In order to investigate these observations, a mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer QMG220) is installed at the vacuum chamber.
In figure 5.12, a wide mass spectrum scan from 0 u to 300 u performed at a rate of
2 s/u is presented, which is probed at a dopant source temperature of 185 ◦C. Two
dominant peaks around 127 u and 142 u are present, each having several side peaks.
The relative heights of the peaks are found to vary between different measurements,
probably related to changes in pressure during the long scan time. The left inset of
figure 5.12 is a zoom into the area of these two main peaks, displaying the substructure. The peak at 127 u is assigned to ionized iodine I− (126.9 u), the smaller one next
to it to HI (127.9 u). Iodine has a boiling point of 184.3 ◦C at atmospheric pressure,
hence the freed iodine is expected to turn into the gas phase at 185 ◦C in vacuum. The
second large peak around 142 u is attributed to CH3 I (141.9 u). These findings suggest that the material o-MeO-DMBI-I loses its iodine atom upon deposition, forming
o-MeO-DMBI as active dopant compound.
A high resolution mass spectrum obtained at a 10× slower scan speed of 20 s/u, presented as right inset of figure 5.12, resolved a peak at 254.3 u that nicely fits to the
expected dopant compound o-MeO-DMBI and is above the value expected for I2 at
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Figure 5.12: Mass spectrum obtained during o-MeO-DMBI-I deposition at a material temperature of around 185 ◦C at P = 1.6·10−4 Pa, probed at a scan speed of 2 s/u. Left inset: zoomed
region of main structure. Right inset: high resolution measurement at 20 s/u.

253.8 u. As no mass peak for a neutral radical at 253.3 u is observed, it is hypothesized that the doping mechanism is the following: o-MeO-DMBI-I is reduced during
evaporation under high vacuum to form o-MeO-DMBI (compare figure 3.5 (e1) on
page 45), which then transfers an electron to a C60 molecule. Therefore, in order
to calculate the doping concentration of samples doped by o-MeO-DMBI-I, the molar
mass of o-MeO-DMBI (M = 254.3 g/mol) has to be used.
Further investigations on the doping mechanism were performed by our partners at
Stanford University. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements on pure
o-MeO-DMBI-I layers fabricated by vacuum deposition yielded no iodide peak, indicating that o-MeO-DMBI-I is reduced and lost I− during the evaporation. Furthermore, this suggests that the lost I− does not contaminate the deposited layers. [Wei12]
Due to the structural similarity of o-MeO-DMBI-I and DMBI-POH (compare figure 3.5 (b) on page 45) it is expected that DMBI-POH undergoes a similar transition
to form the active dopant compound OH-DMBI during deposition of the material.
The proposed reaction is illustrated in figure 3.5 (e2). Thus, in order to calculate the
doping concentration of samples doped by DMBI-POH, the molar mass of OH-DMBI
(M = 240.3 g/mol) has to be used.

5.5.2 Comparison to DMBI-POH
Figure 5.13 compares the conductivities of C60 layers doped by o-MeO-DMBI-I
to the data for DMBI-POH, presented in section 5.1.2. For the new compound
o-MeO-DMBI-I, the conductivity after thermal annealing (empty symbols) is in the
same range as for the DMBI-POH samples. The lowest doped sample of C = 0.027 MR
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of o-MeO-DMBI-I has an almost identical value of σ = 0.174 S/cm to the corresponding sample of DMBI-POH with σ = 0.162 S/cm at C = 0.027 MR. A maximum of
σ = 10.9 S/cm is measured for C = 0.310 MR, being more than twice as high as the
record value observed for DMBI-POH as well as for Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 . At even
higher doping concentrations of o-MeO-DMBI-I, the conductivity decreases, in contrast to DMBI-POH, where a saturation is observed. The relation of the conductivity
to the doping concentration follows the same trend for both materials. Samples doped
by o-MeO-DMBI-I show as well a superlinear increase of σ(C), as the dashed line in
figure 5.13, possessing a slope of 2.0, indicates. Reproducibility is proven by two
samples of C = 0.246 MR of o-MeO-DMBI-I showing almost identical values.
The most interesting difference between the two dopants is that for the new compound, the thermal annealing after preparation has only little effect on the conductivity. While for most DMBI-POH samples a gain on almost one order of magnitude is
found, the strongest change observed for the o-MeO-DMBI-I samples is an increase by
a factor of 3.6, found for the lowest doped sample. Hence, for o-MeO-DMBI-I thermal
annealing is not necessary to achieve high conductivities.
Surprisingly, reproducing the samples in our group’s multi chamber vacuum tool was
not successful. The conductivities of 5 samples with doping concentrations from
C = 0.150 MR up to 0.700 MR were between 0.03 S/cm and 0.3 S/cm with no clear relation between σ and C. Thermal annealing made it possible to reach comparable
conductivities to the samples fabricated in the Seebeck setup. The main differences
between the chambers is that in the multi chamber tool, the base pressure is one order of magnitude lower, in the range of 8·10−7 Pa. During deposition a pressure in the
range of 2·10−6 Pa is measured, being almost a factor of 100 lower than the increased
pressure recorded during fabrication in the Seebeck setup. Hence, most probably the
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Figure 5.13: Conductivity of C60 doped by o-MeO-DMBI-I and DMBI-POH, before (filled symbols)
and after (empty symbols) thermal annealing (at T = 100 ◦C), measured at T = 25 ◦C. Note the
two samples of identical C = 0.246 MR of o-MeO-DMBI-I proving the reproducibility. The dashed
line represents a slope of 2.0.
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Figure 5.14: Comparing Seebeck energy ES (empty symbols) and activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ (filled symbols) of C60 doped by o-MeO-DMBI-I and DMBI-POH. ES is measured
at Tm = 40 ◦C, Eact,σ is derived from the range of T = 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C.

Seebeck chamber with the worse base pressure has more leakage gas flow through
the chamber towards the pumps. It might be possible that this material flow transports the iodine gas (produced by formation of o-MeO-DMBI from o-MeO-DMBI-I)
away from the deposited layer, whereas in the multi chamber tool iodine might reach
the substrate, leading to a reformation of o-MeO-DMBI-I. Another difference of the
multi chamber tool compared to the Seebeck setup is a different pressure sensor that
generates an electric arc, illuminating the chamber and maybe affecting the materials
during deposition. However, deactivating the sensor had no affect on the samples.
Temperature-dependent conductivity and Seebeck measurements are performed on
the o-MeO-DMBI-I samples as well. A comparison to DMBI-POH is shown in figure 5.14. Seebeck measurements (empty symbols) of the two compounds are
in reasonable agreement, leading to the assumption that the doping efficiency of
o-MeO-DMBI-I is comparable to DMBI-POH. The activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ (filled symbols) is somewhat lower for most o-MeO-DMBI-I samples and
closer to ES , indicating a smaller contribution of the mobility to Eact,σ .
In conclusion, there are several indications for o-MeO-DMBI-I and DMBI-POH having
a similar doping mechanism. Comparable values of σ, ES and Eact,σ , as well as a
superlinear increase of σ(C) are observed. The high maximum of σ = 10.9 S/cm for
o-MeO-DMBI-I is the record value measured for all material combinations during this
thesis. Its deposition temperature in the range of Tdep = 185 ◦C makes the rate better
controllable than for DMBI-POH, which is deposited as Tdep = 110 ◦C. Furthermore,
for this compound thermal annealing is not necessary to achieve high conductivities,
at least not in the Seebeck setup. Hence, o-MeO-DMBI-I is a promising new dopant
that should be tested in devices.
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Chapter

6

p-Dopants in Amorphous Hosts

After investigating n-doping in the last two chapters, this chapter investigates p-doped
material systems. Two hosts and two dopants are chosen in order to study the influence
of the molecular energy levels. While the host material used for the n-doping experiments is the exceptionally well conducting polycrystalline C60 , the two hosts studied in
this chapter are more typical amorphous organic semiconductors with approximately
five orders of magnitude lower mobilities. In section 6.1, the conductivity of differently
doped samples is studied. Afterwards, it is investigated how the conductivity is influenced
by the temperature, which again supports a thermally activated hopping process and
therefore allows to derive an activation energy of the conductivity. Section 6.2 presents
thermoelectric (Seebeck) investigations for a variation of the temperature and the doping
concentration. The results are compared to the activation energy of the conductivity and
conclusions for the mobility are drawn. In section 6.3, the thermal stability is investigated and finally, in section 6.4, the results are summarized.
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One major difference of p-doping to n-doping is that p-doped layers are usually degrading more slowly under air-exposure or under contact with residual quantities of
O2 present in the vacuum chamber. The reason is that oxygen leads to a p-doping as
well [Ham93] and hence to traps in n-doped layers.
Four different material combinations are investigated in this chapter. As host materials, MeO-TPD and BF-DPB are chosen which have been both used in OLEDs [Rei09] and
OPV [Män04b,Her12] . The host materials are selected to have slightly different ionization
energies, in particular IE = 5.07 eV for MeO-TPD [Tie12] and 5.23 eV for BF-DPB [Mee11] .
Two different p-dopants, F6 -TCNNQ and C60 F36 , are studied, having estimated electron affinities of EA ≈ 5.00 eV for F6 -TCNNQ [Tie12,Wel09] and (5.38 ± 0.30) eV for
C60 F36 [Mee11] . Since different techniques for the estimations have been used and the
errors are rather large, the true values may differ. From the measured values of the
hosts’ IEs and the estimated values of the dopants’ EAs, the doping is expected to
be more efficient for C60 F36 , whereas for F6 -TCNNQ very low doping efficiency is expected. However, energy levels are merely a rough guide to predict the doping effectiveness, as microscopic details like spatial arrangements of orbitals play an important
role as well. While the two hosts are of similar weight, the dopant C60 F36 is almost
4 times as heavy as F6 -TCNNQ. Further details about the materials are summarized
in the materials section 3.2.

6.1 Conductivity
The first method of choice to study the doping is the investigation of the conductivity.
In comparison to the exceptionally well electron conducting C60 , used as host in the
last two chapters, both investigated hole transporters are expected to show several
orders of magnitude lower conductivities. This expectation is based on the fact that
C60 molecules have a spherical shape and therefore align in an ordered face-centered
cubic (fcc) polycrystalline structure [Pei93] that allows for high charge carrier mobilities,
whereas both hole transporting materials are expected to form amorphous layers with
much lower mobilities, as discussed in section 3.2.1. OFET-mobility experiments‡
yield similar carrier mobilities for both hole transport materials of µ = 2.3·10−5 cm2/V s
for MeO-TPD and µ = 5.7·10−5 cm2/V s for BF-DPB. These values are five orders of
magnitude lower than record values for C60 [Ita06] .

6.1.1 Relation of Conductivity to Doping Concentration
The conductivities of samples of MeO-TPD and BF-DPB, doped by different doping
concentrations of F6 -TCNNQ or C60 F36 are presented in figure 6.1 (a), measured directly after sample fabrication at T = 25 ◦C. As a linear and symmetric current-voltage

‡

measured by Moritz Philipp Hein (IAPP) in an OFET geometry on SiO2 substrate
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Figure 6.1: Conductivity σ vs. doping concentration C for samples of MeO-TPD (triangles) and
BF-DPB (squares) doped by F6 -TCNNQ (empty symbols) and C60 F36 (filled symbols). (a) Asprepared, measured at T = 25 ◦C and (b) after thermal annealing for 1 hour at T = 45 ◦C
(MeO-TPD) or 70 ◦C (BF-DPB), probed at T = 30 ◦C. Dashed lines with slopes of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5
are guides to the eye.

relation is detected for all samples, the contact resistance and consequently the injection are negligible. It can be seen that each dopant is able to dope both host materials,
and the conductivity can be tuned over several orders of magnitude.
As discussed in the previous chapters, the samples are thermally annealed prior to
further investigations, to ensure stable measurement conditions. Only moderate temperatures are applied for samples of MeO-TPD, since is has a low glass transition
temperature in the range of Tg = 67 ◦C, as discussed in section 3.2.1. The samples
are slowly heated from T = 25 ◦C to 45 ◦C for MeO-TPD or to 70 ◦C for BF-DPB and
kept at this temperature for 60 minutes. Afterwards, the samples are slowly cooled
down and the measurement routine (compare section 3.1.4) starts with a conductivity experiment at T = 30 ◦C. This data, depicted in figure 6.1 (b) shows that for most
samples, the annealing has only minor influence on the conductivity.
Samples of MeO-TPD doped by F6 -TCNNQ yield the highest conductivity σ at each
doping concentration C. A linear relation of σ(C) is found for low C, whereas for
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C > 0.030 MR up to the highest prepared doping concentration of C = 0.290 MR
a superlinear slope of 1.5 is determined, indicated by the dashed lines in figure 6.1. No saturation at high doping concentrations is observed, in contrast to the
n-doping experiments of chapters 4 and 5. The highest measured conductivity is
σ = 1.73·10−3 S/cm at C = 0.290 MR. Thermal annealing at T = 45 ◦C hardly has an
influence on the samples of this material combination.
Doping MeO-TPD by C60 F36 instead, results for C < 0.100 MR in the second highest conductivity value at each doping concentration. At low doping concentrations, a linear relation of σ(C) is found, indicated by the dashed line of slope 1.0,
and at C > 0.030 MR the slope is reduced. The highest detected conductivity is
σ = 8.31·10−5 S/cm at C = 0.500 MR. Thermal annealing at T = 45 ◦C increases σ for
most samples, only the lowest doped sample has a reduced value after annealing,
despite measuring at 5 K higher temperature.
BF-DPB doped by F6 -TCNNQ yields for C < 0.100 MR lower conductivities than both
MeO-TPD combinations. At C > 0.060 MR a superlinear increase with a slope of 2.5
is determined without a saturation visible at high doping concentrations. The highest detected conductivity is σ = 1.44·10−3 S/cm at C = 0.490 MR, being close to the
maximum measured for MeO-TPD doped by the same dopant, but at an almost twice
as high C. Thermal treatment reduces σ for weakly doped samples, whereas highly
doped samples are almost unaffected.
Doping BF-DPB by C60 F36 gives the lowest conductivities, with mostly one order of
magnitude lower values compared to the same host doped by F6 -TCNNQ. Starting
from a value of σ = 2.2·10−8 S/cm at C = 0.011 MR, which is below the estimated resolution limit of the setup (compare section 3.1.5), σ rises superlinearly with C as well
with a slope of 2.5 and reaches σ = 6.10·10−6 S/cm at C = 0.200 MR. Again, thermal
treatment lowers the σ for weakly, but raises σ for highly doped samples.
Comparing the hosts, samples of MeO-TPD yield higher conductivities than samples
of BF-DPB for the same dopant. As for both hosts similar OFET-mobilities have been
measured (µ = 2.3·10−5 cm2/V s for MeO-TPD and µ = 5.7·10−5 cm2/V s for BF-DPB), the
difference in σ must be due to the density of free holes nh . This finding is in agreement with MeO-TPD having a lower ionization energy than BF-DPB (compare section 3.2.1), which is expected to lead to MeO-TPD being easier to dope by p-dopants,
and thus allowing for a higher doping efficiency. Both series that use BF-DPB as host
show the same strong slope of 2.5, indicating that either the doping efficiency or the
mobility rises strongly upon increasing doping concentration.
Comparing the dopants, it is found that for samples doped by the larger and 4 times
heavier C60 F36 , the slope of the conductivity decreases at high C, whereas for the
lighter F6 -TCNNQ instead the superlinear relation of σ(C) continues at high C with
no saturation in the investigated doping regime. The absence of a saturation when
doping by F6 -TCNNQ is attributed to the fact that both hosts, MeO-TPD and BF-DPB,
form amorphous layers that are less sensitive to impurities than the polycrystalline
C60 layers, investigated in the previous chapters 4 and 5. The decreasing slope at
high concentrations of C60 F36 is attributed to a disturbance of the microstructure by
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the heavy dopant, since at the same molecular doping ratio (MR), using C60 F36 leads
to a 4 times higher dopant mass deposited into the layer. Different slopes of σ(C)
are discussed in detail in section 5.1.2 for C60 doped by AOB (linear) and DMBI-POH
(superlinear). Here, for the F6 -TCNNQ-doped samples, the trend is different, as for
low C a linear slope is found and only at high concentrations the slope increases. The
thermal annealing effects the conductivity of samples doped by C60 F36 stronger than
samples of F6 -TCNNQ, suggesting that the thermal energy allows for rearrangement
of the heavier molecules.
The conductivity data follows the opposite trend as expected from the energy levels
given in literature. Doping by F6 -TCNNQ is more efficient than doping by C60 F36 for
both hosts, which suggests that the roughly estimated EAs of the dopants are incorrect, since the measurements of the hosts IEs are more accurate. As F6 -TCNNQ is
able to dope BF-DPB (IE = 5.23 eV) well the real EA of F6 -TCNNQ is expected to be
larger than this value. This statement is supported by the closely related dopant
F4 -TCNQ having an EA = 5.25 eV [Gao01] , measured by inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements on F4 -TCNQ and F6 -TCNNQ
yield similar values for the EA of both compounds [Wel09] , hence it is expected that the
real EA of F6 -TCNNQ is in the range of EA = 5.25 eV, which is above the estimated
literature value of EA ≈ 5.00 eV [Tie12] .
As C60 F36 does not dope BF-DPB with its IE= 5.23 eV well, the real EA of C60 F36 is
expected to be smaller than this value. Furthermore, the saturation of σ at high
C of C60 F36 in both hosts indicates the EA of C60 F36 might even be smaller than or
in the range of the IE of MeO-TPD (IE= 5.07 eV). Due to inter- and intra-molecular
interactions, the IE and EA are no sharp levels but distributed in energy. Consequently,
C60 F36 is able to dope some of the host molecules, despite its EA being expected to
be low compared to the IE of both hosts. At high C, most of the host molecules with
sufficient small IE are already doped and additional dopants find no suitable hosts
and the conductivity saturates. This model is supported by the data, since for BF-DPB
as host (with the larger IE) the saturation of σ occurs at lower C than for MeO-TPD.

6.1.2 Temperature Dependence of the Conductivity
The conductivity increases with temperature for all samples, similar to the case of
the n-doped samples discussed in the previous chapters. Figure 6.2 presents the experimental data of all samples in Arrhenius plots. Due to the low glass transition
temperature of MeO-TPD (Tg = 67 ◦C), the samples with MeO-TPD as host material
are only investigated in the range of T = 25 ◦C to 45 ◦C, see figure 6.2 parts (a) and
(b). The samples comprising BF-DPB on the other hand, are successfully investigated
up to T = 70 ◦C, some samples even up to 80 ◦C, compare figure 6.2 parts (c) and
(d). Since the detected temperature-dependent leakage currents through the glass
substrate (as discussed in section 3.1.6) are in a similar range to the measured currents, an estimation of their contribution to the conductivity of a 30 nm thick layer
at V = 1 V is performed and included into figure 6.2. It can be seen in figure 6.2 (d)
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Figure 6.2: Temperature dependence of the conductivity for four different material combinations.
Lines are fits using equation (2.25) on page 16. The contribution of the leakage current through
the glass substrate is estimated for a 30 nm thick layer using the data of figure 3.4 on page 42.

that for the three lowest doping concentrations of C60 F36 in BF-DPB the contribution
of the leakage currents cannot be neglected.
A linear relation of inverse temperature to conductivity is found in the Arrhenius plots.
Therefore, again a thermally activated transport mechanism is concluded, allowing to
derive an activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ via equation (2.25) on page 16.
This property is plotted in figure 6.3 against the doping concentration for all four
material systems, excluding the three samples of the lowest doping concentrations of
C60 F36 in BF-DPB due to the relatively strong contribution of the leakage currents.
The resulting values of the different samples range from Eact,σ = 204 meV to 374 meV,
being much higher than observed for the n-doped samples of the previous chapters, where most values are found to be in the range of Eact,σ = 50 meV to 175 meV.
An almost linear reduction of Eact,σ with rising doping concentration in this semilogarithmic scale is present for all four material combinations, with no saturation
visible.
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Figure 6.3: Activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ , derived from the temperature dependence
of the conductivity σ(T ) displayed in figure 6.2, calculated using equation (2.25) on page 16 for
samples of MeO-TPD (triangles) and BF-DPB (squares) doped by F6 -TCNNQ (empty symbols) and
C60 F36 (filled symbols).

Samples of MeO-TPD doped by F6 -TCNNQ yield their largest value of Eact,σ = 312 meV
for the lowest used doping concentration of C = 0.004 MR. This value is reduced
to Eact,σ = 211 meV at C = 0.290 MR, corresponding to a linearly fitted reduction of
56 meV per order of magnitude of C.
Doping MeO-TPD by C60 F36 instead, a value of Eact,σ = 333 meV at the lowest doping
concentration of 0.005 MR is reduced to Eact,σ = 279 meV at 0.500 MR. The slope
of 23 meV per order of magnitude is approximately half the value found for the
F6 -TCNNQ-doped samples.
For the combination of BF-DPB doped by F6 -TCNNQ, the largest Eact,σ = 374 meV of
all p-doped samples is detected at C = 0.010 MR. This material combination has the
strongest change of Eact,σ showing a lowering of 98 meV per order of magnitude of C,
as also the lowest value of all p-doped samples is reached by this combination with
Eact,σ = 204 meV at C = 0.490 MR. At low doping concentrations, a smaller and at
C > 0.060 MR a larger slope is found. The doping concentration of 0.060 MR is the
same from where on a superlinear gain in conductivity with C is observed.
Doping BF-DPB by C60 F36 , the Eact,σ = 346 meV at C = 0.056 MR decreases to 313 meV
at 0.200 MR, giving the highest values of all material combinations at the corresponding doping concentration. The slope of the decrease derived from the three samples
is 60 meV per order of magnitude of C.
In conclusion, the samples of all four material combinations yield the same tendency
of a linear reduction of Eact,σ with increasing logarithm of C. The samples with
MeO-TPD as host material have smaller values of Eact,σ and smaller slopes compared
to the BF-DPB samples, in agreement with BF-DPB having a larger IE. At low C the
curves are parallel, whereas at high C for samples of BF-DPB a faster decrease of Eact,σ
is found.
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Comparing the two dopants in each host material, similar values of Eact,σ are observed for low doping concentrations of F6 -TCNNQ and C60 F36 . With increasing doping concentrations, the Eact,σ are diverging and the values obtained for using C60 F36
as dopant are higher compared to F6 -TCNNQ. At high C, similar values for each
dopant in both hosts are derived, with the samples doped by F6 -TCNNQ approaching
Eact,σ = 200 meV, being at least 80 meV lower than for the highest C60 F36 -doped samples. The larger Eact,σ for C60 F36 can be correlated to a thermal activation of dopant
ionization. As discussed in section 6.1.1 the conductivities of C60 F36 -doped samples
saturate at high C, indicating that the real EA of C60 F36 is smaller than the IEs of both
hosts, MeO-TPD and BF-DPB. In this case only a fraction of the C60 F36 molecules will
be ionized. By rising the temperature, the number of ionized dopants increases due
to more thermal energy, leading to an increase of the density of free holes nh , which
contributes to a higher conductivity at higher T and thus raises Eact,σ . Additionally,
a rise of nh can also result in a gain of mobility [Ark05b,Ark05a] , further increasing the
conductivity and hence Eact,σ .
In comparison to the n-doped C60 samples, discussed in the previous chapters, it can
be seen that the Eact,σ of all p-doped samples are almost twice as high as the values
derived for n-doped C60 samples at corresponding doping concentrations. The values measured are also higher than literature values for instance the Eact,σ of VOPc‡
p-doped by F4 -TCNQ range from 280 meV to 210 meV for low doping concentrations of C = 0.002 MR to 0.020 MR [Pfe98] . The larger Eact,σ might be attributed to
the amorphous hosts MeO-TPD and BF-DPB, since C60 as well as VOPc form polycrystalline layers. Similar to the findings for C60 using the air-stable n-dopants, AOB and
DMBI-POH, an increase of Eact,σ at large doping concentrations is not present.

6.2 Thermoelectric Measurements
6.2.1 Temperature Dependence of the Seebeck Coefficient
Thermoelectric investigations at different temperatures are performed along with the
conductivity experiments, similar to the studies of the n-doped samples. The resulting Seebeck coefficients S at different temperatures are presented in figure 6.4 for
all four material combinations. As expected, all values of S are positive in sign, thus
holes are the dominating charge carrier species for all the p-doped samples. Electron
conduction along the dopant molecules is not detected, not even for large doping concentrations. The observed values for S range from 100 µV/K to 1000 µV/K and a lowering
of S with rising doping concentration is found. It was not possible to perform reliable
Seebeck measurements on samples of BF-DPB doped by C < 0.030 MR of C60 F36 , as
the resulting conductivities were below the resolution limit of the setup, as discussed
in section 3.1.5.

‡

VOPc is vanadyl-phthalocyanine
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S for four different material combinations, left: absolute values, right: normalized to the Tm = 40 ◦C measurements.
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The samples with MeO-TPD as host material have only been measured in the range
of Tm = 30 ◦C to 45 ◦C, due to the low glass transition temperature of this material.
Higher temperatures of up to Tm = 80 ◦C could be applied to the samples using BF-DPB
as host. In order to investigate the influence of the temperature Tm , the relative
changes of S, normalized to the value at Tm = 40 ◦C, are depicted at the right hand
side graphs in figure 6.4. A temperature of 40 ◦C is chosen, as it is a device-relevant
temperature and more stable to control than Tm = 30 ◦C.
No clear trend of the temperature dependence of S can be derived from the data. In
the range of Tm = 30 ◦C to 45 ◦C most samples vary by about ±5 %. This effect is much
smaller than the influence a variation of the doping concentration has. The three samples of BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 dramatically decrease in S at elevated temperatures.
This tendency is not present in the data of the other material combinations and is
opposite to the results for n-doped C60 samples, where a gain of S with temperature
is found, as discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 5.2.1. As a decreasing S is correlated to
an increasing density of free holes, the data of BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 supports the
theory of C60 F36 having a lower EA than the IEs of both hosts. Higher thermal energy
allows to overcome the energetic difference and hence ionization of more and more
dopants.

6.2.2 Relation of Seebeck Coefficient to Doping Concentration
Comparing the Seebeck coefficients at one temperature of Tm = 40 ◦C for different
doping concentrations, a lowering of S with increasing C is found for all four material
combinations, ranging from 867 µV/K to 100 µV/K, as displayed in figure 6.5. Using
equation (2.66) on page 28, the energetic difference ES between the Fermi level EF
and the transport level ETr can be derived:
ES = S · e · T

with

ES := EF − ETr .

(2.66)

ES is given as the right hand axis in figure 6.5. Following the trend of S, the value
of ES decreases with increasing C for both dopants, which is correlated to a shift
of the Fermi level EF towards the transport level ETr . This finding is in agreement
with the observations of the n-doped samples, where ES drops with rising doping
concentration. No saturation is visible in the data and the samples of all four material
combinations yield an almost linear relation of S and ES to the logarithm of C.
The series of MeO-TPD doped by F6 -TCNNQ starts at C = 0.004 MR with
ES = 203 meV. This value is reduced to ES = 45 meV at C = 0.290 MR, corresponding
to a linear slope of 88 meV per order of magnitude of C.
Doping MeO-TPD by C60 F36 instead, a deviation from a linear relation is present
between C = 0.006 MR and 0.018 MR. Overall the slope is determined to ES = 67 meV
per order of magnitude of C and therefore somewhat lower than for the use of
F6 -TCNNQ as dopant.
In case of BF-DPB doped by F6 -TCNNQ, the values for ES at low C are larger than
observed for MeO-TPD as host material. At C > 0.100 MR a reasonable agreement is
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Figure 6.5: Seebeck coefficient S and derived Seebeck energy ES at Tm = 40 ◦C for samples of
MeO-TPD (triangles) and BF-DPB (squares) doped by F6 -TCNNQ (empty symbols) and C60 F36
(filled symbols).

found. The overall linear slope is 142 meV per order of magnitude, being the highest
of all four material combinations.
For the three reliably measurable samples of BF-DPB doped by large concentrations
of C60 F36 , the highest values of all four material combinations in the corresponding
C-regime are measured, with a maximum of ES = 241 meV at C = 0.056 MR. Here
the slope is 118 meV per order of magnitude of C.
In conclusion, the samples of all four material combinations yield the same trend of
a linear reduction of S and ES with increasing logarithm of C. Comparing the hosts,
samples of BF-DPB have larger values of S and ES and stronger slopes compared
to samples of MeO-TPD. The larger values are in agreement with BF-DPB having a
larger IE than MeO-TPD, making electron transfer to the dopant less probable and
therefore generating a lower density of free holes at the same doping concentration
for each dopant. This results in a greater energetic difference between Fermi level
and transport level and thus a larger value of S and ES , particularly for doping by
C60 F36 . The strong slope of S and thus ES observed for BF-DPB as host is attributed to
filling of the tail states of the host’s density of states that leads to a rapid shift of EF .
At high doping concentrations of F6 -TCNNQ, a reduced slope is found, comparable to
the samples of MeO-TPD.
Concerning the dopants, F6 -TCNNQ leads to a lower value of S and ES and to a larger
slope with C than C60 F36 . The lower values of S and ES indicate a higher doping
efficiency of F6 -TCNNQ compared to C60 F36 . This finding supports the above proposed
theory of F6 -TCNNQ having a larger EA than C60 F36 , contrary to the literature values.
Comparing the results to the n-doped C60 samples of the previous chapters, larger values of S and ES are detected for the p-doped samples at low doping concentrations.
This can be understood from the fact that the amorphous hosts investigated in this
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chapter are expected to have broader densities of states compared to the polycrystalline C60 . A broader host’s DOS leads to a larger fraction of host molecules having a
larger IE than the EA of the dopant and hence doping these molecules is less probable.
Consequently, the density of free holes is lower which results in a larger S and ES .

6.2.3 Comparison of Seebeck Energy and Activation Energy
In figure 6.6, ES is compared to the previously discussed activation energy of the
conductivity Eact,σ , for the four different material combinations. All samples show
an ES that is approximately 100 meV lower than Eact,σ . Such a large difference is
not observed for the n-doped samples discussed in the previous chapters. In case
of C60 n-doped by the air-sensitive dopants Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , a difference of
only 25 meV to 75 meV is found at C > 0.100 MR. That observation is attributed to a
disturbance of the morphology by the large number of dopant molecules and hence a
decreasing mobility with increasing C, as discussed in section 4.2.3.
In order to investigate the difference of ES and Eact,σ more closely, this quantity is
plotted in figure 6.7. Three of the four material combinations are in good agreement,
only the three samples of BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 show a difference that is smaller
by ≈ 50 meV. The calculated differences range from 100 meV to 200 meV with one
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of Seebeck energy ES and activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ for
four different material combinations. ES is probed at Tm = 40 ◦C, Eact,σ is fitted from conductivity
data presented in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.7: Difference between activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ and Seebeck energy ES
for samples of MeO-TPD (triangles) and BF-DPB (squares) doped by F6 -TCNNQ (empty symbols)
and C60 F36 (filled symbols).

value as high as 241 meV. All material combinations yield a rising difference with C
at low C. Doping both hosts by C > 0.050 MR of F6 -TCNNQ, the difference between
ES and Eact,σ is found to be constant at a similar value around 175 meV. This suggests
that for all these samples the mobility has the same dependence on the temperature,
compare equation (2.72) on page 32.
Samples doped by C60 F36 show a further increasing difference at larger C, due to a
faster decreasing ES than Eact,σ at these doping concentrations. The slower drop of
Eact,σ with C at high C of C60 F36 is attributed to thermal activation of dopants, due
to the expected low EA of C60 F36 in respect with the IEs of the hosts as discussed
in section 6.1.2. This model is supported by the temperature-dependent Seebeck
experiments on the samples of BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 , where a strong reduction of
S with increasing T at high C is observed, compare figure 6.4 (h).

6.3 Degradation
In this section, the effect of elevated temperatures on p-doped layers is studied by conductivity investigations. Three samples of different material combinations are investigated. In order to compare the data, the conductivity of each sample is normalized
to the value at T = 25 ◦C, and depicted in figure 6.8. The conductivity is measured
twice with a delay of 30 minutes to 1 hour for most temperatures, which allows for
detection of sample degradation. As reported in section 6.1.2 for all samples at low
T , an increase of σ with T is visible.
The sample of MeO-TPD doped by F6 -TCNNQ (at C = 0.040 MR) shows a slight degradation starting at T = 65 ◦C. A single measurement at T = 80 ◦C yields a maximum of
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Figure 6.8: Degradation induced by heating for three different material combinations. The conductivity is normalized to the value at T = 25 ◦C.

σ, followed by a rapid decrease. The degradation is attributed to the glass transition
of MeO-TPD (Tg = 67 ◦C [The98] ).
Doping MeO-TPD by C60 F36 (at C = 0.023 MR) a different tendency is found. Between
T = 70 ◦C and 80 ◦C a sudden gain of σ by a factor of more than 3 is observed. 37 minutes later, at the same temperature, σ changes only by 1 %, so no degradation is visible at T = 80 ◦C. At T = 90 ◦C the sample is degrading rapidly. This data indicates
that the presence of C60 F36 might shift the glass transition temperature of MeO-TPD
upwards. Furthermore, it seems evident that thermal annealing raises the doping
efficiency of C60 F36 in MeO-TPD. As C60 F36 has been reported [Mao13] to thermally decompose at T = 120 ◦C‡ , it is possible that in MeO-TPD the dopant decomposes as
well. This could lead to a donation of strongly electronegative flour atoms to the host
that would work as additional p-dopants and strongly increase the density of free
holes.
Using BF-DPB as host and F6 -TCNNQ as dopant (at C = 0.100 MR), a higher thermal
stability is found. Starting at T = 65 ◦C a slow degradation of σ is observed, but up
to T = 100 ◦C the effect is much lower than the gain due to the rising temperature. At
T ≥ 115 ◦C a strong degradation is present.
No degradation is studied for BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 .

‡

on indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates
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6.4 Conclusion
Comparing the host materials when using the same dopant, the samples of MeO-TPD
show higher conductivities than samples of BF-DPB, often by more than one order
of magnitude. This trend is particularly interesting, as for both materials a similar
OFET-mobility has been measured. Hence, the larger conductivity for MeO-TPD is attributed to a larger density of free holes due to the lower ionization energy compared
to BF-DPB. The activation energy of the conductivity is lower for MeO-TPD samples
compared to BF-DPB, but the difference decreases with increasing doping concentration. A similar tendency is observed by the Seebeck investigations, showing that
the Seebeck coefficients and hence ES are larger for BF-DPB, again with a decreasing difference with increasing doping concentration. These larger values obtained for
BF-DPB are in agreement with it having the larger IE, making electron transfer to the
dopant less probable and therefore leading to a lower density of free holes compared
to MeO-TPD. The strong slope of S and hence ES , observed for BF-DPB as host is attributed to filling of tail states of the density of states. Finally, it is evident that BF-DPB
has a higher thermal stability than MeO-TPD, which degrades already at T = 80 ◦C.
Comparing the dopants in the same host material, higher conductivities are obtained
for using the lighter F6 -TCNNQ than for C60 F36 . This trend shows that F6 -TCNNQ
has a larger EA than C60 F36 , opposite to the estimated literature values [Tie12,Mee11] .
For F6 -TCNNQ, an EA larger and for C60 F36 an EA lower than 5.2 eV is expected, as
the IE of BF-DPB is 5.23 eV and only the former is able to dope it well. The activation energies of the conductivity suggest a thermally induced ionization for large
concentrations of C60 F36 , leading to higher density of free holes at elevated temperatures. Seebeck measurements yield that in MeO-TPD, both dopants result in similar
S and hence ES . At large C, samples of F6 -TCNNQ yield somewhat lower values compared to C60 F36 . In samples of BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 much larger S are found
compared to doping by F6 -TCNNQ. This suggests that C60 F36 generates a lower density of free holes in BF-DPB, in agreement with its above discussed expected low
EA. Temperature-dependent Seebeck studies show that for this material combination
at elevated temperatures the resulting values of S strongly decrease, supporting the
model of thermal induced dopant ionization.
Most material combinations yield a strongly superlinear increase in conductivity with
doping concentration, opposite to the n-doping experiments of the previous chapters,
where mostly linear relations are found. Here, only for the combination of doping
MeO-TPD by C60 F36 in the medium doping regime a linear relation is observed. In
general, the host BF-DPB and the dopant F6 -TCNNQ lead to stronger slopes than the
other materials. While samples using C60 F36 yield a reduced slope at elevated doping
concentrations, samples doped by F6 -TCNNQ continue to show strongly increasing
conductivities. Seebeck studies of samples doped by F6 -TCNNQ show a rapid drop of
the Seebeck coefficient in the medium doping regime indicating an increasing doping
efficiency. The comparison of conductivity and Seebeck investigations of samples of
MeO-TPD doped by C60 F36 indicate that the decreasing slope of σ(C) at elevated C is
most likely due to a reduction of the mobility, since the Seebeck coefficient and hence
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the density of free holes is not saturating. This reduction is attributed to a disturbance
of the layer morphology by the heavy dopant molecules. Analogously, the decreasing
σ-slope of samples of BF-DPB highly doped by C60 F36 is explained.
Overall, for devices the combination of the more stable host BF-DPB with the stronger
dopant F6 -TCNNQ is advised. In a future work the higher fluorinated compound
C60 F48 should be investigated, since it has been reported to have a larger EA than
C60 F36 [Liu97] due to the increased amount of electron attracting fluorine atoms and
has been shown to be electrically stable even upon twofold ionization [Jin94] .
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7

Pentacene p-Doped by F4-TCNQ

After studying two amorphous organic hole transporters in the previous chapter, the
high mobility prototypical polycrystalline organic material pentacene is investigated in
the following. F4 -TCNQ is chosen as p-dopant, since it has almost the same size and
weight as pentacene and is expected to neatly integrate into pentacene layers at low
doping concentrations. Theoretical studies predict an increasing doping efficiency with
doping concentration for this material combination, which is experimentally tested in
this chapter.
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The combination of pentacene doped by F4 -TCNQ has been studied earlier by several
groups and techniques. AFM surface scans have shown that layers of pentacene can be
grown highly crystalline and that at very low doping concentration, F4 -TCNQ does not
disturb the molecular order of pentacene [Ha09] . Increasing the doping concentration,
the crystallite size has been found to decrease and rough surface structures have
been reported [Kle12a] . Details about the materials are summarized in the materials
section 3.2.
Theoretical studies on this model system of pentacene doped by F4 -TCNQ, with
similar-sized dopant and host, suggest [Mit12b] that for organic semiconductors, a certain threshold doping concentration exists, below which doping does not increase
the conductivity. This threshold is attributed to electron–hole attraction hindering
the charge pair dissociation. Increasing the doping concentration C, the potential
landscape of the ionization energy IE is expected to be altered such that percolation
pathways for dissociation are generated. Hence, the doping efficiency is expected
to increase with C. To test this model, conductivity and Seebeck investigations are
performed.

7.1 Conductivity Changes after Preparation
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In an analogous way to the previously investigated materials, the change of conductivity of freshly produced 30 nm thick layers over time is investigated before reporting
on the observed conductivities. As for most sets of materials, the conductivity of each
sample is continuously probed in-situ for 1 hour at a fixed temperature of T = 25 ◦C,
as discussed in detail in section 4.1.1. A strong reduction of conductivity σ over
time is detected for most samples of pentacene doped by F4 -TCNQ. To quantify the
change in conductivity, the data are fitted according to equation (4.2) on page 53 and

0

Figure 7.1: Conductivity change during the first hour after sample preparation for pentacene
doped by F4 -TCNQ. Fitting parameters, according to equation (4.2) on page 53.
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a good agreement with the fit function is found for most samples. The resulting fitting
parameters are presented in figure 7.1.
The strongest reduction is determined for the lowest doped sample, resulting in a
fitted maximal relative change χ of −50 % of the initial value of the conductivity.
Samples of higher doping concentrations show smaller decreases and two samples
(C = 0.043 MR and 0.066 MR) even a slightly increasing conductivity over time. The
highest doped sample of C = 0.193 MR shows again a strong reduction.
The time constant τ scatters around 30 min for all samples, being comparable to the
results for C60 n-doped by DMBI-POH (compare figure 5.2 on page 74).

7.2 Relation of Conductivity to Doping Concentration
Measured directly after sample fabrication at T = 25 ◦C, the detected conductivities
are in the range of σ = 5.8·10−3 S/cm to 3.7·10−2 S/cm, and a sublinear (slope < 1.0) increasing with doping concentration up to 0.080 MR, followed by a decrease at higher
C is found, as shown by the full circles in figure 7.2. The sublinear rise of σ(C)
suggests a reducing charge carrier mobility with increasing doping concentration and
hence a compensation to the gain of density of free holes induced by the dopants.
This decrease of the mobility is attributed to a disturbance of the polycrystalline morphology of pentacene by the rising number of dopants, as reported in literature [Kle12a] .
As described in the previous section, the in-situ conductivity strongly changed after
sample fabrication. To reach stable measurement conditions, the samples were thermally annealed for 1 hour at T = 70 ◦C prior to further investigations. Afterwards,
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Figure 7.2: As-prepared conductivity vs. doping concentration of layers of pentacene doped by
F4 -TCNQ, probed at T = 25 ◦C, directly after sample preparation (full circles) and after thermal annealing (open circles). Literature values taken from Harada et al. [Har10] and Kleemann
et al. [Kle12a] are added for comparison. Dashed lines are linear fits with slopes 1.0 and 2.5.
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the conductivities are measured again and found to be constant over time, thus the
heating seems to accelerate and saturate the effect responsible for the change of the
conductivity over time. The values are displayed by the open circles in figure 7.2. It
can be seen that the heat treatment changes the room temperature conductivity in the
same direction as the trend of the continuous investigations after sample preparation
indicated. The conductivity of the lowest doped sample drops by two orders of magnitude, whereas samples of higher doping concentrations show less reduction. Only
the conductivity of the sample of C = 0.043 MR increased slightly after heating. Two
samples with higher doping concentrations show almost constant conductivities and
the highest doped sample decreased by almost one order of magnitude, in agreement
with the tendency of the continuous measurements directly after sample fabrication.
After thermal annealing, the conductivity has a strong C-dependency in the low to
medium doping regime. A strongly superlinear rise with a slope around 2.5 in this
double-logarithmic plot is found for the four lowest doped samples, as indicated by
the dashed line in figure 7.2. Similar slopes are determined for MeO-TPD and BF-DPB
p-doped by C60 F36 in section 6.1.1, but at large doping concentrations. The strong
change of the conductivity directly after fabrication as well as after thermal annealing
is either attributed to changes of the mobility or to changes of the density of free holes,
for example by diffusion and agglomerating or re-evaporation of the light diffusive
dopant F4 -TCNQ, having a sublimation temperature in the range of Tdep = 100 ◦C.
As this effect has a C-dependency, it might be responsible for the superlinear rise of
σ(C) as well. The changes of the conductivity are smallest for samples of doping
concentrations between C = 0.043 MR and 0.066 MR, indicating that F4 -TCNQ is best
integrated into the layer of pentacene in this range of doping concentration.
Interestingly, the conductivity values as well as their slope prior to annealing are in
good agreement with investigations published by Harada et al. [Har10] , whereas after
heating they agree to experiments by Kleemann et al. [Kle12a] . Both sets of data are
shown in figure 7.2, with the authors’ kind permissions. Harada et al. have reported‡
that they observed a decreasing conductivity after sample processing as well. They
decided to measure conductivity and Seebeck coefficient as quickly as possible, instead of performing a thermal annealing step as done here. This explains why their
conductivity data are in agreement with the above discussed measurements prior to
heat treatment. Kleemann et al. on the other hand used samples that where in contact with air for 30 minutes after fabrication. Thus, this suggests that air-exposure has
a similar influence on the conductivity of these samples than thermal treatment. It
is possible that the light and volatile F4 -TCNQ molecules desorb from the layer upon
contact with air or during heating in vacuum.
Both studies have presented C-dependent OFET-mobility measurements in addition to
conductivity studies and reported a similar trend of a slowly decreasing OFET-mobility
at low C, followed by a significant decrease at C > 0.050 MR. Hence, the drop of σ
at high C detected in all four experiments and shown in figure 7.2, is explained by a
decreasing mobility. Due to very narrow contact distances and thus high fields in an
OFET geometry, it is expected that the density of free holes is strongly enhanced and
‡
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hence compensates for dopant induced traps. Thus, in conductivity geometry a different tendency of the mobility, especially for low doping concentrations, is expected.

7.3 Comparison of Seebeck Energy and Activation
Energy
Temperature-dependent conductivity investigations in the range of T = 25 ◦C to 70 ◦C
on this material system allow to derive an activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ
for each sample, using equation (2.25) on page 16. The derived Eact,σ is depicted in
figure 7.3 and found to strongly vary with doping concentration, with a maximum of
Eact,σ = 357 meV at C = 0.011 MR. The obtained trend of Eact,σ (C) is almost inverse
to the tendency of the σ(C) after thermal annealing. Samples of high σ show low
values of Eact,σ and vice versa, in agreement with the data presented in the previous
chapters and only the lowest doped sample deviating.
Besides conductivity investigations, Seebeck measurements at Tm = 40 ◦C (after thermal annealing) are performed on this material system as well, allowing to derive the
energetic difference ES between Fermi level EF and transport level ETr . ES is positive for all samples, as expected for p-doped layers and the values are presented
in figure 7.3 where they are compared to Eact,σ . The highly doped samples yield a
slowly decreasing ES (C), in the range of ES = 103 meV to 73 meV, whereas for the
lowest doped sample the Seebeck measurement was not successful. This rather small
ES at low C indicates a high doping efficiency of F4 -TCNQ in pentacene. Another
explanation for the low ES is that intrinsic pentacene has been reported to have an
extremely narrow density of states DOS with a Gaussian width in the range of only
σG = 70 meV [Yog11] . Such a narrow DOS requires a small ES to generate free charges.
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Figure 7.3: Comparing activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ and Seebeck energy ES . Eact,σ
is fitted from conductivity data of T = 25 ◦C to 70 ◦C, ES is measured at Tm = 40 ◦C. Literature
values for ES taken with kind permission from Harada [Har10] are added for comparison.
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Upon doping, the width of the DOS and hence ES are expected to rise due to molecular disorder. This effect is not visible in the data and might be compensated by the
increasing doping concentration, resulting in an almost constant ES .
The differences between ES and Eact,σ for most samples are attributed to a thermal
activation of the mobility, as discussed in section 4.2.3. This contribution is strongest
for the sample of C = 0.011 MR and decreasing with C. As in the same C-regime, a
superlinear rise of σ(C) is observed and ES is almost constant, the decreasing thermal
activation of the mobility seems to be correlated to a mobility rise in this regime of C.
Harada et al. [Har10] have performed Seebeck measurements on pentacene doped by
F4 -TCNQ as well, but at lower Tm = 24 ◦C and without thermal annealing the samples.
Their data are included in figure 7.3. An almost identical value of ES is measured
at C = 0.020 MR in both setups: Harada reported ES = 81.7 meV (S = 275.0 µV/K at
Tm = 24 ◦C), compared to ES = 82.2 meV (S = 262.5 µV/K at Tm = 40 ◦C) measured in
our setup. At higher doping concentrations, the two experiments differ, with Harada’s
values being lower. The deviation of the two experiments is attributed to the fact
that Harada did not anneal the samples prior to Seebeck investigations, as discussed
above. Thus, this deviation is an indication for heating or air-exposure of highly
F4 -TCNQ-doped pentacene samples reducing the density of free holes, most probably
by the agglomeration or re-evaporation of the diffusive F4 -TCNQ molecules. At low
doping concentrations, where the two Seebeck measurements are in agreement, the
density of free holes seems not to be affected by thermal annealing and therefore the
different conductivities are attributed to changes in the mobility induced by morphological changes in the layer and accelerated by the heat treatment. Re-evaporation of
dopants is not likely to be present in the data at low C, since this would correspond
to a shift of ES to smaller doping concentrations, flattening the curve even more.

7.4 Conclusion
The strong reduction of the in-situ conductivity over time, which could be accelerated
and saturated by heat treatment, is attributed to morphological changes in the layer,
reducing the mobility. A decreasing conductivity at high doping concentrations is in
agreement with a strongly reduced OFET-mobility reported in literature [Har10,Kle12a] .
The rather small ES at low doping concentrations indicates a high doping efficiency
of F4 -TCNQ in pentacene and/or a narrow density of states. At higher doping concentrations the ES is found to be almost constant, but larger than obtained for highly
n-doped C60 samples, which is attributed to a broadening of the density of states,
partly compensated by the increasing doping concentration. A comparison with literature values of unannealed samples suggests that at C > 0.020 MR during thermal
treatment, re-evaporation of the light and diffusive dopant molecules occurs.
Neither the presence of a threshold doping concentration for the generation of free
charge carriers nor indications for an increasing doping efficiency upon rising doping
concentration, as predicted by Mityashin et al. [Mit12b] , are observed by the measurements. Rather high conductivities directly after sample fabrication, showing only a
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moderate increase with C, even contradict this model. Seebeck measurements do not
show indications for an increasing doping efficiency with C, which would be correlated to a more rapid decrease of ES . It is possible that the predicted phenomena are
concealed by morphological effects or that they occur at lower doping concentrations.
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8

Estimating the Doping Efficiency
and the Mobility

Following four experimental chapters, a theoretical model for deriving trends for the density of free charge carriers, the doping efficiency as well as the charge carrier mobility
from conductivity and Seebeck data is developed and is first applied to data of n- and
later to p-doped samples. In section 8.1, a lower limit for the charge carrier mobility is
derived from conductivity measurements. Afterwards, in section 8.2 a similar estimation
is performed for the density of free charge carriers and the doping efficiency. Supporting
these findings by Seebeck data, the physically allowed position of the transport level is
narrowed down in section 8.3. This leads in section 8.4 to the assumption of a constant
transport level for all n-doped samples, allowing to derive absolute values for the above
mentioned parameters of each sample. Finally, in section 8.5 the developed model is applied to data of p-doped samples. This chapter is finalized by a conclusion in section 8.6.
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8.1 Lower Limit of the Mobility
In this first section a lower limit for the charge carrier mobility µLL is derived from conductivity measurements. Assuming a C-independent and constant doping efficiency
ηdop , the density of free charge carriers ne/h directly follows the trend of the density of
dopant molecules nD for varying doping concentration, illustrated in figure 8.1, and
can be calculated by equation (2.45) on page 23:
ne/h = ηdop · nD = ηdop · nMol ·

C
1+C

.

(8.1)

This calculated value of ne/h can be correlated to the charge carrier mobility µe/h for
a measured conductivity σ as
σ
µe/h =
(8.2)
e · ne/h
1+C
σ
·
.
(8.3)
⇒ µe/h =
e · ηdop · nMol
C
Above equations show that for a given (measured) conductivity, the estimated mobility is inversely proportional to the estimated ne/h and thus the ηdop . Consequently, by
measuring σ and assuming the maximum possible doping efficiency of ηdop = 100 %,
meaning each dopant molecule is ionized and provides one free charge carrier, the
lower limit of the mobility µLL can be derived:
µLL =

σ
e · 100 % · nMol

·

1+C
C

.

(8.4)

Relative Densities of Host nH and
Dopant nD Molecules (1/nMol)

In figure 8.2, this calculation is performed for the n-doped C60 samples presented in
chapters 4 and 5, using four different n-dopants. Here, the conductivity measured
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Figure 8.1: Influence of doping concentration C on densities of host nH and dopant nD molecules,
calculated via equations (2.43) on page 23. Values given as a fraction of the total density of
molecules nMol = nH + nD .
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Figure 8.2: Lower limit of the charge carrier mobility µLL for n-doped C60 , calculated by equation (8.4) using measured conductivity data, probed at T = 40 ◦C.

at a temperature of T = 40 ◦C (after thermal annealing) is used, as this data will
later be compared to Seebeck studies performed at Tm = 40 ◦C. The lower limit of
the mobility µLL is found to be highest for the dopant Cr2 (hpp)4 with a maximum
of µLL = 0.90 cm2/V s for C = 0.005 MR. Record values of the mobility of undoped C60
layers in the order of µ = 5 cm2/V s are found in the literature [Ita06]‡ . At doping concentrations of C < 0.045 MR, µLL is rather constant for Cr2 (hpp)4 with values in the
range of µLL = 0.50 cm2/V s, whereas at higher C the µLL drops significantly. A similar
trend is found for the second air-sensitive dopant W2 (hpp)4 . Below C = 0.150 MR, almost constant values in the range of µLL = 0.15 cm2/V s are derived, followed by a drop
for higher doping concentrations. This drop of the µLL suggests a disturbance of the
morphology by the large amount of heavy dopants in the layer and hence a reduction
of the real mobility.
A different relation is found for the lighter air-stable dopants, AOB and DMBI-POH.
The samples doped by AOB yield an almost constant lower limit of the charge carrier
mobility in the order of only µLL = 9·10−3 cm2/V s. Samples doped by DMBI-POH have
a µLL that is as small as for AOB for the lowest C, but strongly increasing with C. A
saturation value around of µLL = 0.1 cm2/V s is observed, being even higher than for the
air-sensitive dopants at these doping concentrations.
Figure 8.2 shows that the materials which yield a linear relation of σ(C) at low doping concentrations (compare figure 5.4 on page 76) have a C-independent µLL . It is
expected that for low doping concentrations the mobility is the same for each dopant,
therefore the different and almost constant values of the µLL indicate different doping
efficiencies of the dopants, which is addressed in the next section. As the conductivities of samples of C60 doped by DMBI-POH increase superlinearly with doping
concentration, this effect can most probably be attributed to an increasing ηdop with
C for this dopant, as discussed in section 5.1.2. From this simple model it cannot be
‡

measured in an OFET geometry on a monolayer of pentacene
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distinguished whether the observed decrease or saturation of the µLL at high C for
Cr2 (hpp)4 , W2 (hpp)4 and DMBI-POH are correlated to trends of the real mobility or
a decreasing ηdop .

8.2 Lower Limit of the Doping Efficiency
Besides estimates for the lower limit of the mobility by assuming ηdop = 100 %, as
done in the previous section, the opposite approach can be performed by assuming a
constant mobility. If the highest measured literature value for the mobility µUL of the
host material is chosen, a lower limit of the density of free charge carriers ne/h,LL and
doping efficiency ηdop,LL can be derived:
ne/h,LL =
ηdop,LL =

σ
e · µUL
σ
e · µUL · nMol

(8.5)
·

1+C
C

.

(8.6)

As the real mobility in the used sample geometry is expected to be lower than this
record value µUL and furthermore is expected to be negatively affected by the introduction of dopant molecules disturbing the morphology, the real values of ne/h and
ηdop must be larger than ne/h,LL and ηdop,LL to fulfill equation (8.3).
In case of C60 , the maximum reported value is in the order of µ = 5 cm2/V s [Ita06] , measured in an OFET geometry. This value can be interpreted as an upper limit µUL ,
because OFET experiments usually overestimate the charge carrier mobility in comparison to conductivity measurements, as discussed in section 4.2.3. In an OFET
geometry the free charge carriers are generated by the field induced by the gate voltage and their number typically is much larger than values achieved by doping. As the
mobility of an organic semiconductor usually increases with charge carrier density,
OFET channel mobilities are generally larger than the mobilities in the bulk material
and hence in the conductivity geometry.
The lower limit of the density of free charge carriers ne,LL is calculated for the n-doped
C60 samples discussed in chapters 4 and 5, again using the conductivity measured at
a temperature of T = 40 ◦C. The results are depicted in figure 8.3 (a) and found to
be largest for samples doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 and lowest for AOB, as expected from the
estimates for µLL in the previous section. All material combinations show an increase
of ne,LL with doping concentration, with a saturation and a decrease observed for
high concentrations of the two air-sensitive dopants, Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 . If this
decrease in ne,LL is present in the real values of ne as well, and not an artifact produced
by the assumption of a constant mobility, the reason most probably is agglomeration
and thus shielding of dopants. The highest ne,LL close to 1019 cm−3 are obtained for
C60 highly doped by DMBI-POH, Cr2 (hpp)4 or W2 (hpp)4 , whereas for AOB the largest
value is one order of magnitude lower. These obtained values have to be seen in
relation to the density of molecules of C60 of nMol,C60 = 1.36·1021 cm−3 calculated via
equation (2.40) using the material parameters from table 3.2 on page 50.
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Figure 8.3: Lower limits of (a) density of free electrons ne,LL and (b) doping efficiency ηdop,LL for
n-doped C60 , calculated by assuming a constant mobility set to the record value for intrinsic C60
of µ = 5 cm2/V s [Ita06] and using measured conductivity data, probed at T = 40 ◦C.

Knowing ne,LL , the lower limit of the doping efficiency ηdop,LL for each sample is calculated using equation (8.6) and the results are presented in figure 8.3 (b). As mobility and doping efficiency are inversely proportional, the trends of the curves for
ηdop,LL correspond to the trends of the lower limits of the mobilities µLL , presented
in figure 8.2. C60 doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 leads to a maximum value of ηdop,LL = 18 % at
C = 0.005 MR and an almost constant ηdop,LL ≈ 10 % up to C = 0.045 MR, followed
by a decrease. Samples comprising W2 (hpp)4 yield efficiencies around ηdop,LL = 3 %
and a drop at C > 0.147 MR. AOB-doped samples have the lowest ηdop,LL of around
ηdop,LL = 0.2 % and DMBI-POH samples start at a similar value, rising by a factor of
10 to a saturation around ηdop,LL = 2 % at high doping concentrations. The gain in
ηdop,LL for low C of DMBI-POH samples is most probably correlated to an increasing
real ηdop in this range, as it is not unlikely that only for one dopant the mobility of
C60 is rising with the doping concentration.
At low doping concentrations, the real mobilities of all four material combinations are
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expected to be least affected by the dopants and are consequently similar. Therefore,
the calculated ηdop,LL at low C can be directly compared and should be correlated to
the real doping efficiency ηdop by the same constant factor for all four combinations.
This factor is given by the ratio of the used record mobility of µ = 5 cm2/V s and the real
value of the bulk material in this sample geometry. Hence, at low doping concentration the real doping efficiency ηdop of Cr2 (hpp)4 is approximately 3 times higher than
for W2 (hpp)4 and around 15 times larger than for both air-stable compounds.

8.3 Conclusions from Seebeck Measurements
The density of free charge carriers ne/h is correlated to the density of dopant
molecules nD via the doping efficiency ηdop , see equation (8.1). On the other hand,
ne/h can be calculated by solving the integral of the product of density of states
DOS(E) and Fermi-Dirac distribution function fFD (E, EF ) over all energies, as demonstrated in equation (2.1) on page 6. Thus, for a known DOS(E) and given ηdop , the
position of the Fermi level EF can be derived by shifting EF until this condition is
fulfilled:‡
Z∞
ne/h = ηdop · nD =

DOS(E) · fFD (E, EF ) d E .

(8.7)

−∞

Using a Gaussian density of states and setting its maximum to EG = 0 this becomes:
ne/h = ηdop · nD =

Z

∞

nH



E2

exp − 2
p
2σG
2π σG
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·

1
 dE .

E−E
1 + exp k TF

(8.8)

B

With nH and nD being the densities of host and dopant molecules that can be calculated from the doping concentration C via equations (2.41) and (2.42). Iterative numerical calculations allow to derive EF for varying C and ηdop , which is plotted in figure 8.4 for n-doping using a C-independent DOS of width σG = 100 meV
(sketched in figure 8.4) and setting T = 40 ◦C. As the doping efficiency cannot exceed
ηdop = 100 %, only values above the solid line corresponding to the EF at ηdop = 100 %
are physically allowed. It can be seen that with increasing C the EF reaches densely
populated regions of the DOS, when assuming a constant ηdop .
The approach presented above of deriving the position of EF for a given doping efficiency ηdop is now combined with the data of the Seebeck studies to calculate the
absolute position of the transport level ETr . Via Seebeck investigations the energy difference ES between EF and ETr at a certain doping concentration is derived, which is
subtracted from a calculated EF for a given ηdop at the same C, yielding the position
of ETr :
ETr = EF − ES .
(2.65)
Here, for holes fFD (E) instead of 1 − fFD (E) is used as well, as for p-conduction the corresponding
DOS is switched from LUMO to HOMO.
‡
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Figure 8.4: Calculated Fermi level position EF (C) for different doping efficiencies ηdop using equation (8.8) for a Gaussian DOS with σG = 100 meV and T = 40 ◦C. Only values in the gray area
are physically allowed with ηdop ≤ 100 %.
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Figure 8.5: Calculated transport level position ETr with respect to the maximum of the Gaussian
density of states for measured ES and varying doping concentration and ηdop for n-doped C60
samples. Parameters used: σG = 100 meV and T = 40 ◦C. The gray area corresponds to the
physically allowed range between lower and upper limit of the doping efficiency.
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Figure 8.5 shows the resulting ETr for the data of the studied n-doped C60 layers. In
this calculation the width of the Gaussian DOS is set to σG = 100 meV for all C, which
is chosen to be somewhat higher than the reported σG = 88 meV [Fis10] for undoped C60
to compensate the influence of doping that is expected to broaden the DOS. As the
doping efficiency is required to be greater than the above derived lower limit ηdop,LL
and cannot exceed ηdop = 100 %, only a certain region of ETr is allowed, marked by the
filled areas in figure 8.5. This physically possible region is for most samples between
−300 meV and −100 meV with respect to the maximum of the Gaussian density of
states. It is narrowest for Cr2 (hpp)4 , due to the large value obtained for ηdop,LL .

8.4 Assuming a Constant Transport Level
As derived in the last section, for most of the investigated n-doped samples the physically allowed transport level is in the range of ETr = −300 meV to −100 meV with
respect to the maximum of the Gaussian density of states, when above mentioned
parameters and assumptions are used. This suggests as a further approximation the
assumption of a constant transport level for all samples and doping concentrations. A
value of ETr = −225 meV is chosen, as this value is in the allowed regime for almost
all samples, indicated by the gray area in figure 8.5.
Subtracting this fixed ETr = −225 meV from the calculated EF (C) for different ηdop , as
plotted in figure 8.4, similar graphs can be drawn. These curves are compared to the
measured Seebeck data in figure 8.6. It can be seen that under this assumption the
Seebeck results of C60 doped by C < 0.100 MR of W2 (hpp)4 or DMBI-POH follow the
ηdop=1%
ηdop=10%
ηdop=100%
C60 : AOB
C60 : DMBI−POH
C60 : W2(hpp)4
C60 : Cr2(hpp)4

Seebeck Energy ES (meV)
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Figure 8.6: Measured Seebeck energy ES for n-doped C60 compared to calculated ES (C) for constant transport level ETr = −225 meV at different doping efficiencies ηdop . Calculations performed
analogously to figure 8.4 and subtracting ETr . Only values above the solid black line corresponding to ηdop = 100 % are physically allowed. The DOS is sketched using the same scale as in
figure 8.4.
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trend of a constant doping efficiency, whereas at larger C the ES tends towards lower
ηdop . The samples doped by Cr2 (hpp)4 and AOB show deviations from the tendency
of a constant ηdop .
Using this fixed ETr = −225 meV, the corresponding density of free electrons ne is
calculated for each sample by solving the above discussed integral (8.8) of the product
of density of states DOS and Fermi distribution fFD . Thereby, the measured ES is used
to calculate the Fermi level EF = ETr + ES . The results are presented in figure 8.7 (a).
For all four material combinations, the calculated ne increases with C until at high
C a saturation is observed. Samples of both air-sensitive dopants, Cr2 (hpp)4 and
W2 (hpp)4 , saturate around ne = 1019 cm−3 for doping concentrations C ≥ 0.040 MR.
The same ne is reached by DMBI-POH samples, but at higher C, with the highest doped sample (C = 0.650 MR) showing a decrease by a factor of almost 1.5.
AOB-doped samples saturate around lower ne = 5·1018 cm−3 for C > 0.100 MR.
These values have to be seen in relation to the density of molecules of C60 of
nMol,C60 = 1.36·1021 cm−3 as discussed above. Overall, these trends seem to be more
realistic than those derived with the assumption of constant mobility, compare figure 8.3 on page 119 (a), where a decrease of the lower limit of the density of free
electrons ne,LL is found at high doping concentration for both air-sensitive dopants,
Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 as well.
Knowing ne for a given C, the doping efficiency ηdop can be derived, which is depicted
in figure 8.7 (b). A maximum of ηdop = 62 % is found for the sample of C = 0.0033 MR
of Cr2 (hpp)4 , which suggests that lower values of ETr might not be realistic, as these
would result in an even larger value of ηdop . Larger values of ETr on the other hand
would lead to a violation of the derived lower limit ηdop,LL . Hence, ETr = −225 meV
seems to be a good compromise. The doping efficiencies of Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4
samples decrease with doping concentration and both series are in very good agreement for C ≥ 0.040 MR. AOB-doped samples show a similar trend but at lower values,
whereas ηdop is almost constant for the samples doped by DMBI-POH.
Combining the derived values of the density of free electrons ne and the detected
conductivity at T = 40 ◦C, the mobility µ is calculated from equation (8.2) and presented in figure 8.7 (c). The calculated µ is rather high, in agreement with the lower
limit µLL , derived in section 8.1. Both air-sensitive dopants, Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 ,
show an almost constant mobility at low and medium C, followed by a decrease at
high C that might be attributed to changes in the morphology as discussed in chapter 4. Most of the mobilities derived for W2 (hpp)4 samples are lower than those
for Cr2 (hpp)4 . This can be interpreted as W2 (hpp)4 , with its extremely small ionization energy and thus strong tendency towards ionization, resulting in a reduction of
the charge carrier mobility. The samples doped by the air-stable dopants, AOB and
DMBI-POH, show low mobilities at low doping concentration and an increase in the
medium doping regime. For AOB-doped samples, a decrease at high C is observed,
whereas for DMBI-POH the mobility rises further, up to a value above the expected
limit of µUL = 5 cm2/V s. This is due to a derived ηdop below ηdop,LL , suggesting a smaller
value of ETr for this sample.
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Figure 8.7: Calculated values of (a) charge carrier density ne , (b) doping efficiency ηdop and (c)
mobility µ, for assuming a constant ETr = −225 meV, using σG = 100 meV and n-doped C60 data
measured at T = 40 ◦C.
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Overall, the results derived from this rather drastic assumption of a constant transport
level ETr for all samples seem reasonable, as both, the values and the trends are in the
expected range. In general, it is expected that ETr , which is defined by equation (2.62)
on page 27 as the energy weighted by the differential conductivity,
ETr =

1
σ

Z

+∞

E σ0 (E) d E

(2.62)

−∞

shifts upon increasing doping concentration towards the maximum of the Gaussian
density of states, as the maximum of the differential conductivity σ0 (E) is expected
to shift in this direction. This would result in an upward shift of the trend of ne with
C and thus ηdop , whereas the tendency observed for µ would be shifted downwards.
Modeling this trend would require detailed knowledge on the energetic distribution
of the mobility µ(E) contributing to the differential conductivity σ0 (E). Furthermore,
the density of states might be broadened upon doping due to disturbance of the layer
morphology by the dopants.

8.5 Applying the Models to p-Doped Data
After developing and testing these models with n-doped data, in this section, similar
calculations are performed for p-doped layers. The data of the dopants F6 -TCNNQ and
C60 F36 in the hosts MeO-TPD and BF-DPB studied in chapter 6 is chosen, as it allows
for a comprehensive study. First, the lower limits of the mobilities µLL are derived from
the conductivity data at T = 40 ◦C by setting the doping efficiency to the maximum of
ηdop = 100 %, as discussed in section 8.1 and the results are depicted in figure 8.8 (a).
In both hosts high doping concentrations of F6 -TCNNQ lead to an almost steady gain
of µLL with C, approaching the measured mobilities in OFET geometry (compare section 3.2.1) of µ = 2.3·10−5 cm2/V s for MeO-TPD and µ = 5.7·10−5 cm2/V s for BF-DPB, as
indicated by the dashed lines in the figure. The µLL of the two highest doped samples
of MeO-TPD even exceeds the measured µ, which is surprising, since OFET studies
usually overestimate the mobility due to the high density of free charge carriers generated by the high applied fields, as discussed in section 8.2. This is an indication for
the nh of highly doped samples being even higher than the nh generated in the OFET
channel region. A similar trend is observed if BF-DPB is doped by F6 -TCNNQ, but up
to the highest investigate C, the µLL is still below the µ of undoped BF-DPB, which is
higher than for MeO-TPD. Employing C60 F36 as dopant yields smaller values of the
µLL in both hosts, with a saturation at high C.
In the following, an estimated upper limit of µUL = 10−4 cm2/V s, being larger than all
calculated µLL values, is used to estimate the lower limits of the density of free holes
nh,LL as well as for the doping efficiencies ηdop,LL , as discussed in section 8.2. The
nh,LL (depicted in figure 8.8 (b)) rises steadily with C for each material combination, reaching values above nh,LL = 1020 cm−3 for both hosts when highly p-doped by
F6 -TCNNQ. Such a large nh,LL , being relatively close to the total density of molecules
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Figure 8.8: Lower limits of (a) mobility µLL , (b) density of free holes nh,LL and (c) doping efficiency ηdop,LL for p-doped samples, calculated via equations (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6) from measured
conductivity data probed at T = 40 ◦C. For nh,LL and ηdop,LL , an upper limit for the mobility is assumed to µUL = 10−4 cm2/V s, being greater than the OFET-measured mobility of the intrinsic hosts,
indicated by the dashed lines in (a).
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nMol = 1.45·1021 cm−3 and 1.01·1021 cm−3 for MeO-TPD and BF-DPB, respectively, indicate that the assumed µUL = 10−4 cm2/V s might still be too low. Using C60 F36 , the
highest observed value is one order of magnitude lower in MeO-TPD and even two
orders of magnitude lower in BF-DPB.
The lower limits of the doping efficiencies (presented in figure 8.8 (c)) are almost constant for C < 0.100 MR of three material combinations, excluding BF-DPB
doped by C60 F36 . The highest ηdop,LL are derived for samples of MeO-TPD doped by
F6 -TCNNQ, followed by samples of C60 F36 in the same host and finally BF-DPB doped
by F6 -TCNNQ. Using BF-DPB and C60 F36 , the smallest ηdop,LL are found, but an increase with C is present. Doping both hosts by F6 -TCNNQ, the ηdop,LL is constant
at low C but raises strongly at elevated C, whereas for C60 F36 no gain at high C is
observed.
Assuming the real mobilities in the low doping regime not being affected by doping
and being comparable for the similar structured hosts, the trends of the real ηdop
follow the tendencies of the ηdop,LL in this C-regime, being almost constant for most
material combinations. Their relative positions can than be used to derive the relation
of the real ηdop of the different materials. Doping MeO-TPD by F6 -TCNNQ is hence 2
to 3 times more efficient than using C60 F36 and approximately 7 times more efficient
than the doping of BF-DPB by F6 -TCNNQ, whereas BF-DPB highly doped by C60 F36
saturates at a ηdop approximately 20 times lower.
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Figure 8.9: Calculated transport level position ETr with respect to the maximum of the Gaussian
density of states for measured ES and varying doping concentration and ηdop for p-doped samples.
Parameters used: σG = 200 meV and Tm = 40 ◦C. The gray area corresponds to the physically
allowed regime between lower and upper limit of the doping efficiency.
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As performed in section 8.3 for C60 , Seebeck data can be used to derive information
about the transport level ETr . Since the two host materials used for the p-doping
are expected to form amorphous layers, as discussed in section 3.2, the density of
states is expected to be broader. For simplicity, a value of σG = 200 meV, twice as
wide as for C60 is assumed to calculate the position of the ETr from measured Seebeck
data for varying ηdop . The results are presented in figure 8.9. As before, the gray
areas indicate the physically allowed regime between lower and upper limit of the
doping efficiency. This regime is narrowest for MeO-TPD doped by F6 -TCNNQ and
widest for the low conducting samples of BF-DPB doped by C60 F36 . Following the
trend of the superlinearly rising σ(C) for highly F6 -TCNNQ-doped samples, the ηdop,LL
strongly limits the allowed regime of ETr for these samples. While a constant ETr for
all the n-doped samples is assumed in section 8.4, this assumption is not possible for
the p-doped samples analyzed in this section due to the strongly limited ETr for the
F6 -TCNNQ samples. Hence, knowledge of the shift of ETr upon doping is required to
calculate the mobility, the density of free holes and the doping efficiency for these
p-doped samples.

8.6 Conclusion
The rather simple models presented here are powerful tools for deriving lower limits
of the important parameters charge carrier mobility, density of free charge carriers
and doping efficiency from conductivity data of doped layers. These give an insight
to the trends of the corresponding real values and allow to compare the relative values for different material combinations. Even without knowledge of the energetic
dependency of the macroscopic mobility µ(E), it is possible to narrow down the physically possible regime for the transport level by combining Seebeck and conductivity
studies.
For the n-doped samples, the rather drastic assumption of a constant transport level
position for all samples is used, which turned out to yield quite reasonable trends for
density of free electrons, doping efficiency and mobility. This assumption however
is not possible for the p-doped samples since the lower limit of the doping efficiency
strongly reduces the allowed region of the transport level.
A more sophisticated model would require profound knowledge of the shape of the
density of states and the energetic distribution of the mobility, as well as of the influence of doping on these, which are pathways for future studies.
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Chapter

9

Summary and Outlook

9.1 Summary
Experimental
First, an existing setup was fundamentally improved and several possible sources of
errors or interferences were eliminated. Software access to all devices allowed for
better control of deposition rates as well as for monitoring and logging during sample
fabrication process, supporting diagnostics. Furthermore, the computer control make
automation and remote control of measurements possible, enabling for longer measurement time and more stable temperature control without electrical disturbances
by people operating the setup. The enhanced accuracy and reproducibility of the
measurements are the basis for the data presented in this thesis.

n-Doping
The high electron mobility material C60 was chosen as host for five different n-dopants
(Cr2 (hpp)4 , W2 (hpp)4 , AOB, DMBI-POH and o-MeO-DMBI-I), to study and compare
the doping mechanism of these compounds. Each dopant was able to dope C60 , tuning
the conductivity by several orders of magnitude through varying the doping concentration. Probing the conductivity directly after sample fabrication, changes over time
were detected, which could be accelerated and saturated by thermal annealing the
samples prior to further measurements, to ensure stable measurement conditions.
Rather large conductivities were achieved, with four of the five dopants reaching
σ > 1 S/cm and a record of σ = 10.9 S/cm using o-MeO-DMBI-I. At low doping concentrations, the air-sensitive compounds Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 were superior, but
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showed a drop at high doping concentrations, which is attributed to a decreasing mobility. Thus, both air-stable DMBI derivatives, DMBI-POH and o-MeO-DMBI-I reached
greater conductivities at elevated doping concentrations. Thereby, it is proven that
the easier to handle air-stable precursor n-dopants have the potential to replace airsensitive dopants in future devices. While most n-dopants showed a linear relation of
conductivity to doping concentration, the DMBI derivatives resulted in a superlinear
relation. AOB yielded several orders of magnitude lower conductivities directly after
sample fabrication than the other dopants. Thermal annealing all samples reduced
this difference significantly, but the samples of AOB stayed one order of magnitude
below the values achieved for the other dopants, indicating a rather large ionization
energy of the active dopant compound of AOB. The conductivity rose with temperature, indicating a temperature-activated hopping transport with an activation energy
of the conductivity that lowers upon doping.
Thermoelectric studies yielded a decreasing value of the Seebeck coefficient upon
doping, indicating a shift of the Fermi level towards the transport level and thus
an increasing density of free electrons with raising doping concentration. For most
materials, at high doping concentrations the difference between the two energy levels
saturated at ES < 2 kB T . A deviation between the activation energy of the conductivity
and the ES , observed for all AOB samples, as well as for highly doped samples of
Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 , was attributed to a thermal activation of the charge carrier
mobility.
AFM probing yielded a correlation between surface roughness and doping concentration, but highly doped samples of Cr2 (hpp)4 and W2 (hpp)4 showed smooth layers,
which was interpreted as an artifact due to measurement in air.
The study of the degradation by air-exposure of a C60 sample doped by the airsensitive dopant W2 (hpp)4 , proved that a post-exposure vacuum and heat treatment
can restore a large fraction of the initial conductivity, which allows for device processing steps under ambient conditions, greatly enhancing device fabrication possibilities.

p-Doping
Investigations of p-doped samples using two hosts (MeO-TPD and BF-DPB) and two
dopants (F6 -TCNNQ and C60 F36 ) were performed to study the influence of the molecular energy levels on the doping effect.
Comparing the hosts MeO-TPD and BF-DPB of similar structure and OFET-mobility,
the expected trend was verified, as MeO-TPD with smaller ionization energy leads to
a higher conductivity along with a lower Seebeck coefficient at each doping concentration.
The dopants F6 -TCNNQ and C60 F36 on the other hand, revealed a different picture,
since doping by F6 -TCNNQ was more efficient despite the estimated literature value of
its electron affinity being lower. It was concluded that the estimated literature values
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are incorrect and that the real electron affinity of C60 F36 is most likely smaller than
5.2 eV, whereas the real electron affinity of F6 -TCNNQ is larger.
A superlinearly rising conductivity with doping concentration was observed for most
material combinations, opposite to the n-doping experiments, where mostly a linear
relation was found. No saturation of this tendency was visible for samples doped by
F6 -TCNNQ and an increasing doping efficiency with doping concentration was postulated. For the heavier C60 F36 , a smaller conductivity slope at elevated doping concentration was explained by a disturbance of the morphology and hence a reduction of
the mobility.
Similar to the n-doped samples, the conductivity rose with temperature and again an
activation energy of the conductivity Eact,σ was derived that decreased upon doping.
This energy, however, was found to be much larger for the p-doped samples and comparing it to Seebeck investigations the difference was attributed to a strong thermal
activation of the mobility.
Concluding, for device application, the use of the thermally more robust BF-DPB as
host and the more efficient dopant F6 -TCNNQ is suggested.
Investigating the model system of the polycrystalline pentacene p-doped by the
similar-sized F4 -TCNQ, much larger conductivities compared to the amorphous hosts
MeO-TPD and BF-DPB were measured and attributed to a higher mobility. Directly
after sample deposition, a strong reduction of the in-situ conductivity over time was
detected, which could be accelerated and saturated by heat treatment and was attributed to morphological changes in the layer, reducing the mobility. This effect explained the difference between published studies on this material system. However,
neither the presence of a threshold doping concentration for the generation of free
charge carriers nor indications for an increasing doping efficiency with doping concentration, as theoretically predicted for this material system, were observed in the
experiments. It is possible that these phenomena were concealed by morphological
effects or that they occur at lower doping concentrations.

Estimating the Doping Efficiency and the Mobility
Finally, a model was developed that allows to derive lower limits for the charge carrier
mobility, the density of free charge carriers as well as the doping efficiency from a conductivity measurement. Combining the derived lower limit of the doping efficiency
with Seebeck data, the energetic position of the transport level could be narrowed
down. In case of the n-doped C60 samples the rather drastic assumption of a constant
transport level for all material combinations and doping concentrations yielded quite
reasonable results for the derived densities of free electrons, doping efficiencies as
well as charge carrier mobilities.
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9.2 Outlook
Further Improvements of the Setup
Several further improvement of the setup may be worth considering in the future.
Firstly, the replacement of the water-cooling by an electrically driven and remotely
controllable cooling system. These rather expensive systems can provide liquid solvents at temperatures down to −50 ◦C and would greatly enhance the measurement
range. Cooling is preferred over heating, since at elevated temperatures the morphology might change or the molecules might even decompose or re-evaporated from the
sample. As conductivity measurements do not require as stable temperature control
as Seebeck experiments, conductivity studies on doped samples could be performed
using liquid nitrogen cooling at the existing setup, as mentioned in section 3.1.1. Secondly, the temperature gradient required for Seebeck investigations could be generated by a Peltier element instead of two individually heated copper blocks [Per08] , which
should result in an even more stable temperature gradient during Seebeck measurements. Thirdly, in-situ mounting the sample via a transfer system without opening
the chamber to air would greatly enhance sample fabrication speed, by preventing
contamination and re-evacuation of the chamber. This could furthermore allow for
the measurement of samples fabricated in other labs, if they are encapsulated during
transport to prevent degradation in air. Finally, full automation of the rate control
during co-deposition of host and dopant materials may be worth considering.

Short-Term Studies
It would be interesting to study the influence of much lower and even higher doping
concentrations. Lower concentrations would require a modified setup, for example by
introducing a shutter above the dopant source, reducing the material flow. An optimized sample geometry for conductivity studies with a high contact length to distance
ratio could even allow measuring intrinsic conductivities. Higher concentrations on
the other hand are cost-intensive, since the dopants are usually rather expensive, but
especially for the p-dopant F6 -TCNNQ, such a study would be interesting, since no
saturation of the superlinearly rising conductivity with doping concentration was observed so far. Furthermore, it would be fascinating to try whether host and dopant
switch roles at C > 1.0 MR, which would be visible in a sign change of the Seebeck
coefficient.
Further studies of the influence of air-exposure and post-exposure heat and vacuum
treatment on doped layers would be of great interest for device fabrication issues.
Additionally, the influence of the doping concentration on the thermal stability of the
layers could be of interest.
The n-dopants studied should be tested in a series of hosts of smaller electron affinities to check their doping capability. o-MeO-DMBI-I, which did not deploy its full
doping capability in a vacuum chamber of lower base pressure, should be tried in
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different setups. Modifications of the chemical structure of the promising novel airstable precursor n-dopant class of DMBI derivatives should be studied in more detail,
since it might reveal further insight of the doping mechanism.

Medium-Term Studies
The higher fluorinated compound C60 F48 might be a better choice than the investigated C60 F36 , since its electron affinity is reported to be larger [Liu97] .
The materials investigated in this work should be employed in devices to study the
influence of conductivity and Seebeck coefficient on device performance. First tests
in electron and hole transporting layers of photovoltaic cells where successful, but so
far insufficient data were collected to compare the materials.
The origin for the change in conductivity over time observed for many samples directly after sample deposition should be investigated further, for example by performing similar measurements in a vacuum chamber of lower base pressure or by
encapsulating the films shortly after fabrication to identify whether it is an artifact of
contamination or an internal effect.
Applying p- and n-doping on the same host allows fabrication of p-n-junctions, being
the building block for most electronic devices. First p-n-junctions of ZnPc by employing C60 F36 and W2 (hpp)4 were promising [Bur13] .
In the presented setup, nitrogen cooling could be used to study the temperature dependence of the conductivity in more detail. First conductivity studies were successful, but the temperature control was too unstable for Seebeck investigations.

Long-Term Studies
A model describing the energetic dependency of the microscopic mobility would be
of great use, since combined with Seebeck data this knowledge would allow for determination of the positions of transport level and Fermi level.
The influence of doping on the morphology is another interesting topic, since the
morphology strongly influences the mobility and consequently the conductivity. Morphological analysis of the molecular arrangement could be investigated by techniques
like X-ray diffraction or refraction in addition to AFM surface probing.
The optical properties of doped layers are of interest as well, since in optoelectronic
devices parasitic light absorption hinders device performance.
Studying the same material system by several techniques could greatly enhance the
scientific output compared to single experiments. For example, impedance spectroscopy could be used to derive the density of ionized dopants and thereby the
doping efficiency. By the surface sensitive technique of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), the Fermi level position in p-doped layers could be determined. The
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influence of temperature and doping concentration on the mobility might be obtained
using Hall or time of flight (TOF) measurements. Combining this knowledge with a
Seebeck and conductivity study should provide a deep insight into the underlaying
physics.
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